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51 Introduction
In general lighting, 61.8% of the global electrically generated light is provided
by linear or compact fluorescent lamps [IAE06]. This high share arises from the
widespread application in industrial, commercial and residential lighting. The re-
maining global electric-light production is subdivided between the share of high
pressure discharge lamps (27.2%) which are primarily applied in outdoor and
industrial lighting and incandescent light sources (11.0%) which are used in com-
mercial and residential lighting [IAE06]. The role of solid state light sources
(organic and inorganic light-emitting diodes) is still negligible on a global scale
but the ongoing progress in improving their efficiency and total light output in-
dicates that their role will increase heavily in the near future. However, recent
studies predict that the share of solid state light sources primarily increases on
the expense of the share of high pressure and incandescent lamps. At present, a
large-scale substitution of fluorescent lamps seems very unlikely due to the high
price of solid state light sources. In the near future, it is estimated that still 60%
of the global electrically generated light is provided by fluorescent lamps [Fro11].
Fluorescent lamps are low pressure mercury containing rare gas discharges with
internal electrodes which generate ultraviolet mercury radiation at 253.7 nm very
efficiently. The mercury emission is converted into visible light by means of phos-
phors. A very critical aspect of fluorescent lamps is the toxicity of mercury. In
the European Union the use of mercury is prohibited in all electronic devices ac-
cording to the “Restriction of certain Hazardous Substances Directive” (RoHS)
2011/65/EU (earlier 2002/95/EG). The most significant exception to this direc-
tive is the use of mercury for lighting applications but the approved amount is
strongly regulated and decreases gradually over the next years. A substitution of
mercury by a non-toxic substance in low pressure discharge light sources is highly
desirable due to the retaining importance of such lamps in general lighting.
The application of possible candidates for replacing mercury is limited by se-
veral requirements. For example, the substance must have a suitable emission
spectrum and a high vapour pressure. These demands are fulfilled by the di-
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atomic indium monohalide molecules InBr and InCl whose A − X and B − X
emission spectra are located in the near-ultraviolet spectral range between 330
and 400 nm. Moreover, indium which is generated by dissociation process in the
discharge also radiates intensely in the near-UV. The use of metal halides raises
the issue, that power coupling by internal electrodes is not possible as the elec-
trodes would quickly be eroded by the halides. Therefore inductive or capacitive
RF-coupling with external electrodes has to be applied. Recent investigations
already proved the concept of using indium halide low pressure discharges for
generating near-UV emission and showed that a good efficiency can be achieved
[HHK+10]. These first measurements were restricted to capacitive RF-coupling
using argon as background gas. However, the full potential was not explored as
systematic investigations were not carried out and no effort was made to unders-
tand the physical processes which determine the discharge characteristics.
In this work, the applicability of InBr and InCl in a low pressure discharge light
source is investigated from a more fundamental point of view. For this purpose
sealed cylindrical quartz discharge vessels which contain a defined amount of
indium halide and a rare gas are used. Preliminary investigations which were
performed within the scope of a diploma thesis [Bri08] showed that the efficiency
and the intensity of the generated InBr and indium emission strongly depend on
the evaporated indium halide density. This amount is determined by the vapour
pressure and the temperature of the coldest spot of the discharge vessel wall. For
a controlled variation of the indium halide density a well-defined cold spot setup
is mandatory. This was realized in the revised experimental setup.
A comparison of inductively and capacitively RF-coupling with respect to the
generated light output and to the applicability for lighting purposes is carried
out. Furthermore, the impact of the cold spot temperature, the RF-power and
the background gas type on the discharge characteristics is investigated for rare
gas plasmas containing InBr or InCl. The set of these parameters which yields the
maximum efficiency of generating near-UV indium halide and indium emission
is determined. In general, the focus is put on the comprehension of the physical
processes which determine the discharge characteristics and on the identification
of the processes which limit the radiation efficiency. For this purpose the diagnos-
tic methods white light absorption and optical emission spectroscopy are used.
The potential of a low pressure indium halide discharge light source is discussed
by simulating the application of phosphors and by outlining the step towards a
lamp prototype.
72 Finding Substitutes for
Mercury in Fluorescent Lamps
2.1 The Role of Mercury in Fluorescent Lamps
Common fluorescent lamps are discharge lamps which consist of a tube that is
filled with a rare gas (typically argon, krypton or neon or a combination thereof)
at a pressure between two and five mbar and several mg of mercury [LLLG04,
Way69]. The plasma is generated using internal electrodes at each end of the
tube. An AC current of a few hundred mA at a frequency in the order of 10 kHz
(electronic ballast) or 50 Hz (conventional ballast) is supplied to the electrodes
to power the discharge. On the inner side of the tube a phosphor is applied
that converts the ultraviolet mercury emission which is generated by the plasma
into visible light. The phosphors efficiently absorb the radiation of the intense
mercury line at 253.7 nm and their emission mostly covers the spectral range that
can be detected by the human eye.
The plasma is a low temperature low pressure arc discharge with an electron
temperature Te of about 1 eV (1 eV ≈ 11600 K), an electron density ne between
1017 m−3 and 1018 m−3 and a gas temperature Tgas of 300 − 700 K [LLLG04].
The optimal mercury density of those lamps is reached at a partial pressure of
around 7 × 10−3 mbar which is achieved according to the vapour pressure of
mercury at a coldest spot temperature TCS of the lamp vessel of around 42 ◦C
[LLLG04]. Below this value, the mercury density is too low to obtain a high light
output. Above 42 ◦C reabsorption of the emitted photons in the plasma results
in a decreasing efficiency. The lamps are designed in a way that the optimum
coldest spot temperature is reached automatically in normal operation.
The unique property of low pressure mercury/rare gas discharges is the very
high efficiency of the generated UV radiation: 60 to 70% of the electrical input
power are emitted in a single mercury line at 253.7 nm that arises from the
transition between the excited 6 3P1 state (excitation energy 4.86 eV) and the
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6 1S0 ground state [LLLG04, Nat11]. This extremely high efficiency of generating
UV photons has several physical reasons:
• The transition of the 253.7 nm line is resonant, i. e. a transition that
terminates on the ground state. In general, resonant transitions have a
very large transition probability for spontaneous emission. As the intensity
of an emission line is proportional to this probability, the intensity of the
253.7 nm line and therefore the efficiency is high.
• The radiating 6 3P1 state is flanked by the metastable 6 3P0 and 6 3P2
states [Nat11]. As the energy difference between these states and the 6 3P1
state is small, excitation or deexcitation processes of the metastable states
that end on the radiating 6 3P1 state and hence increase its population
density are very likely [Way69]. As the intensity of an emission line is also
proportional to the population density of the upper state, these processes
contribute to the high intensity and efficiency of the 253.7 nm radiation.
• The excitation of the 6 3P state of mercury (which is split into the 6 3P0,
6 3P1 and 6 3P2 state) by electron impact is more likely than the excitation
of other states in the mercury atom as the 6 3P state is the first excited
state and the energy difference to the next excited states is several eV
[Way69, Nat11]. As the velocity distribution of the electrons follows a
Maxwellian distribution [Way69], a larger excitation energy of a state causes
a smaller excitation rate which can result in a difference of the population
density of several orders of magnitude due to the low electron temperature
of these discharges. Therefore, at the typical electron temperature of 1 eV
the population density of the 6 3P state is much larger than the one of
the other excited states which in turn results in a strong domination of the
253.7 nm line in the mercury emission spectrum.
• Considering resonant radiation (radiation from transitions that terminate
on the ground state), reabsorption plays a very important role. If the
photons are reabsorbed many times before leaving the plasma (“trapped”
photons), the probability increases that the 6 3P1 state is deexcited without
emitting a photon. Mercury occurs in seven isotopes, and six of them have
a noticeable natural abundance [BLB+05]. The resonance line at 253.7 nm
has a slightly different wavelength for each isotope. This wavelength diffe-
rence is large enough that the typical line broadening mechanisms do not
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lead to an overlap of the single lines [Way69]. Hence, each mercury iso-
tope can only reabsorb photons which were emitted by the same isotope
[Hol47, HAM52]. That means the density of mercury in the plasma can be
six times higher before radiation trapping limits the efficiency than it would
have been if mercury occurred as a single isotope.
However, due to the conversion of one UV photon with an energy of 4.86 eV to
one photon in the visible spectral range (photon energies 1.5− 3 eV) by the use
of a phosphor, a large amount of energy and therefore efficiency is lost [Way69].
The wavelength shift between the absorbed and the emitted photon is called the
Stokes shift. Considering the phosphor quantum efficiency of typically 80 to 90%
this results in an overall efficiency of the generation of visible light of 20 − 25%
[LLLG04] which is still very high for a light source.
2.2 The Role of Background Gases in Low
Pressure Discharge Lamps
Basically in all discharge lamps rare gases are used as background gas. Back-
ground gases support the ignition of the lamp and they help to increase the
efficiency due to several reasons which can differ for each discharge lamp type.
In the mercury/rare gas plasma of fluorescent lamps the main function of the
background gas is to slow down the diffusion of the electrons and ions to the
wall [Way69]. As this diffusion determines the electron temperature (see section
3.2.6) the choice of the background gas pressure allows for an adjustment of the
electron temperature to the desired optimum level. This level can be described
qualitatively as high enough that excitation and radiation losses greatly exceed
elastic collision losses and low enough that excitation of the 6 3P1 state of mer-
cury predominates over the excitation of all higher states (which leads to the
domination of the 253.7 nm line in the emission spectrum) [Way69].
The low pressure sodium lamp contains a background gas at a pressure of
a few mbar and sodium which radiates very efficiently in the visible spectral
range at 589.0 and 589.6 nm [Way69, Nat11]. Therefore, low pressure sodium
lamps do not need a phosphor to convert a UV photon into a visible one. As
these lamps only emit in the yellow spectral range, they do not produce white
light which limits the application to outdoor lighting [LLLG04]. Sodium has
a very low vapour pressure compared to mercury, therefore its optimum partial
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pressure which is about 4×10−3 mbar (similar to the one of mercury in fluorescent
lamps) is not reached until a cold spot temperature of 260 ◦C [Way69]. As
virtually no sodium is evaporated at ambient temperature, a background gas
is required to ignite the lamp. During the starting phase that lasts for about
10 to 15 minutes, the lamp heats up and turns from a pure rare gas discharge
into a sodium discharge [LLLG04]. Since the optimum electrical properties such
as power input per unit length are very similar to those of fluorescent lamps
which only reach TCS ≈ 42 ◦C, the low pressure sodium lamps need some special
operating and design conditions. There are basically two solutions to increase
the cold spot temperature intrinsically: First, insulating the lamp or applying an
infrared reflecting coating at the lamp wall to reduce the cooling of the lamp and
second, favouring the energy transfer from the hot electrons to the cold gas atoms
to increase the dissipated amount of power [Way69]. The latter is done by using
neon at a pressure of 10 mbar or higher as background gas. This high pressure of a
lightweight-atom gas provides strong gas heating by elastic scattering of electrons
which increases the cold spot temperature to the desired level [Way69, LLLG04].
In summary, the choice of the background gas and its pressure helps to operate
low pressure discharge lamps at the optimum conditions considering cold spot
temperature and electron temperature. Furthermore, the rare gas makes an ig-
nition of the cold lamp possible if the vapour pressure of the radiating species at
ambient temperature is too low.
2.3 Requirements for Substitutes and Potential
Candidates
As described in section 1 it is highly desirable to find efficient substitutes for
mercury in low pressure discharge lamps. However, possible substitutes for mer-
cury in low pressure discharge lamps have to fulfil several requirements. First of
all, their vapour pressure has to be considerably high as the low gas temperature
only allows for cold spot temperatures between ambient temperature and a few
hundred degrees centigrade. As benchmark the vapour pressure at a temperature
of 300 ◦C should at least reach 10−3 mbar [KZF09]. Because of this reason the
use of pure elements as radiating media (which means their emission has to be
in the UV or visible spectral range) is restricted to mercury, sodium and the rare
gases which already are the basis for common discharge lamps [LLLG04, KZF09].
The list of possible substitutes can be extended to molecules. In general, tri- or
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polyatomic molecules have several disadvantages considering the application as
radiating species. Much energy is lost in excitation processes of their manifold
rovibronic states and in the variety of dissociation processes. Moreover, their
emission is distributed over a very large spectral range from UV to the far infra-
red. These properties strongly limit the efficiency of tri- or polyatomic molecules
in the lamp application. Therefore, the application of molecules as radiating spe-
cies has to be restricted to diatomic molecules. Their emission spectrum is usually
distributed in a smaller wavelength range and the number of rovibronic states is
reduced greatly compared to polyatomic molecules. Using diatomic molecules,
the molecular emission as well as the emission of the atoms of the molecule can
be used due to dissociation processes in the plasma. If the diatomic species of a
candidate is not stable or easily available, parent molecules that form the desired
molecule by electron impact dissociation in the plasma also have to be considered.
A second requirement is the spectral range of the emission. To reduce the Stokes
shift and hence the energy that is lost in the conversion process, the emission
of possible candidates and at least one of the atomic components of diatomic
molecules should be in the near UV or in the visible spectral range [KZF09].
Furthermore, safety standards have to be satisfied which excludes hazardous or
radioactive species. It should also be noticed that the reactivity of some of the
possible candidates makes the utilization of internal electrodes impossible as they
would quickly be eroded. In this case, other coupling methods such as inductive or
capacitive RF-coupling have to be considered. Lamps with external RF-electrodes
have already been developed in several designs, some of them even suitable for
common bulb fittings [Wha93, LLLG04, Lap10].
Another important aspect is that stoichiometrically driven condensation has to
be avoided [KZF09]. This means for example that a species XY which emits the
desired radiation has a high vapour pressure, but in the plasma the species XaYb
is formed which immediately condensates at the wall as the vapour pressure of
this compound is very low. If such a condensation occurs, a long term operation
of the lamp is not possible.
Considering all these requirements, a list of 14 diatomic molecules is obtained,
the majority of them being metal halides [KZF09]. These molecules are not
available or stable in the diatomic form except for indium monohalides. Moreover,
the use of parent molecules leads to a much more complex plasma chemistry and a
considerable amount of energy is needed for the formation of the diatomic species
in the plasma by electron impact dissociation which limits the efficiency (see for
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example [SMM+07] for GaI3 utilization for generating GaI radiation). Therefore
indium monohalides are ideal candidates for fundamental investigations as they
provide simplicity and a high efficiency in this point. However, for rare gas
discharges containing indium halides, electrodeless RF-coupling is necessary as
the halide which is formed by dissociation processes erodes internal electrodes.
2.4 Spectral and Molecular Properties of InBr
and InCl
Emission Spectra of InBr and InCl Discharges
In low pressure low temperature plasmas InCl and InBr emit an intense band
spectrum in the near UV spectral range. This emission arises from the transitions
of the excited A 3Π0+(0+) and B 3Π1(1) states to the ground state X1Σ+(0+) for
both indium halides as their electronic structure is the same. The A and B state
are the first excited states having an excitation energy of 3.29 and 3.39 eV for InBr
and of 3.44 and 3.54 eV for InCl [MYSR04]. As the excitation energy does not
differ much between the two excited states the emission arising from the A − X
transition overlaps strongly with the one from the B− X transition. Furthermore,
InBr and InCl have small values of their molecular constants which results in a
small energy difference among the vibrational or rotational states in an electronic
state. Due to this reason also the emission of the single rovibrational transitions
within an electronic transition overlaps strongly. Only the particular sequences -
emission from transitions v′ → v′′ with a fixed value of ∆v = v′ − v′′ (v′ denotes
the vibrational quantum number of the upper electronic state and v′′ the one of
the lower state) - of an electronic transition can be spectroscopically resolved.
The emission spectrum of the A − X and B − X transition ranges from 350 and
400 nm for InBr whereas it is between 330 and 380 nm for InCl. Figure 2.1 shows
an exemplary emission spectrum of InBr where some sequences of the electronic
transitions are labelled. This spectrum results from the simulation of the relative
emission intensity described in section 4.5 which allows for a separation of the
emission in the A− X and the B− X transition to demonstrate the strong overlap.
The exemplary emission spectrum for InCl shown in figure 2.2 also results from
a simulation. For both spectra a Gaussian apparatus profile with a full width at
half maximum of 23 pm has been used for the calculation.
The emission from the C 1Π1(1) − X1Σ+(0+) transition is located around
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Figure 2.1: Simulated exemplary near UV emission spectrum of InBr arising
from the A − X and the B − X transition. Some exemplary sequences ∆v = v′−v′′
are labelled. The single vibrational and rotational transitions cannot be resolved
spectroscopically.
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Figure 2.2: Simulated exemplary near UV emission spectrum of InCl arising
from the A − X and the B − X transition. Some exemplary sequences ∆v = v′−v′′
are labelled. It should be noted that the wavelength and the relative intensity of
the B − X transition of InCl are slightly incorrect as there is a mismatch between
simulation and measurement (see section 4.5.4).
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285 nm for InBr and around 270 nm for InCl [MYSR04]. However, in this work
no molecular emission besides the one of the A − X and B − X transitions
was detectable for both InBr and InCl in the spectral range between 250 and
1000 nm. The indium atom which is produced by dissociation processes in the
plasma contributes to the emission predominantly with the emission lines at 410.2
and 451.1 nm. As the excitation energy of the states in bromine or chlorine is high,
the intensity of the corresponding emission lines is negligible or not detectable.
Molecular Properties of InBr and InCl
In solid state, InBr is an orange-red salt with a density of 4960 kg/m3. Its
melting point is at 290 ◦C [BPS55], the boiling point at 656 ◦C and the molecular
mass is 194.72 amu [Lid05]. The InCl salt has a yellow colour and a density of
4190 kg/m3. The melting point of InCl is at 225 ◦C [SB58], the boiling point at
608 ◦C and the molecular mass is 150.27 amu [Lid05]. The natural abundance of
the stable isotopes of indium, chlorine and bromine (see table 2.1) determines the
isotopic composition and natural abundance of InBr and InCl which are shown
in table 2.2.
Table 2.1: Stable isotopes of indium, chlorine and bromine and their natural
abundances [BLB+05].
Element Mass [amu] Natural abundance [%]
In
113 4.29
115 95.71
Cl
35 75.76
37 24.24
Br
79 50.69
81 49.31
The molecular constants of InBr and InCl [MYSR04] are summarized in the
Appendix in section A. These constants determine the energy levels of the single
rovibrational states as described in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. A knowledge of these
energy levels is required for simulating the InBr and InCl A − X and B − X
emission spectra (see section 4.5). The InBr molecule has an ionization energy of
9.41 eV [BD72] and a dissociation energy of 3.99 eV [MYSR04]. The ionization
energy of InCl is 9.75 eV [BD72] and the dissociation energy is 4.44 eV [MYSR04].
Several references for the vapour pressure of InBr and InCl can be found in
the literature [SL60, KH07, TRBO89]. They have been determined experimen-
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Table 2.2: Stable isotopes of InBr and InCl with their natural abundances (cal-
culated after the natural abundances of indium, bromine and chlorine, see table
2.1).
Molecule Composition Mass [amu] Natural abundance [%]
InBr
113In79Br 192 2.17
113In81Br 194 2.12
115In79Br 194 48.52
115In81Br 196 47.19
InCl
113In35Cl 148 3.25
113In37Cl 150 1.04
115In35Cl 150 72.51
115In37Cl 152 23.20
tally ([SL60, TRBO89]) or calculated theoretically ([KH07]). The corresponding
vapour pressure curves differ from each other considerably (to be seen in figure
2.3). However, the optimum indium halide density which is adjusted via the cold
spot temperature TCS is a very important parameter that influences the discharge
emission. In order to identify the cold spot temperature where the optimum effi-
ciency is achieved the knowledge of the correct vapour pressure curve is required.
A comparison of the indium halide density obtained from absorption measure-
ments in gas phase with the density derived from the different vapour pressure
curves is carried out in section 5.3 for InBr. This investigation proved that the
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Figure 2.3: Vapour pressure curves of (a) InBr and (b) InCl calculated from the
corresponding vapour pressure formulae of different references.
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InBr densities calculated after the vapour pressure curve of [SL60] agrees best
with the measured ones whereas the densities calculated after [KH07, TRBO89]
are too small (see figure 5.7). Hence, the vapour pressure curve of reference [SL60]
is used for InBr in the following. For InCl such a verification cannot be carried
out as described in section 8.1. Therefore no statement about the significance of
the particular vapour pressure curves of InCl can be given.
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3 Properties of Low Temperature
Low Pressure Plasmas
3.1 Plasma Generation and Heating
Mechanisms
To generate a discharge by radio frequency (RF) heating, the RF-power can be
transferred to the plasma by capacitive or inductive coupling. Further coupling
methods which are based on resonant wave heating mechanisms are not discussed
in this section as their application is not reasonable for lighting purposes as the
lamp design would be more complex due to the required external magnetic fields.
A capacitively coupled plasma (CCP, also called E-discharge) is sustained by the
alternating electric field between the two electrodes of a capacitor. An inductively
coupled plasma (ICP or H-discharge) is driven by an electric field that is induced
by an alternating magnetic field [Lis92]. As the magnetic field is produced by a
coil the ICP plasma can be compared to a single short-circuited secondary turn
of a transformer. If the CCP or ICP is referred to as being “electrodeless”, the
electrodes of the capacitor or the windings of the coil are separated from the
plasma by a dielectric barrier. The CCP and ICP discharges are usually driven
with a 50-Ω RF-power supply that operates at the typical industrial frequency of
13.56 MHz [LL94]. To assure efficient RF-coupling to the plasma, it is necessary to
tune the impedance of the RF-circuit to 50 Ω resistance and zero ohms reactance.
This is done by a so-called “matching network” which is introduced in the RF-
circuit between the generator and the plasma.
Capacitive RF-Coupling
Using cylindrical discharge vessels, an electrodeless CCP can be realized by moun-
ting electrodes outside the vessel at each end of the discharge tube. The advan-
tage is that the fittings of such a lamp can be designed very similar to those of
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conventional fluorescent lamps. Moreover, the electrodes do not block the radial
discharge emission which is again advantageous for lighting applications.
The plasma generated by CCP discharges can be separated into three regions,
the plasma volume and the two sheaths, where the bulk plasma interacts with the
dielectric walls in front of each field-supplying electrode [Ben90]. The formation
and the behaviour of the sheaths (which is described after [Ben90]) is mainly
determined by the electrons in the plasma as their mobility is much higher (due
to the smaller mass) compared to the one of the ions. If an electrode is charged
positively - which is the case during one of the two RF-phases - the electrons
quickly drift to the dielectric wall in front of this electrode charging the wall
negatively. Due to the presence of the dielectric wall, no net charge flow can occur
between the plasma and the electrodes. During the next half-cycle the electrode
has a negative polarity which leads to a rejection of electrons and an attraction
of ions. However, the negative wall charge cannot be neutralized completely
during this RF-cycle as the mobility of the ions is lower. After several RF-cycles
a sheath with a dimension of several Debye lengths between the bulk plasma
and the dielectric wall is formed which has an almost stationary positive space
charge. The excess negative charge at the dielectric wall leads to a positive bias
of the plasma with respect to both electrodes which causes a continuous flow of
ions through the sheath to the dielectric wall. This bias voltage adjusts itself in
a way that the time-averaged electron and ion fluxes to the dielectric wall are
equal. As this internal bias voltage can reach high values, the ions have gained
high energies (up to several tens of eV [TE90], usually several times the value of
Te) when hitting the dielectric wall. These high ion energies are advantageous
for plasma processing purposes like sputtering and etching but disadvantageous
if one wants to avoid an erosion of the wall.
The RF-power coupled to a CCP is transferred to the electrons by ohmic hea-
ting in the bulk plasma and stochastic heating in the sheaths [LL94]. For Ohmic
heating (also called collisional heating) the electric field energy is converted into
thermal energy of the electrons due to collisions. If no collisions occur, the elec-
trons move coherently with the oscillating field and no energy is transferred from
the RF-field to the plasma. However, if they collide with other particles, the
phase-coherent motion of the individual electron is broken. This results in an
out-of-phase acceleration of the electron by the RF-field and thus in a net kinetic
energy gain. In the stochastic heating process the phase-coherent motion of the
electrons is broken collisionless by the reflection of the electrons at the decelera-
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ting fields of the oscillating sheaths. Again, the out-of-phase acceleration leads to
a net kinetic energy gain. A more detailed discussion of the heating mechanisms
can be found in [LL94]. It should be noted that in some references all collisionless
heating processes are referred to as stochastic heating.
Inductive RF-Coupling
An electrodeless cylindrical ICP discharge can e. g. be realized by winding a coil
around a discharge tube. In general, inductive RF-coupling is more efficient com-
pared to capacitive coupling. That provides higher electron densities and higher
plasma emission at the same input power [SCC00, LL94], which is advantageous
for lighting applications. But a problem in inductive coupling is the partial blo-
cking of the radial plasma emission by the wire of the coil. A solution is the use of
transparent conducting oxides such as indium tin oxide as wire material. These
materials are already applied successfully as transparent electrodes in flat panel
displays. Nevertheless, the basic investigations can also be carried out using a
non-transparent coil.
In inductively coupled cylindrical discharges the oscillating magnetic field ge-
nerated by the RF-coil is directed along the central axis of the cylinder. This
magnetic field induces an oscillating electric field within the plasma which forms
closed loops around the central axis [Hop92]. In general, the induction field is
maximal at the plasma vessel circumference and decreases monotonically towards
the central axis. However, in low pressure plasmas the occurring diffusion pro-
cesses result in a radial uniform discharge despite the low induced field in the
centre [Hop92]. It should be noted that the power applied to the RF-induction-
coil can also cause capacitive coupling [LL94]. The low- and high-voltage ends
of the coil produce a weak axial electric field trough the discharge [Hop92]. This
capacitive part makes an ignition of the plasma easier. Furthermore, the ICP dis-
charge is sustained dominantly by the capacitive coupling parts especially at low
power operation. This so-called E-mode has only faint emission and low electron
densities [SCC00]. If the power increases, a mode transition to the H-mode with
dominantly inductive coupling occurs resulting in a much higher emission and
electron density. A more detailed discussion on the E-H-transition can be found
in [TL99]. Of course, if inductive coupling is considered for lighting application
one has to assure that the discharge is driven in H-mode.
Due to the capacitive parts of the RF-coupling, sheaths are formed at the
dielectric surface of the vessel in the region of the coil-wire. However, as the ca-
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pacitive coupling part is very weak, the sheath voltages are much lower compared
to a CCP which also results in a much less acceleration of the ions [SCC00, LL94].
In electrodeless ICPs, the RF-power is coupled to the discharge via Ohmic hea-
ting, stochastic heating (in the E-mode) and collisionless heating (in the H-mode,
also sometimes referred to as stochastic heating). Ohmic and stochastic heating
have already been described in the previous section on CCP heating mechanisms.
The collisionless heating in the H-mode is caused by the RF-induced spatially
non-uniform and time-dependent electric field. The phase-coherent motion of the
electrons travelling through the inhomogeneous field is broken if their thermal
velocity is sufficiently high to sample the field inhomogeneity [SCC00, LG98]. As
described above, the breaking of the phase-coherent motion leads to a net increase
of the kinetic electron energy.
3.2 Population Processes, Models and Balances
If a low pressure discharge is considered for lighting purposes, it is important to
gain insight in the population processes of the excited states in atoms, molecules
or ions (the heavy particles) because the steady-state population density of the
excited states determines the emitted radiation.
If thermal equilibrium would apply to a discharge, the population of excited
states follows a Boltzmann distribution, the emitted spectral radiance is given
by Planck’s law and the density of the ions is given by the Saha equation. The
neutral particles, the ions and the electrons all have the same kinetic energy.
However, low pressure low temperature plasmas are non-equilibrium discharges,
i. e. for a calculation of the population of excited states, of the emitted radiance
and of the ion density all relevant processes have to be considered individually.
Population models can be set up which balance the populating and depopulating
processes. If the required input parameters (electron temperature, electron den-
sity, pressure, . . .) are known, the steady-state population density of a desired
state can be calculated numerically. These models can be used to identify the
relevant population and depopulation processes or - by adjusting the calculated
densities to measured ones by varying the input parameters - to determine plasma
parameters like the electron temperature and density. However, the consideration
of processes that involve photons can be very complex and it could be possible
that relevant processes cannot be included in the model due to the lack of data
on the corresponding cross sections which determine the process rates.
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The typical electron density of low pressure discharges is in the range of
1014 m−3 < ne < 1019 m−3 [LL94]. As a plasma is quasi-neutral the density
of the positive ions times their ionization stage is equal to the electron density
if the formation of negative ions can be neglected. The energy that is coupled
into the plasma primarily heats the electrons as described in the previous section.
Due to the large mass difference between electrons and heavy particles the energy
transfer from electrons to heavy particles by elastic collisions is very ineffective.
This leads to a much larger temperature of the electrons Te which is typically
in the range of several eV whereas the temperature of the neutral particles (also
called gas temperature Tgas) and the temperature of the ions Tion can only reach
several times the ambient temperature [LL94]. Usually Tgas ≈ Tion can be assu-
med as the energy transfer between neural particles and ions is very efficient due
to their similar mass.
By contrast to atoms, molecules also have vibrational and rotational states
that can be excited. As the energy difference of those states is usually much
smaller than the one of electronic states, different processes can populate the
vibrational and rotational states. The discussion of molecular population and
depopulation processes is restricted to diatomic molecules in this work, as only
indium monohalides are considered.
3.2.1 Population of Electronic States
Several important excitation and deexcitation processes which determine the po-
pulation density of excited electronic states in a plasma are discussed below. The
listed processes shall only give a short overview of the variety of possible processes
and the list does not claim completeness. It should be noted that it may be neces-
sary to include further non-listed processes to allow for a correct characterization
of the population density of an electronic state.
The energy difference between the individual electronic states of atoms, mole-
cules and ions is usually in the range of several eV. As electrons have a high kinetic
energy, the excited electronic state i of a heavy particle A is primarily populated
by electron impact excitation out of the ground state or a lower state k:
A(ground state) + e−f ←→ A(i) + e−s (3.1)
A(k) + e−f ←→ A(i) + e−s . (3.2)
In the above processes, e−f and e
−
s denote a fast and a slow electron respectively.
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The rate of electron impact excitation increases, if the density of the lower state
in the plasma or the electron density increases. Electron impact excitation out
of a metastable state m,
A(m) + e−f ←→ A(i) + e−s , (3.3)
can be a very important population process as metastable states usually have
a high population density. The high density arises from the fact that radiative
decay is not allowed for metastable states by quantum mechanical selection rules.
In general, inelastic collisions with other heavy particles C,
A(ground state) + Cf ←→ A(i) + Cs, (3.4)
A(k) + Cf ←→ A(i) + Cs, (3.5)
do not contribute significantly to the population of excited electronic states as
the heavy particles only have a low kinetic energy.
The most important deexcitation process of an excited electronic state i in low
pressure low temperature plasmas is the spontaneous emission if the transition
i→ k is optically allowed:
A(i)←→ A(k) + hνik. (3.6)
where hνik denotes the energy of the emitted photon. If this process (which
contributes to the population of the state k) proceeds over several intermediate
states i→ . . .→ k it is also called cascaded radiative decay.
Deexcitation processes can also occur non-radiative, for example by electron
impact deexcitation (reverse process of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3)) or by so-called
quenching processes, i. e. deexcitation by heavy particle impact (reverse process
of (3.4) and (3.4)). Another non-radiative deexcitation process is the diffusion of
excited particles through the plasma volume to the wall of the discharge vessel
where deexcitation occurs. This process is a relevant depopulation process for
metastable states, as they cannot be deexcited by spontaneous emission.
The reversal process of (3.6) - the absorption of a photon - increases the po-
pulation of the state i especially if the density of particles in the lower state k is
considerably high in the discharge. Therefore population by reabsorption is es-
pecially important for upper states of resonant transitions or of transitions where
the lower state is metastable. If the photons were emitted by the discharge itself
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previously and are reabsorbed before they can leave the plasma, the transition is
called optically thick (see section 3.3).
Due to the high kinetic energy of the electrons, ionization primarily occurs by
inelastic collisions of heavy particles with electrons. Another ionization process
is the absorption of a photon if the energy of the photon hν is high enough:
A(i) + e−f ←→ A+(t) + e−s + e−, (3.7)
A(i) + hν ←→ A+(t) + e−. (3.8)
In these equations A+ denotes the ion of the particle A which is in the electronic
state t. The reversal processes of these ionization processes are the three-body-
collisional recombination and the radiative recombination. However, in a low
pressure low temperature plasma ions are primarily lost due to recombination at
the wall of the discharge vessel. This process is described by the diffusion of ions
from the bulk plasma to the wall (see next section).
A further process that leads to ionization of a particle is the so-called Penning
ionization: The excitation energy of a particle B in the state j is transferred to the
particle A in the state i by an inelastic collision (particle B must not necessarily
differ from the particle A). The Penning ionization often involves metastable
states due to their high population density. The amount of energy transferred to
the particle A is enough to ionize it:
A(i) +B(j)←→ A+(t) +B(l < j) + e−. (3.9)
If a diatomic molecule AB is considered, dissociation occurs in the discharge.
As the binding energy of the molecule is typically in the range of several eV
dissociation is dominantly caused by inelastic collisions with electrons:
AB(s) + e−f ←→ A(i) +B(j) + e−s . (3.10)
The potential curve of the molecular electronic state s primarily determines the
resulting electronic state of the dissociation products A and B.
3.2.2 Ionization and Ambipolar Diffusion
As described in the previous section, the production of ions and electrons is
dominantly caused by electron impact ionization (3.7) in low pressure low tem-
perature plasmas. Recombination of ions and electrons in the plasma volume
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(reversal reaction of (3.7) and (3.8)) can usually be neglected. Hence, the main
loss process of ions and electrons is the diffusion to the wall of the discharge vessel
followed by recombination at the wall. However, electrons have a much greater
velocity than ions in the plasma as their mass is much smaller and their tempe-
rature is much higher. Therefore they leave the plasma much faster which leads
to a charging of the wall. This generates an electric field between the wall and
the bulk plasma which slows down the diffusion of the electrons and accelerates
the diffusion of the ions until both fluxes are equal. This is a similar process
as the formation of the sheaths in front of the electrodes of a CCP as described
in section 3.1. But the potential of the sheaths caused by ambipolar diffusions
is much lower compared to the CCP sheaths and they are not only located in
front of the electrodes. The loss of ions caused by this so-called ambipolar diffu-
sion is characterized by the confinement time of the ions τion [s]. The following
considerations of the diffusion are taken from [Möl93].
For very low pressures (. 10−2 mbar) most ions directly collide with the wall
due to their long mean free path length. This type of diffusion is called molecular
diffusion. For higher pressures the diffusion and the confinement time of the ions
are dominantly determined by collisions between the ions and heavy particles
(laminar diffusion). As the pressure of the discharges investigated in this work is
in the mbar range, the diffusion can be described by the laminar diffusion where
the confinement time of the ions is given by
τ lamion =
Λ2
Da
with Da =
3
√
π
8
Te
Tgas
λion
√
kBTgas
mion
, (3.11)
with the ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da [m2/s], the mean free path length of
the ions λion [m], the Boltzmann constant kB [J/K] and the ion mass mion [kg].
For the equation which yields Da it is assumed that Tion ≈ Tgas ≪ Te which are
all given in [K]. The mean diffusion length of the ions in a cylindrical plasma Λ
[m] is determined by the radius r [m] and the length L [m] of the cylinder:
1
Λ2
=
(2.405
r
)2
+
(
π
L
)2
. (3.12)
Due to the ambipolar diffusion of electrons and ions to the wall their density
usually follows a radially symmetric profile in cylindrical plasma geometries where
the maximum density is at the central axis [Beh91]. This profile can be described
by a zero-order Bessel function.
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3.2.3 Population of Vibrational States in Molecules
The energy G(v) (traditionally given in [cm−1]) of a vibrational state with quan-
tum number v in a molecular electronic state can be calculated as
G(v) = ωe
(
v +
1
2
)
− ωexe
(
v +
1
2
)2
+ ωeye
(
v +
1
2
)3
− . . . , (3.13)
where ωe , ωexe and ωeye (all given in [cm−1]) denote molecular constants [Her50].
In general, the energy difference between the vibrational states is much smaller
than the difference between electronic states. Hence, the kinetic energy of a heavy
particle C can be sufficient to contribute to the vibrational population. Therefore
the particular vibrational states in the electronic ground state X of a molecule
M can be populated by electron or heavy particle impact excitation:
M(X, v) + e−f −→M(X, v′) + e−s , (3.14)
M(X, v) + Cf −→M(X, v′) + Cs. (3.15)
where the energy of the vibrational state v is smaller than the one with vibrational
quantum number v′. The vibrational population of the electronic ground state
of diatomic molecules in low pressure low temperature plasmas can typically be
described by a sum of two Boltzmann distributions [Sob89] each characterized by
a different vibrational temperature Tvib [K]. One temperature characterizes the
population by inelastic collisions with electrons (but it does not necessarily have
to be equal to Te) and the other one characterizes the population by inelastic
heavy particle collisions (which can be equal to the gas temperature) [Sob89].
Usually, the vibrational population is determined by a mixture of both processes.
Excited electronic molecular states are primarily populated by electron impact
excitation out of lower electronic states (usually the ground state or a metastable
state) as shown in section 3.2.1. Accompanying the electronic excitation a re-
distribution of the vibrational population can occur which is described by the so
called Franck-Condon principle [Her50, Ber05]. As the electronic excitation takes
place on a much shorter time scale than the oscillation of the two atoms of the
diatomic molecule the internuclear distance r can be considered constant during
the excitation process (Born-Oppenheimer approximation). The probability for
a vibrational transition during the electron impact excitation is described by the
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overlap integral of the wavefunctions of the vibrational states v′ and v′′:
qv
′v′′
ik =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
0
Ψv
′
∗
i (r)Ψ
v′′
k (r)dr
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.16)
where Ψv
′
i [1/
√
m] denotes the wavefunction of the vibrational state v′ in the
upper electronic state i and Ψv
′′
k the one of the vibrational state v
′′ in the lower
electronic state k. Due to the normalization of the wavefunctions the value of the
so called Franck-Condon factor qv
′v′′
ik ranges from zero to unity. As the vibrational
population of an excited electronic state strongly depends on the Franck-Condon
factors it can differ heavily from a Boltzmann distribution which means it cannot
be described by a temperature in contrast to the vibrational population of the
electronic ground state. However, if the lifetime of the excited vibronic states
greatly exceeds the average time between the inelastic collisions (3.14) & (3.15)
the vibrational population can be redistributed. This is the case for metastable
molecular states, for example. The vibrational population of such states might
again be described by a sum of two Boltzmann distributions.
The most important deexcitation process, the spontaneous emission, can be
described in molecules with vibrationally resolved transition probabilities Av
′v′′
ik
[s−1] for transitions i, v′ → k, v′′. They are given by
Av
′v′′
ik =
16
3
π3
ǫ0hλ30
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
0
Ψv
′
∗
i (r)Del(r)Ψ
v′′
k (r)dr
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.17)
where ǫ0 [C/(V m)] denotes the permittivity constant, h [J s] the Planck constant,
λ0 [nm] the central wavelength of the transition and Del(r) [C m] the electronic
dipole transition moment [Her50, Ber05]. The spontaneous emission is not res-
tricted by quantum mechanical selection rules concerning the values of v′ and v′′.
It should be noted that the discussed processes again only represent the most
important ones. Many other processes as e. g. recombination or dissociation
may populate or depopulate special vibrational states preferably and can have a
considerable influence on the vibrational population [Sob89].
3.2.4 Population of Rotational States in Molecules
The energy Fv(J) (traditionally given in [cm−1]) of the particular rotational state
in a vibronic state with vibrational quantum number v can be calculated with
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the molecular constants Be, De, Hv, α and β (all given in [cm−1]) after [Her50]:
Fv(J) = BvJ(J + 1)−Dv[J(J + 1)]2 +Hv[J(J + 1)]3 − . . . (3.18)
with Bv = Be − α
(
v +
1
2
)
+ . . . and Dv = De + β
(
v +
1
2
)
+ . . . .
The energy difference between the single rotational states is very small (much
smaller than the one between the vibrational states). Therefore the rotational
population of a vibrational state v in the electronic ground state of a molecule
M is determined by inelastic collisions with heavy particles C that have enough
kinetic energy for the rotational excitation [Her50, Sob89]:
M(J) + Cf −→M(J ′) + Cs. (3.19)
In general, electron impact excitation can be neglected as much more inelastic
collisions with heavy particles occur (due to the higher density) than with elec-
trons. The rotational population of the electronic ground state can usually be
described with a Boltzmann distribution [Her50] characterized by the rotational
temperature Trot [K] [Sob89]. This rotational temperature is equivalent to the gas
temperature of the plasma if the energy difference between the single rotational
states is much lower than the value of kBTgas [Sob89, AKK+96].
The rotational population of the ground state is transferred to the excited
electronic molecular states via electron impact excitation. During this process a
rotational redistribution occurs if the angular momentum of the electronic state
changes as the rotational quantum number also have to change due to the conser-
vation of the angular momentum. A Boltzmann distribution can usually still
describe the rotational population in the excited electronic state but the rota-
tional temperature may be different from the one of the ground state. If the
energy difference ∆Erot between the single rotational states is very small or the
radiance lifetime of the excited state is long (which both increases the rate of
inelastic heavy-particle collisions), a redistribution of the rotational population
in the excited vibronic state occurs. If this is the case, the rotational temperature
coincides again with the gas temperature of the plasma if ∆Erot ≪ kBTgas holds.
As described in section 3.2.1 the main deexcitation process of excited electronic
states is spontaneous emission (if the upper state is not metastable). The tran-
sition from an excited electronic state with rotational quantum number J ′ into a
lower state with J ′′ is restricted to ∆J = J ′ − J ′′ = 0,±1 due to quantum me-
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chanical selection rules. The probability of such a transition is described by the
so called Hönl-London factors [Her50]. These factors depend on the Hund’s cou-
pling cases valid in the upper and lower electronic state, the quantum numbers of
these states and on constants that describe possible perturbations [Kov69]. The
equations for almost any possible electronic transition can be found in [Kov69].
3.2.5 Corona Model and Collisional-Radiative Model
At low electron densities (ne . 1016 m−3) the corona model can be used to
describe the population of excited electronic states. This model is named after the
corona of the sun which is a plasma with high electron temperatures and very low
electron densities. The low value of ne leads to a low rate regarding all population
and depopulation processes involving electrons. Nevertheless, the main excitation
process is electron impact excitation out of the ground state (3.1) as only electrons
have enough kinetic energy to allow for excitation processes. Due to the low rate of
inelastic collisions involving electrons the excited electronic states are populated
to a much lower extent compared to the Boltzmann distribution. This makes the
population of excited states by radiative decay from higher states (3.6) or electron
impact excitation out of excited states (3.2) negligible. Reabsorption of a photon
(reversal reaction of (3.6)) can also be neglected as population process as the
mean free path of the photons is long. Again as the electron impact excitation
rate is low, the average time between inelastic electron − heavy-particle collisions
is much larger than the radiance lifetime of an excited state i. Therefore in the
corona model the main excitation process, electron impact excitation, is balanced
with spontaneous emission to lower states k as the main deexcitation process:
n1neX1i(Te)︸ ︷︷ ︸
electron impact excitation
= ni
∑
k<i
Aik︸ ︷︷ ︸
spont. emission
. (3.20)
Aik [s−1] denotes the transition probability and X1i(Te) [m3/s] the rate coefficient
for electron impact excitation out of the ground state into the excited state. The
density of the ground state n1 [m3] can be assumed to equal the particle density
n0 of the considered species as the amount of excited or ionized particles is very
low. If ne and Te are known, the density ni [m3] of the excited state can be
calculated:
ni =
n0neX1i(Te)∑
k<iAik
. (3.21)
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The required rate coefficient X1i(Te) can be calculated with the corresponding
cross section for electron impact excitation σ1i(E) [m2] by integrating the product
of σ1i(E), the velocity of the electrons ve(E) =
√
2E/me [m/s] and the electron
energy distribution function (EEDF) f(E, Te) [1/J] over the energy from the
threshold energy of the excitation process Eexc [J] to infinity:
X1i(Te) =
∞∫
Eexc
σ1i(E)
√
2E/mef(E, Te)dE. (3.22)
The electron energy distribution function is usually approximated by a Maxwel-
lian distribution, which assumes that the electrons thermalize among themselves.
This distribution is characterized by the electron temperature Te:
f(E, Te)dE =
2√
π
√
E
(kBTe)3/2
exp
(
− E
kBTe
)
dE. (3.23)
However, the RF-heating of the electrons (described in section 3.1) can result in a
non-Maxwellian EEDF. Furthermore, in the pressure range of mbar the frequency
of inelastic electron − heavy-particle collisions is typically high enough to obtain
substantial deviations from a Maxwellian distribution. In this case an electron
temperature cannot be defined. Nevertheless, Te can be used to characterize other
EEDFs by relating it with the average electron energy 〈Ee〉 [eV]:
〈Ee〉 = 32kBTe. (3.24)
If a metastable electronic state exists between the ground state and the consi-
dered state i, the density of the metastable state can reach notable values despite
the low ne-value. Hence electron impact excitation out of the metastable state m
(3.3) must also be considered in the population processes of the state i resulting
in:
n0neX1i(Te) + nmneXmi(Te) = ni
∑
k<i
Aik. (3.25)
In this extended corona model the population of the state i is given by
ni =
n0neX1i(Te) + nmneXmi(Te)∑
k<iAik
. (3.26)
The corona model can only be applied if all other excitation and deexcita-
tion processes besides electron impact excitation and spontaneous emission of
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the considered state can be neglected. Therefore the validity of the corona model
is usually restricted to very special cases. If additional processes as for example
collisional deexcitation by electrons, radiative decay from higher states or absorp-
tion of photons have to be considered, a collisional-radiative model has to be set
up. This model balances all relevant population and depopulation processes of a
state numerically. However, this requires a detailed knowledge of cross sections
and transition probabilities which are often not available in the literature.
3.2.6 Ionization Balance and its Impact on Te
As described in section 3.2.2 the ionization of atoms or molecules in the plasma is
dominated by inelastic collisions with electrons whereas the main loss mechanism
of ions is their diffusion to the wall of the discharge vessel. Balancing these two
processes yields
nen0X1, ion(Te)︸ ︷︷ ︸
electron impact ionization
= nion
(
τ lamion
)
−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
laminar diffusion
, (3.27)
where n0 [m3] is the density of the considered species, nion [m3] is the ion density
and X1, ion(Te) [m3/s] denotes the rate coefficient for electron impact ionization
out of the ground state. In the above equation the assumption is made that only
singly charged ions occur. X1, ion(Te) can be calculated with the cross section for
electron impact ionization σ1, ion(Te) [m2] analogue to equation (3.22). If quasi-
neutrality is applied, ne equals nion and equation (3.27) reduces to
X1, ion(Te) =
1
n0τ lamion
. (3.28)
With equation (3.11) which describes the confinement time of the ions in the
laminar diffusion regime τ lamion [s] it follows
X1, ion(Te) ∝ λion
n0
√
mion
, (3.29)
where the linear dependence of τ lamion on Te is neglected as the dependence of
X1, ion on the electron temperature is much stronger. This means the steady-
state electron temperature of the discharge is determined by the pressure (via
n0 and the mean free path length λion), the ion mass and the rate coefficient
for electron impact ionization. Some qualitative dependencies of the electron
temperature on these parameters can be derived:
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• The smaller the ionization energy of the ion (and therefore the larger the
ionization rate coefficient), the lower is the electron temperature of a plasma
as the ionization balance must be fulfilled.
• The smaller the pressure (and therefore n0), the larger is the mean free path
length λion of the ion. This results in an increasing Te.
• If the rate coefficient for electron impact ionization is the same for two ions
but the mass of the ion differs, the electron temperature is smaller in the
discharge with the heavier ion.
If different species of ions j occur in the plasma (ne =
∑
j n
j
ion always has to be
fulfilled) the ionization balance of equation (3.27) has to be extended:
ne
∑
j
njX
j
1, ion(Te) =
∑
j
njion
(
τ jion
)
−1
. (3.30)
Qualitative dependencies of Te are now much more difficult to derive as the contri-
butions of the particular ions cannot be considered separately.
For InBr(InCl)/rare gas discharges the following species have to be conside-
red in the ionization balance: indium, bromine (chlorine), InBr (InCl) and the
background gas. The rate coefficients for electron impact ionization out of the
ground state of indium, bromine, chlorine, InBr and InCl are shown in figure
3.1. All rate coefficients have been calculated according to equation (3.22) assu-
ming a Maxwellian EEDF. The required cross sections are taken from [SWF89]
for indium and from [HWF87] for bromine and chlorine. As the cross sections
for the ionization of InBr and InCl is not available in the literature they were
estimated using the Gryzinski-method as described in [BD65] (see figure A.1 in
the appendix for the obtained cross section).
Besides electron impact ionization out of the ground state, additional ioniza-
tion processes such as electron impact ionization out of excited states (especially
out of metastable states) may play an important role in the ionization balance.
In general, the excitation energy of excited electronic states is only slightly below
the ionization energy. Therefore the threshold energy for electron impact ioni-
zation out of excited states is reduced considerably compared to the ionization
out of the ground state which results in a much higher rate coefficient. This
is shown exemplarily for the rate coefficients for ionization out of the argon 1s
and 2p states in figure 3.22 (see figure 4.6 for a energy level diagram for argon).
The corresponding cross sections have been taken from [WBHF87] and [Hym79].
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Figure 3.1: Rate coefficients for electron impact ionization out of the ground
state. For argon the rate coefficients for ionization out of the ground state, out
of the 1s states and out of the 2p states are shown.
Such additional ionization processes can provide an important contribution to
the ionization balance despite the lower population density of the excited states
compared to the density of the ground state. However, for the species relevant
for indium halide/rare gas discharges the cross sections for ionization out of ex-
cited electronic states are mostly not available in the literature which makes a
consideration of these processes in the ionization balance impossible.
Even if additional processes beside electron impact ionization out of the ground
state are neglected, a quantitative evaluation of the ionization balance still re-
quires the knowledge of all ion densities. As emission or absorption signals arising
from ions could not be detected in the investigated discharges, ion densities could
not be determined. Hence the impact of varying plasma parameters on the ioni-
zation balance and in turn on the electron temperature can only be described in
a qualitative way.
3.2.7 Power Balance and its Impact on ne
The electrical power P [W] supplied to a plasma basically heats the electrons as
described in section 3.1. In steady-state P is balanced by several loss channels.
The discussion in this section is restricted to the power balance of the bulk plasma,
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whereas the power distributed to (or lost in) electrode regions or RF-sheaths are
not considered. For the bulk plasma, typically only a small amount of energy is
lost to the wall by convection (increasing the wall temperature) or transferred to
the neutral heavy particles by elastic collisions (increasing the gas temperature)
[Beh91]. However, in special applications, e. g. the low pressure sodium lamp as
described in section 2.2, these loss channels can be enhanced explicitly by using a
light-weight gas and/or a high pressure to increase the gas temperature and the
wall temperature of a discharge. In general, the main power consuming processes
are inelastic collisions which lead to an excitation, ionization or, in the case of
molecules, to dissociation of the heavy particles:
P = Pexcitation + Pionization + Pdissociation. (3.31)
If it is assumed that only species in the ground state, only one possible singly
charged ion and only one possible dissociation energy exists, the power losses are
given by
Pexcitation = Vplasmanen0
∑
J
X1J(Te)EJ , (3.32)
Pionization = Vplasmanen0X1, ion(Te)Eion, (3.33)
Pdissociation = Vplasmanen0X1, diss(Te)Ediss. (3.34)
In the above equations Vplasma [m3] is the plasma volume, EJ , Eion and Ediss [J] are
the threshold energies for electron impact excitation to the state J , for ionization
and for dissociation [Beh91]. X1J , X1, ion and X1, diss denote the corresponding
rate coefficients. This yields
P = Vplasmanen0X1, ion(Te)
[∑
J X1J(Te)EJ
X1, ion(Te)
+ Eion +
X1, diss(Te)Ediss
X1, ion(Te)
]
. (3.35)
Substituting nen0X1, ion(Te) after equation (3.27) and applying ne = nion gives
P =
Vplasmane
τ lamion
[∑
J X1J(Te)EJ
X1, ion(Te)
+ Eion +
X1, diss(Te)Ediss
X1, ion(Te)
]
. (3.36)
If only atoms are present in the discharge, dissociation processes do not occur and
the number of excited states is greatly reduced as only electronic states i occur.
In general, the energy levels of excited states in atoms are close to the ionization
energy (Ei . Eion) and the sum over the ionization rate coefficients for excitation
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is in the order of the ionization rate coefficient [Beh91]. This results in almost
equal energy losses due to excitation and ionization in atomic plasmas. As the
ratio of the rate coefficients for ionization and excitation is almost independent on
Te and can therefore be considered constant, the value of Vplasmane is proportional
to the electrical input power and the confinement time [Beh91]:
Vplasmane ∝ Pτ lamion . (3.37)
In molecular discharges, dissociation and the excitation of vibrational and ro-
tational states increase the number of possible energy loss channels greatly com-
pared to atomic discharges. Therefore, the generation of molecular discharges
requires more power in general. The excitation of the variety of rovibronic states
J can dominate the whole energy balance leading to
P ≈ Vplasmanen0
∑
J
X1J(Te)EJ . (3.38)
Rewriting the equation yields
Vplasmane ≈ P
n0
∑
J X1J(Te)EJ
. (3.39)
From equation (3.37) for atomic and equation (3.39) for molecular discharges
the following qualitative statements on the dependencies of Vplasmane on external
(pressure, input power) and internal plasma parameters (Te, mion) can be drawn:
• The higher the electrical input power, the larger is the value of Vplasmane.
• In atomic discharges, a higher pressure leads to a larger value of Vplasmane.
This dependence follows implicitly from the smaller mean free path length
λion at higher pressure. After equation (3.11) this results in a larger value
of τ lamion which in turn leads to the larger value of Vplasmane according to
equation (3.37). The situation is different in molecular discharges. An
increase of pressure results in an increase of the particle density n0 after the
ideal gas law if the gas temperature is assumed to be constant. According to
equation (3.39) this leads to a decrease of Vplasmane. It should be noted that
in general a high pressure results in a considerable importance of energy
losses by elastic collisions which have been neglected in equation (3.31).
These processes lead to a decrease of Vplasmane with increasing pressure.
• If two atomic discharges with differing ion mass are considered, the value
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of Vplasmane is larger in the discharge with the heavy-weight ion as its confi-
nement time is larger than the one of the light-weight ion. For molecular
discharges, Vplasmane is independent of the confinement time of the ion and
therefore also independent of the ion mass.
• In atomic discharges an increase of Te results in a decrease of Vplasmane
as τ lamion is indirectly proportional to the electron temperature according to
equation (3.11). However, in molecular discharges an increase of Te re-
sults in an increase of Vplasmane due to the strictly monotonically increasing
dependence of the rate coefficient on Te.
As the power balance has to be fulfilled in steady-state, a change of the above des-
cribed parameters has a direct influence on the value of the plasma volume times
the electron density. If the plasma volume stays constant (this is for example
the case if the whole discharge vessel is already filled with plasma) a change of
these parameters changes the electron density. On the other hand side, a change
of these parameters can also result in a change of the plasma volume (if the
discharge vessel allows for it) resulting in a constant electron density.
If the power balance of InBr(InCl)/rare gas discharges is set up, the presence
of indium, bromine (chlorine) and of the diatomic molecule InBr (InCl) in the
discharge have to be considered besides the rare gas. Hence, the power losses
due to dissociation and excitation of rovibrational states of the indium halide
molecule have to be considered. However, the energy difference between the par-
ticular rotational and vibrational states of InBr and InCl is very small due to the
small molecular constants (see section 2.4). The excitation energy of an excited
rovibronic state can be approximated by the excitation energy of the electronic
state neglecting the additional rovibrational excitation energy, i. e. the excitation
of InBr and InCl can be treated as atomic excitation. This is advantageous for
lighting purposes as the energy loss via rovibrational excitation processes is very
small which provides more energy for excitation processes of electronic states and
thus a better efficiency of generating radiation. Nevertheless, the power loss by
dissociation processes has to be included in the power balance besides the power
losses by ionization and excitation.
Many cross sections are required to calculate the rate coefficients for excitation
of the particular species and for the dissociation of the indium halide molecule.
This data is not available in the literature especially for InBr and InCl. Thus the
impact of the discharge parameters on the power balance and in turn on ne can
only be discussed qualitatively for rare gas discharges containing InBr or InCl.
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3.3 Opacity and Radiation Transport
If a considerable amount of radiation emitted by the plasma is reabsorbed before
the photons leave the plasma volume, the radiation is referred to as optically thick
or opaque. This effect plays an important role in low pressure discharges for ligh-
ting applications, as it limits the efficiency as described for the mercury radiation
of fluorescent lamps in section 2.1. Furthermore, the absorption of radiation in
the plasma is a population process as described in section 3.2.1. Therefore the
reabsorption effect has to be considered for optically thick transitions in popula-
tion models (see section 3.3.2).
In low pressure low temperature plasmas the population density of the upper
state i of a transition is usually much smaller than the one of the lower state k.
Therefore stimulated emission can be neglected. The radiance of an emission line
Lik(l) [W/(m2 sr)] that is transported through the plasma along a line of sight
with length l (0 ≤ x ≤ l) is given by
Lik(l) =
∫
line
L(λ, l)dλ =
∫
line
l∫
0
ǫ(λ, x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
exp[−(l − x) α(λ, x)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2
dx dλ, (3.40)
assuming Lik(0) = 0 [Beh98]. L(λ, l) [W/(m2 nm sr)] denotes the spectral ra-
diance of the plasma, ǫ(λ, x) [W/(m3 nm sr)] the spectral emission coefficient,
α(λ, x) [nm−1] the spectral absorption coefficient and the variable x a position
along the line of sight. As the wavelength λ is given in [nm] also x and l have the
unit [nm]. Part 1 of the equation contains the emission generated at position x.
Part 2 contains the fraction of the emitted radiation at x that is absorbed along
the remaining length l−x of the line of sight. The absorbed amount of radiation
is usually emitted again in arbitrary direction, i. e. it can be considered lost.
The spectral emission coefficient ǫ(λ, x) of a single transition can be expressed
by the line emission coefficient ǫik(x) [W/(m3 sr)] and the line profile P emsline (λ)
[nm−1] which is normalized to
∫
line P
ems
line (λ) dλ = 1:
ǫ(λ, x) = ǫik(x) P emsline (λ) =
ni(x)Aikhc
4π λ0
P emsline (λ) (3.41)
with the population density of the upper state ni, the transition probability
Aik, the velocity of light c [m/s] and the central wavelength of the transition
λ0 [Tho88]. The spectral absorption coefficient of a single absorption line is given
by the line absorption coefficient αik(x) and the absorption line profile P absline(λ)
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[nm−1] which is normalized to
∫
line P
abs
line(λ) dλ = 1:
α(λ, x) = αik(x) P absline(λ) =
λ40
8πc
gi
gk
Aiknk P
abs
line(λ) (3.42)
with the population density of the lower state nk and the statistical weights gi
and gk [Tho88]. Assuming that the absorption is constant along the line of sight,
i. e. αik(x) =̂ αik yields
Lik(l) =
∫
line
l∫
0
ǫik(x) P emsline (λ) exp[(x− l) αik P absline(λ)] dx dλ. (3.43)
Hence the radiation of an emission line escaping from the plasma along a line of
sight with length l depends on the line emission and the absorption coefficient as
well as on the emission and absorption line profile.
3.3.1 Line Profiles
Several effects contribute to the profile of an emission or absorption line in a low
pressure low temperature plasma: natural line broadening, Doppler broadening
and the broadening due to collisions of the radiating particle with surrounding
perturbers. A detailed description of these effects can be found in [Tho88, Gri64,
SVY81] or [LH68]. This section only gives a short overview and describes the
calculation methods of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line
profile for the different line broadening mechanisms.
As the excited state of an optically allowed transition has a finite lifetime the
energy of the state and therefore of the emitted or absorbed photon is not well-
defined due to the energy-time uncertainty principle. This results in natural line
broadening. The FWHM ωnat [nm] of its Lorentzian emission line profile with
central wavelength λ0 is determined by the lifetime of the upper state τi [s] and
the one of the lower state τk [s] that participate in the transition:
ωnat =
λ20
c
( 1
2πτi
+
1
2πτk
)
. (3.44)
If the lower state is metastable or the ground state its contribution to ωnat can
be neglected as τi ≪ τk.
Doppler broadening is caused by the thermal motion of the radiating particles
and the Doppler effect. Different velocities lead to different Doppler shifts of
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the wavelength of the emission line. The Maxwellian velocity distribution of the
emitting particles leads to a Gaussian profile with a FWHM ωDoppler [nm] given by
ωDoppler = 2λ0
√
2kBTgas ln 2
mc2
, (3.45)
where m [kg] denotes the mass of the radiating particle.
The broadening due to collisions has to be separated into two cases: collisions
with neutral particles (pressure broadening) and with charged particles (Stark
broadening). In both cases these interactions lead to a perturbation of the energy
levels of the radiating species which causes the broadening. Pressure broadening
results in a Lorentzian line profile and a linear dependence of the FWHM on
the pressure. The constants that describe the linear dependence (the slope is also
called broadening coefficient) are determined by the interaction potential between
the radiator and the surrounding particles which is different for each transition.
The FWHM ωpressure is traditionally given in spectroscopic notation [cm−1] and
determined by
ωpressure = N
(
γ
N
)
, (3.46)
where N [cm−3] is the density of the collision partner and γ/N the broadening
coefficient [10−20 cm−1 cm3] which can be found in the literature. However, in this
work the wavelength is usually given in [nm], therefore also ωpressure is given in
[nm] in the following (the conversion can easily be performed). Stark broadening
results in a Holtsmark profile whose FWHM can be calculated after [LH68]:
ωStark = 2× 10−16ω′ne (1 + 1.75× 10−4α¯ q n1/4e )
with q = 1− 0.068n1/6e T−1/2e ,
(3.47)
where ne is the electron density (in cm−3) and Te the electron temperature (in K).
The units of the constant factors in this equation can be chosen in a way that the
resulting unit of ωStark is [nm]. Tabulated values of the ion broadening parameter
α¯ and the FWHM ω′ for an electron density of 1016 cm−3 can be found in the
literature, for example in [Gri74]. In general, the Holtsmark line profile is similar
to a Lorentzian line profile, therefore Stark broadening is approximated by a
Lorentzian profile in this work.
In summary, the line profile is dominated by Doppler broadening around the
central wavelength λ0 in low pressure plasmas [Tho88]. The FWHM of collisional
broadening due to charged and uncharged particles and the FWHM of natural line
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broadening is typically several orders of magnitude lower [Tho88]. However, the
Lorentzian profile decreases much more slowly in the wings of the line compared
to a Gaussian profile, i. e. the wings of the line profile are dominated by the
Lorentzian profile. Considering all broadening effects results in a Voigt profile
which is a convolution of the Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles.
3.3.2 The Escape Factor Concept
The absorption of radiation in the plasma is a population process of the up-
per state of the transition as described in section 3.2.1. Therefore an optically
thick transition results in an increase of the population density of the upper state.
This effect can be considered by treating the absorption as negative emission, i. e.
subtracting the absorption from the emission [Iro79]. Hence the opacity effect is
referred to as a reduction of the transition probability Aik by introducing a value
Θ which ranges from zero to unity and is called escape factor [Hol47, Hol51]. The
transition probability of an optically thick emission line is then given as AikΘ
[s−1]. The escape factor has to be derived individually for each application. One
application is the consideration of the reduction of the escaping radiation by opa-
city effects in optical emission spectroscopy. If the radiation transport along the
line of sight through the plasma is calculated, a so-called line escape factor Θline
is yielded. This factor describes the fraction of the reabsorbed radiation which
allows for a correction of the density obtained from the spectroscopic measure-
ment (see section 4.1.2). Another application is the consideration of reabsorption
of radiation as population process in collisional-radiative models, where the ra-
diation transport of the surrounding plasma along all possible line of sights to
one point within the plasma is considered. This escape factor is called population
escape factor and its calculation is described in the next section.
Calculation of Population Escape Factors
Opacity effects are taken into account in collisional-radiative models by a so-
called population escape factor Θpop. This escape factor is given by the relative
difference between the emitted and the absorbed radiation at the relevant plasma
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location y [Beh98]:
Θpop =
emitted radiation at y − absorbed radiation at y
emitted radiation at y
= 1− absorbed radiation at y
emitted radiation at y
.
(3.48)
To obtain the emitted radiation of a single transition at position y, an integration
of the isotropic spectral emission coefficient over the wavelength range of the
emission line and over the solid angle Ω [sr] has to be carried out:
emitted radiation at y =
∫
Ω
∫
line
ǫik, y P
ems
line (λ)dλ dΩ = 4πǫik, y. (3.49)
The result of the integration, 4πǫik, y, is independent of the plasma geometry.
The radiation that is absorbed is determined by the spectral absorption coef-
ficient αy(λ) at position y and the spectral radiance of the line originating from
the whole plasma volume that reaches position y, Ly(λ, l(Ω)):
absorbed radiation at y =
∫
Ω
∫
line
αy(λ)Ly(λ, l(Ω))dλ dΩ. (3.50)
The spectral radiance Ly(λ, l(Ω)) depends on the individual lengths l(Ω) in each
direction which are given by the plasma geometry. This is indicated by the
dependence of l on the solid angle Ω. The population escape factor is now given
by
Θpop = 1−
∫
Ω
∫
line αy(λ)Ly(λ, l(Ω))dλ dΩ
4πǫik, y
. (3.51)
As in this work a cylindrical plasma is investigated, the calculation is carried
out for the position y being on the central axis of the cylinder assuming a point
symmetry of the plasma parameters. A sketch of the geometry where the inte-
gration variables are denoted is shown in figure 3.2. For each value of Ω, the
radiation transport calculation is done by integrating along the line of sight (des-
cribed by the x-axis) starting at the plasma edge (x = 0) and ending at position y
(x = l(Ω)). The spectral radiance that reaches position y is defined after equation
(3.40):
Ly(λ, l(Ω)) =
∫ l(Ω)
0
ǫ(λ, x) exp[−(l(Ω)− x) α(λ, x)]dx. (3.52)
If it is assumed that the absorption is homogeneous (αy(λ) = α(λ, x) ≡ α(λ)),
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the population escape factor for a cylindrical geometry is given by [Beh98]:
Θpop = 1−
∫
Ω
∫
line α(λ)
∫ l(Ω)
0 ǫ(λ, x) exp[−(l(Ω)− x) α(λ)]dx dλ dΩ
4πǫik, y
. (3.53)
Due to the dependence of ǫ(λ, x) and α(λ) on the line profile (according to equa-
tions (3.41) and (3.42)) also the population escape factor depends on the line
profile. Furthermore, Θpop depends on the radial distribution of the emission
which can be assumed to be parabolic in cylindrical plasmas [BF00].
Figure 3.2: Sketch of the cylindrical geometry; r denotes the cylinder radius and
the position y is located at the intersection point of the two dashed lines.
Dependence of the Population Escape Factor on the Line Profile
As stated in section 3.3.1, several effects contribute to the line profile in low
pressure plasmas resulting in Lorentzian and Gaussian contributions to the line
profile. If the Lorentzian contributions to the line profile could be neglected,
only the gas temperature and the mass of the radiating particle is needed for
the calculations of the population escape factor. No transition-specific constants
would be required which would greatly reduce the effort. Therefore the influence
of the Lorentzian profile on Θpop is investigated by comparing the values obtained
with an Gaussian line profile (ωGauss = 3 pm) and a Voigt profile whose FWHM
of the Lorentzian part is assumed to be two orders of magnitude lower than the
FWHM of the Gaussian part: ωGauss = 3 pm, ωLorentz = 3×10−2 pm. The values
of the FWHM are only chosen exemplarily. Figure 3.3 shows the population
escape factors calculated after equation (3.53) for the two line profiles exemplary
for an infinite long cylinder with a radius of 1 m and a parabolic radial distribution
of the emission. The integration over the solid angle of an infinite cylinder which
is needed for the calculation of Θpop is shown in the appendix in section B.
At small values of αik (αik is defined after equation (3.42)) the population
escape factor is unity as reabsorption effects can be neglected. Above αik = 10−5
the values of Θpop start to decrease. Up to αik ≈ 10−2 the reabsorption dominantly
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Figure 3.3: Population escape factors calculated with a Gaussian (ωGauss =
3 pm) and with a Voigt profile with ωGauss = 3 pm and ωLorentz = 3 × 10−2 pm.
occurs around the central wavelength of the transition. Thus the curves obtained
with the two different profiles are the same. As stated in section 3.3.1, the line
profile around λ0 is mainly determined by the Doppler and therefore Gaussian
profile which makes the influence of the Lorentzian part negligible. A further
increase of αik leads to stronger reabsorption making the Lorentzian contribution
which arise from natural and collisional line broadening important. However, as
the Voigt profile is spread over a much broader wavelength range than a Gaussian
profile, reabsorption in the wings of the line is still rather low. This results in a
much smaller influence of reabsorption effects on the population compared to a
pure Gaussian profile: At αik ≈ 1 the deviation of the Θpop-values obtained with
the different line profiles is already one order of magnitude.
In summary, opacity effects considered by the population escape factor can be
separated into three regions depending on αik: Below a threshold value Θpop is
unity as reabsorption can be neglected completely, the plasma is optically thin.
In the mid-range of αik reabsorption becomes important but it is sufficient to
consider only Doppler broadening. At high values of αik it is important to take
the Lorentzian contributions to the line profile into account even if their FWHM
is orders of magnitude smaller compared to the FWHM of Doppler broadening.
Therefore it is very important to check for each transition which region of αik is
relevant for the investigated plasma as neglecting the Lorentzian contributions to
the profile may lead to a strong overestimation of reabsorption effects.
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4 Diagnostic Methods
4.1 Optical Emission Spectroscopy
In optical emission spectroscopy (OES) the line of sight integrated plasma emis-
sion is used to obtain densities of upper states of atomic or molecular transitions
and the radiated power. OES is a non-invasive diagnostic method which means
measurements do not influence the plasma.
For lighting purposes it is important to determine the power that is radiated
by the discharge into the whole solid angle Ω [sr]. The line emission coefficient
ǫik [W/(m3 sr)] gives the radiated power of an emission line originating from a
transition between an upper state i and a lower state k (see equation (3.41)). ǫik
is obtained by integrating the line-of-sight averaged spectral emission coefficient
ǫ(λ) [W/(m3 nm sr)], which is measured by a spectrometer, over the emission
line: ∫
Ω
ǫik dΩ =
∫
Ω
∫
line
ǫ(λ) dλ dΩ, (4.1)
with ǫ(λ) =
1
l
l∫
0
ǫ(λ, x) dx, (0 ≤ x ≤ l),
where l denotes the length of the line of sight. Usually, the dependence of the
isotropic spectral emission coefficient on the solid angle is already considered in
the calibration of the spectrometer, so that the spectral emission coefficient in-
tegrated over the whole solid angle, ǫcal(λ) [W/(m3 nm)], is already obtained
by the measurement (for details on the calibration of a spectrometer see sec-
tion 5.2). Furthermore the spectrometer is typically calibrated in a way that the
solid-angle-integrated number of photons radiated by an emission line ǫphotons(λ)
[1/(m3 nm s)] is obtained by the measurement. Therefore the line emission coef-
ficient has to be calculated taking into account the energy of the photons:
∫
Ω
ǫik dΩ =
∫
line
ǫcal(λ) dλ =
∫
line
ǫphotons(λ)
hc
λ
dλ. (4.2)
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The power Φik [W] of a transition emitted by the whole plasma is given by
multiplying the solid-angle-integrated line emission coefficient with the actual
plasma volume Vplasma [m3] assuming a homogeneous emission:
Φik = Vplasma
∫
Ω
ǫik dΩ. (4.3)
The efficiency of the plasma ηik describes the fraction of the RF-power P [W]
coupled into the plasma which is transferred into light output of the transition
i→ k:
ηik =
Φik
P
. (4.4)
To obtain population densities from optical emission spectroscopy measure-
ments, the emissivity Iik [1/(m3 s)] of a transition has to be calculated. Iik is
given by integrating ǫphotons(λ) over the emission line:
Iik =
∫
line
ǫphotons(λ) dλ. (4.5)
The population density of the upper state ni [m−3] can now be obtained with the
transition probability for spontaneous emission Aik [s−1] after
ni =
Iik
Aik
. (4.6)
Spectroscopic measurements can typically be reproduced within ±5%. As this
is also true for the intensity calibration the total error of quantities determined
from OES measurements can be estimated to be ±10%.
4.1.1 Optical Emission Spectroscopy of Molecules
In this section, OES of molecular spectra arising from vibronic transitions (i, v′ →
k, v′′) are considered disregarding the rotational structure. The emissivity Iv
′v′′
ik of
this transition is given by integrating the radiated number of photons ǫphotons(λ)
over the rotational structure. The population density nv
′
i of a vibrational state
in the upper electronic state can then be calculated after equation (4.6):
nv
′
i =
Iv
′v′′
ik
Av
′v′′
ik
. (4.7)
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With InBr or InCl the single vibronic transitions cannot be resolved as the emis-
sion bands overlap strongly due to Doppler broadening, i. e. the respective emis-
sivity Iv
′v′′
ik cannot be determined. However, if the relative vibrational population
nv
′
i, rel is known, the population density of the whole electronic state i can be
derived using effective transition probabilities Aeffik . In doing so, the vibratio-
nally resolved transition probabilities Av
′v′′
ik have to be weighted according to the
relative vibrational population nv
′
i which is normalized to
∑
v′ n
v′
i, rel = 1 [FW06]:
Aeffik =
∑
v′
nv
′
i, rel A
v′v′′
ik (4.8)
If a Boltzmann distribution of the vibrational states is valid the relative po-
pulation is given by the vibrational temperature nv
′
i, rel(Tvib) (see section 3.2.3).
The vibrational temperature can be determined experimentally (see section 4.5).
Using the effective transition probability the population density ni of the whole
electronic state i can be calculated by summarizing over all emissivities corres-
ponding to the transition i→ k:
ni =
∑
v′
(∑
v′′ I
v′v′′
ik
)
Aeffik
. (4.9)
4.1.2 Correction of Reabsorption Effects
If the density of the lower state of an atomic or molecular transition is considerably
high, a fraction of the emitted radiation can be reabsorbed before the photons
leave the plasma. This effect called “opacity” and its influence on the population
densities of the states corresponding to the transition is described in section 3.3.
If a transition gets optically thick the radiance Lik of an emission line that escapes
from the plasma (defined after equation (3.40)) is appreciably lowered which leads
to an underestimation of population densities obtained via OES. However, these
densities are needed as input parameters for further analysis (e. g. see section
4.3). Therefore, the reabsorption of emitted radiation along the line of sight with
length l (0 ≤ x ≤ l) has to be considered according to equation (3.43):
Lik(l) =
∫
line
l∫
0
ǫik(x) P emsline (λ) exp[(x− l) αik P absline(λ)]dx dλ. (4.10)
All quantities of the equation are defined as described in section 3.3. As the OES
measurements are performed along the central axis of a cylindrical plasma (see
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section 5.2), the emission can be considered as constant along the line of sight
(ǫik(x) =̂ ǫik) as it is radially symmetric. Furthermore it is assumed that the
emission and absorption line profiles are the same: P emsline (λ) =̂ P
abs
line(λ) = Pline(λ).
This is reasonable as the parameters that determine the line profile according to
section 3.3 are the same for the particles being in the absorbing or being in the
emitting state in the investigated plasmas. The integration over the line of sight
yields
Lik(l) =
∫
line
ǫik
αik
[1− exp (−αik l Pline(λ))] dλ. (4.11)
Similarly to the population escape factor Θpop of section 3.3 which accounts for
reabsorption effects in the plasma volume (needed for collisional radiative mo-
dels), a line escape factor Θline can be defined. The line escape factor takes
reabsorption effects along the line of sight into account and can therefore be used
to correct the underestimation of the density obtained via OES. Θline is given
by the ratio of the escaping radiance of the emission line considering (optically
thick) and neglecting reabsorption (optically thin) [Beh98]:
Θline =
Lik(l)optically thick
Lik(l)optically thin
=
∫
line
ǫik
αik
[1− exp (−αik l Pline(λ))] dλ∫
line
∫ l
0 ǫik P
ems
line (λ)dx dλ
. (4.12)
As the integration of the optically thin radiation simply yields ǫik l the line escape
factor is given by
Θline =
1
αik l
∫
line
[1− exp (−αik l Pline(λ))] dλ, (4.13)
which is independent of the line emission coefficient. The expression in the ex-
ponential function, αik l Pline(λ), is also referred to as the optical depth τ(λ) of a
transition (see section 4.2). The opacity-corrected population densities can now
be derived from OES measurements by modifying equation (4.6):
ni =
Iik
AikΘline
. (4.14)
Dependence of the Line Escape Factor on the Line Profile
After equation (4.13) the line escape factor is dependent on the line profile Pline(λ)
and the value of αik l. It should be noted that the value of αik l has to be given in
[nm] for the calculation as the wavelength is also used in [nm]. As shown in section
3.3 the line profile in low pressure plasmas consists of Gaussian and Lorentzian
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contributions where the FWHM of the Lorentzian parts is usually several orders
of magnitude smaller than the Gaussian FWHM. As stated in section 3.3.2 no
transition-specific constants would be required if the Lorentzian contributions
could be neglected. This would greatly reduce the effort for the calculation of
the line escape factor. Therefore the influence of the Lorentzian part of the
line profile has to be investigated first. Figure 4.1 shows an exemplary Θline
calculated by using a pure Gaussian line profile (ωGauss = 3 pm) and a Voigt
profile. The Lorentzian part in the Voigt profile is assumed to be two orders
of magnitude smaller than the FWHM of the Gaussian part: ωGauss = 3 pm,
ωLorentz = 3× 10−2 pm. The Gaussian and the Voigt line profile are normalized
to
∫
profilePline(λ)dλ = 1.
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Figure 4.1: Line escape factors calculated with a Gaussian (ωGauss = 3 pm) and
with a Voigt profile with ωGauss = 3 pm and ωLorentz = 3 × 10−2 pm.
Similar to the opacity effects described by population escape factors (which are
discussed in section 3.3.2) the reabsorption effects described by the line escape
factor can be separated into three parts: The first region at small values of
αik l, where Θline is unity as reabsorption can be neglected, the second region
(10−3 nm . αik l . 10−1 nm) where reabsorption becomes important but it is
sufficient to consider the Gaussian Doppler profile and the third region where
also the Lorentzian contributions which arise from natural and collisional line
broadening are relevant. Hence one must figure out which region of αik l is
relevant for the investigated transition.
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4.2 White Light Absorption Spectroscopy1
White light absorption spectroscopy is used to determine the line of sight inte-
grated density of an absorbing atomic or molecular species in the plasma. If light
passes through a homogeneously absorbing medium of length l, e. g. a plasma,
the transmitted intensity is given by
I(λ, l) = I(λ, 0) exp [−τ(λ)] , (4.15)
where I(λ, x) is the intensity at wavelength λ and position x with 0 ≤ x ≤ l
[Tho88]. The optical depth τ(λ) of a line is defined as [Tho88]:
τ(λ) =
λ40
8πc
gi
gk
Aiknk l Pline(λ) = αik l Pline(λ), (4.16)
where the last part of the equation follows from equation (3.42). All quantities of
the above equation are defined as described in section 3.3. As the line profile is
normalized to
∫
linePline(λ)dλ = 1, the value of αik l is equal to the magnitude of
the optical depth for a given line profile. It should again be noted that the unit
of αik l has to be in [nm] as the wavelength is also given in [nm].
By integrating the logarithm of the intensity over the wavelength of the ab-
sorption line, nk can be determined according to equations (4.15) and (4.16):
nk =
8πc
λ40
gk
gi
1
Aikl
∫
line
ln
(
I(λ, 0)
I(λ, l)
)
dλ. (4.17)
Hereafter the integrand is called the absorption signal. This makes it easier to
distinguish it from the transmitted intensity.
For white light absorption measurements no intensity calibration of the spec-
troscopic setup is required. However, to obtain the absorption signal the plasma
emission has to be subtracted from the measured transmitted intensity. Spectro-
scopic measurements can typically be reproduced within ±5% which results in
an over-all error of ±10% of white light absorption measurements.
Similar to optical emission spectroscopy of molecules the effective transition
probability Aeffik can be utilized for absorption measurements. In this case, the
absorption signal has to be integrated over the whole system of the electronic
1The explanations and remarks of this section especially on the apparent optical depth have
also been submitted for publication [BWF11].
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transition k → i:
nk =
8πc
λ40
gk
gi
1
Aeffik l
∫
system
ln
(
I(λ, 0)
I(λ, l)
)
dλ. (4.18)
Saturation in White Light Absorption Spectroscopy
If the optical depth is substantial a saturation effect of the transmitted intensity
occurs [Tho88]. This effect arises in the following way: The optical depth of a line
is strongest at the central wavelength λ0. While passing through the absorbing
medium the intensity at the central wavelength I(λ0, x) decreases much faster
than the intensity at the wings of the line I(λ0 ± δλ, x). At position x+ δx, the
incident radiation at λ0 is therefore smaller than at λ0 ± δλ. As the absorption is
proportional to the incident intensity according to equation (4.15), the absorption
at x + δx is smaller at the central wavelength compared to the wings of the
line. This leads to the saturation of the transmitted intensity with increasing
αik l especially around λ0 which is shown in figure 4.2 (a). In this figure the
transmitted intensities which are normalized to the incident intensity calculated
for an exemplary Gaussian line profile with a FWHM of ωline = 3 pm and different
values of αik l are plotted. Furthermore it can be seen that the absorption line
seems to be broadened due to the saturation of the peak intensity. For very high
optical depths the transmitted intensity approaches zero around λ0.
4.2.1 True and Apparent Optical Depth
A white light absorption signal is usually recorded with a spectrometer having
a finite wavelength resolution which is typically defined by a Gaussian appara-
tus profile Papp(λ) [nm−1] normalized to
∫
profilePapp(λ)dλ = 1. The intensity
Imeas(λ, l) measured with the spectrometer is given by the convolution of the
transmitted intensity I(λ, l) with the apparatus profile [SS91]:
Imeas(λ, l) = {I(λ, 0) exp [−τ(λ)]} ∗ Papp(λ). (4.19)
The incident intensity of the white light changes only slightly over the wavelength
range of an absorption line and can be considered as constant: I(λ, 0) = I0.
Therefore the transmitted intensity is given by
Imeas(λ, l) = I0 {exp [−τ(λ)]} ∗ Papp(λ). (4.20)
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Figure 4.2: Calculated white light absorption spectra for different values of αik l
for a Gaussian line profile (FWHM 3 pm). Part a: normalized transmitted inten-
sity I(λ, l)/I(λ, 0). Part b: normalized intensity Imeas(λ, l)/I0 using a Gaussian
apparatus profile with ωapp = 16 pm.
Figure 4.2 (b) shows measured transmitted intensities which are calculated after
equation (4.20) with the transmitted intensities shown in figure 4.2 (a) and an
exemplary Gaussian apparatus profile with FWHM ωapp = 16 pm. It can be
seen that the convolution of the transmitted intensity with Papp(λ) leads to a
broadening of the line and a strong reduction of the peak height compared to
the profiles of figure 4.2 (a) as ωapp > ωline. Moreover the saturation of the peak
intensity is greatly reduced compared to the real transmitted intensity and the
flattening of the absorption line as the intensity approaches zero at high optical
depths can no longer be seen. However, the integral of the absorption line is not
affected by the convolution due to the normalization of the apparatus profile.
To determine the influence of the broadening caused by the apparatus profile
on the density the integration over the logarithm of the inverted normalized
intensity has to be carried out according to equation (4.17). Since the absolute
values of Imeas(λ, l)/I0 differ from those of I(λ, l)/I(λ, 0), the measured absorption
signal ln[I0/Imeas(λ, l)] also differs from the real one ln[I(λ, 0)/I(λ, l)]. In the
present case of white light absorption, the broadening results in a lower measured
absorption signal compared to the real one:
∫
line
ln
(
I(λ, 0)
I(λ, l)
)
dλ ≥
∫
line
ln
(
I0
Imeas(λ, l)
)
dλ. (4.21)
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This results in an underestimation of the density determined by the absorption
measurements. The integrals of equation (4.21) only coincide if ωapp ≪ ωline as
in this case the real absorption signal is approximately reproduced despite the
convolution with Papp(λ) [SS91].
In order to distinguish the real absorption signal (or the real optical depth) from
the measured one, the measured signal is referred to as the apparent absorption
signal (or the apparent optical depth).
4.2.2 Correction of the Apparent Optical Depth
In low pressure plasmas the FWHM of the absorption line is typically much smal-
ler than ωapp. If the optical depth is substantial the effect of the apparent optical
depth has to be taken into account. This can be done in the data evaluation by
introducing a correction factor for white light absorption spectroscopy measure-
ments fWLABS defined by the ratio of the integral over the real absorption signal
and the integral over the measured apparent absorption signal:
fWLABS =
∫
line ln
(
I(λ,0)
I(λ,l)
)
dλ∫
line ln
(
I0
Imeas(λ,l)
)
dλ
=
αik l
Ameas
≥ 1. (4.22)
Ameas [nm] is the integral of the measured absorption signal. The density of the
lower state nk is then given by
nk = fWLABS
8πc
λ40
gk
gi
1
Aikl
∫
line
ln
(
I0
Imeas(λ, l)
)
dλ. (4.23)
For low optical depth the correction factor approximates unity. This is also the
case if ωapp ≪ ωline holds.
The value of the correction factor is dependent on αik l and therefore on nk
which is not known prior to the absorption measurement. However, for a gi-
ven line profile and apparatus profile the real and the measured absorption si-
gnal can be calculated for any values of αik l using equations (4.15) , (4.16) &
(4.20). This yields the area of the calculated measured apparent absorption signal
Acalcmeas(αik l,Pline,Papp) and the corresponding correction factor for any value of
αik l. Therefore just the area Acalcmeas can be used to determine fWLABS:
Acalcmeas(αik l,Pline,Papp) = Ameas ⇒ fWLABS. (4.24)
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For a given line profile and apparatus profile each αik l determines Acalcmeas and
fWLABS unambiguously. Obviously, a good knowledge of both profiles is essential
for this approach.
Despite the use of Acalcmeas for the determination of the correction factor for the
measurements the considerations in the following section are made with respect
to αik l and not to Acalcmeas as the optical depth is the relevant physical quantity.
Dependence of the Correction Factor on Pline and Papp
In order to investigate the influence of the Lorentzian contribution of the line
profile due to natural and collisional line broadening (see section 3.3.1) on the
correction of the apparent optical depth, calculations are carried out by using a
Gaussian Doppler line profile (ωGauss = 3 pm) and a Voigt profile both plotted in
figure 4.3. In both cases a Gaussian apparatus profile with ωapp = 16 pm is used
for the calculations. The FWHM of the Lorentzian part in the Voigt profile is
assumed to be two orders of magnitude lower than the FWHM of the Gaussian
part: ωGauss = 3 pm, ωLorentz = 3× 10−2 pm.
Similarly to the consideration of opacity by line or population escape factors
(see section 4.1.2 and 3.3.2) three regions can be defined for fWLABS: Below a
threshold value of αik l the correction factor is almost unity and the difference
between the apparent and the true optical depth can be neglected. In the mid-
range of the optical depth (above αik l ≈ 10−4 nm) the correction cannot be
neglected, but it is sufficient to consider only the Doppler profile. Above αik l ≈
0.1 nm the Lorentzian contributions to the line profile arising from natural and
collisional line broadening have to be taken into account in the calculation of
fWLABS even if their FWHM is orders of magnitude smaller compared to ωDoppler.
The second profile besides the line profile that determines the correction factor
is the apparatus profile. If ωapp ≪ ωline no correction factor has to be applied.
On the contrary, the larger ωapp gets with respect to ωline the larger gets fWLABS.
This can be seen in figure 4.4 where the correction factor is calculated for different
values of the FWHM of a Gaussian apparatus profile. For the calculation the same
Voigt profile as in figure 4.3 is used. Below an optical depth of αik l = 3×10−3 nm
the difference between the correction factors calculated with ωapp = 6 pm and with
ωapp = 26 pm is smaller than 10%. The deviation rises up to 50 to 60% at high
optical depths. Therefore the calculation of fWLABS requires the FWHM of the
apparatus profile for each transition.
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Figure 4.3: Correction factors for saturation in white light absorption spectro-
scopy calculated with a Gaussian (ωGauss = 3 pm) and with a Voigt profile with
ωGauss = 3 pm and ωLorentz = 3 × 10−2 pm. The apparatus profile is assumed to
be Gaussian with ωapp = 16 pm.
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Figure 4.4: Correction factors for saturation in white light absorption spectro-
scopy calculated with a Voigt line profile (ωGauss 3 pm, ωLorentz = 3 × 10−2 pm)
and a varying FWHM of the Gaussian apparatus profile.
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4.3 Extended Corona Model of Indium
In an indium halide containing rare gas discharge the background gas radiation
vanishes with increasing cold spot temperature which limits the range where the
corresponding population models can be applied. Thus a population model of
the relevant indium states is set up to determine the electron temperature and
density. Adjusting the modelled population densities to those measured with
emission and absorption spectroscopy by varying the model input parameters ne
and Te yields their values provided that all other required input parameters are
known. It should be noted that the measured population densities are averaged
over the axial line of sight, i. e. also the values of ne and Te are line-of-sight-
averaged. However, in cylindrical discharges the axial profiles of ne and Te can
be assumed to be constant in contrast to their radial profiles.
As stated in section 3.2.5 the population processes of a typical low pressure
low temperature plasma used for lighting purposes have to be modelled with a
collisional-radiative model. However, setting up this model requires a detailed
knowledge of many cross sections and transition probabilities. For indium this
data is mostly not available in the literature. Thus a corona model which requires
less (and available) data is applied to the relevant states of the indium atom.
The indium corona model includes the population and depopulation processes
of the 6 2S1/2 and the 7 2S1/2 states which have an excitation energy of 3.02
and 4.50 eV respectively [GGV90] (figure 4.5 shows a part of the energy level
diagram of the indium atom). The ground state of indium (which has the electron
configuration [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p1) is split into the 5 2P1/2 state and the metastable
5 2P3/2 state which has an excitation energy of 0.27 eV [GGV90]. Hence the
corona model has to be extended to consider electron impact excitation out of
the metastable 5 2P3/2 state as well as this process contributes significantly to
the population density of the excited states. In the extended corona model of the
state i (6 2S1/2 or 7 2S1/2) electron impact excitation out of both fine structure
components of the ground state is balanced with spontaneous emission:
n5 2P1/2neX
e−impact exc.
5 2P1/2 → i
(Te) + n5 2P3/2neX
e−impact exc.
5 2P3/2 → i
(Te) =
= ni
∑
k<i
Aik =
ni
τi
. (4.25)
n is the density of the state which is denoted in the subscript, Xe
−impact exc.(Te) is
the rate coefficient for electron impact excitation out of the 5 2P1/2 or the 5 2P3/2
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Figure 4.5: Part of the energy level diagram of indium based on the data from
[GGV90]. The transitions which are relevant for the extended corona model are
plotted together with their central emission wavelength.
state into the state i and Aik is the transition probability from the state i to the
lower state k (5 2P1/2 or 5 2P3/2). The radiance lifetime τi which equals the inverse
sum
∑
k<iAik is 7.2 ns for the 6 2S1/2 state [LDF78] and 19.5 ns for the 7 2S1/2
state [ES83]. The rate coefficients Xe
−impact exc.(Te) are calculated after equation
(3.22) which requires cross sections (taken from [SN74]) and the electron energy
distribution function. As stated in section 3.2.5 a pressure in the range of mbar
can lead to deviations of the EEDF from a Maxwellian distribution. However,
if on the other hand the electron density is high (which is the case for indium
halide/rare gas discharges) this results in a high frequency of elastic electron −
electron collisions. This leads to a better thermalization of the electrons among
each other and therefore to a decrease of the deviation of the EEDF from a Max-
wellian distribution. A measurement of the EEDF which is typically done using
Langmuir-probes cannot be carried out in indium halide containing discharges as
the tungsten wire of the probe is quickly eroded by the halide. Therefore a Max-
wellian EEDF is assumed due to the high electron densities of indium halide/rare
gas discharges for the calculation of the rate coefficients.
Determination of the Electron Temperature
If the ratio of equation (4.25) applied to the densities of the 6 2S1/2 and the 7 2S1/2
state is taken, the resulting equation is independent of ne since it cancels out,
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but the equation is still dependent of the electron temperature:
n6 2S1/2
n7 2S1/2
=
τ6 2S1/2
τ7 2S1/2
×
×
n5 2P1/2X
e−impact exc.
5 2P1/2 → 6
2S1/2
(Te) + n5 2P3/2X
e−impact exc.
5 2P3/2 → 6
2S1/2
(Te)
n5 2P1/2X
e−impact exc.
5 2P1/2 → 7
2S1/2
(Te) + n5 2P3/2X
e−impact exc.
5 2P3/2 → 7
2S1/2
(Te)
. (4.26)
With knowledge of the four population densities the electron temperature can be
determined. To obtain the required densities from spectroscopic measurements
the corresponding transition probabilities are needed. However, there exist several
references for the Aik-values of the relevant transitions [PS62, CB62, FMM78,
WM80, Doi95, Mor00]. In some cases the given values differ by a factor of 10.
Since reference [Mor00] represents a recent review of the existing experimental
and theoretical data, the values recommended by this reference are used in this
work. Table 4.1 shows the relevant transition probabilities.
Table 4.1: Transition probabilities for the relevant indium lines [Mor00].
Wavelength [nm] Aik [108 s−1]
275.4 0.13
293.3 0.23
410.2 0.50
451.1 0.89
White light absorption measurements of the lines at 410.2 and 451.1 nm are
used to obtain the densities of the 5 2P1/2 and 5 2P3/2 states as these transitions
provide a better detection limit than the lines at 275.4 and 293.3 nm. The better
detection limit arises from the better detector sensitivity and the higher intensity
of the white light source between 400 and 460 nm compared to the sensitivity
and the intensity between 275 and 300 nm. The densities of the 6 2S1/2 and
7 2S1/2 states are determined via OES. The measurement of the 410.2 and the
451.1 nm line each yield the density of the 6 2S1/2 state. The obtained density
values should coincide but they differ up to a factor of 2. This difference can arise
from inaccurate values of the corresponding transition probabilities. The same
differences are obtained for the population density of the 7 2S1/2 state which is
determined by measurements of the 275.4 and the 293.3 nm line. To improve the
reliability of the model, the averaged value of the two obtained densities is used
for the model for the population density of both the 6 2S1/2 and the 7 2S1/2 state.
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Determination of the Electron Density
If the electron temperature is known, equation (4.25) can be used to determine ne
from the absolute density value of the 6 2S1/2 or of the 7 2S1/2 state. It turned out
that the two values of ne obtained from the different states usually coincide within
10%. These two values are averaged to obtain the final electron temperature.
Input Data for Opacity and Apparent Optical Depth Correction
The amount of atomic indium in the discharge is correlated with the indium
halide density as indium is generated by the dissociation of the molecule. If
the plasma contains high indium halide amounts the density of indium gets high
enough that reabsorption of the emission of indium lines and saturation in absorp-
tion measurements occurs. Therefore these effects have to be considered in the
determination of the population densities according to sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2.
For the calculation of the line escape factor Θline and the correction factor for
saturation in white light absorption fWLABS the line profile of the relevant tran-
sition is required according to equations (4.12) and (4.24). Furthermore, for the
calculation of the line escape factor, the value of αik l is needed. According to
equation (3.42) this value is given by the statistical weights of the states parti-
cipating in the transition and the central wavelength (each taken from [Nat11]),
the transition probability Aik (taken from [Mor00]), the plasma length which is
determined by the experimental setup (see section 5.2) and the density of the
lower state of the transition which is known from the corrected absorption mea-
surements. As the indium density can reach very high values also high values
of αik l in the order of unity are reached. This makes the consideration of the
Lorentzian contributions to the line profile due to natural and collisional broade-
ning necessary both for fWLABS and Θline. A computer program has been written
that calculates the correction factors or the line escape factors with the profiles
of the indium lines at 410.2, 451.1, 275.4 and 293.3 nm.
For each transition hyperfine splitting of the corresponding electronic states
has to be considered as both isotopes of indium have a nuclear spin of 9/2. As
the natural abundance of 115In is 95.7% the second stable isotope, 113In can be
neglected in the calculations. The energy differences of the particular hyperfine
split 5 2P1/2, 5 2P3/2 and 6 2S1/2 states can be found in [DMZ53] whereas those
of the 7 2S1/2 state are calculated from the constants given in [GGV90]. The
transitions between the hyperfine split states have different relative intensities
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which can be calculated with respect to the quantum numbers. For the relevant
transition this has already been carried out [DMZ53]. For the 410.2 and the
275.4 nm lines, the central wavelength of the single components differ from each
other by several pm. In the low pressure range these hyperfine components do
not overlap if natural, pressure and Doppler broadening is considered [EHKU84]
which makes it possible to calculate the line profile of each line individually. For
the 451.1 and 293.3 nm lines this is not the case. Due to the overlap of the line
profile of the single components pressure broadening effects are very difficult to
calculate as the individual hyperfine states influence each other [Tho88]. However,
as an approximation also the line profile of the hyperfine components of the 451.1
and 293.3 nm lines is calculated individually. A summary of the energy levels of
the hyperfine split states and the wavelengths of the resulting transitions can be
found in the appendix in section C.
The radiance lifetime of the single states which is needed to calculate the
FWHM of the natural line broadening are listed in table 4.2 together with the
corresponding reference. The lifetime of the ground state is infinite and does the-
refore not contribute to the natural linewidth. The one of the metastable 5 2P3/2
state is not available in the literature but the radiance lifetimes of metastable
states are typically in the range of 10−3 s or larger. Hence also the contribu-
tion of the lifetime of the metastable 5 2P3/2 state can be neglected for natural
line broadening. The FWHM of the Doppler profile is determined by the atomic
mass of indium which is 114.8 amu and the gas temperature which is given by
the heating temperature of the discharge vessel (see section 5).
Table 4.2: Radiance lifetimes of the relevant indium states.
State Lifetime τi [ns] Reference
5 2P1/2 ∞ −
5 2P3/2 ? (typically ∼ 106) −
6 2S1/2 7.2 [LDF78]
7 2S1/2 19.5 [ES83]
The spectroscopic measurements are carried out using a background gas which
density exceeds the indium density by at least 3 orders of magnitude. Also the
InBr density is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the density of the
background gas. Therefore pressure broadening of the indium lines is rather cau-
sed by collisions of indium atoms with the atoms of the background gas than by
collisions with other indium atoms or InBr molecules. The pressure broadening
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data of collisions between Ar and In is only available in the literature for the
6 2S1/2 ↔ 5 2P1/2 transition [EHKU84] but not for the other lines. Because of
this lack of data pressure broadening of all lines is calculated using the broadening
coefficients of the 410.2 nm line shown in table 4.3 as an approximation. If a pure
van-der-Waals interaction of the radiating species and the perturber is assumed
(which is described by the Lindholm-Foley theory [Fol46]), the broadening coef-
ficients show a gas temperature dependence: γ/N ∝ (Tgas)0.3. This dependence
can be neglected in the line profile calculations as the measurements of γ/N in
[EHKU84] are carried out at Tgas ≈ 750 K which corresponds to the typical gas
temperatures of the discharges investigated in this work. The background-gas
density which is needed for the calculation of the FWHM of pressure broadening
according to equation (3.46) is derived from the filling pressure of the vessel and
the gas temperature (see section 5) after the ideal gas law.
Table 4.3: Broadening coefficients of the indium line at 410.2 nm for indium
rare-gas collisions (only the investigated background gases are listed) [EHKU84].
Background Broadening coefficient
gas [10−20 cm−1 cm3]
Neon 1.65
Argon 3.61
Krypton 3.29
If the electron density is below 1019 m−3 Stark broadening can be neglected
as the FWHM is at least one order of magnitude lower than the FWHM caused
by pressure broadening [NF87]. However, for the investigated indium halide/rare
gas discharges ne-values above this threshold value are obtained in some cases.
As the FWHM of Stark broadening depends on ne and Te which are not known
prior to the evaluation of the extended corona model, the consideration of this
effect in the line profile calculations would require an iterative determination of
ne & Te and of the corrected densities. The values obtained by this iterative
method do not necessarily converge, therefore the influence of Stark broadening
on the line profile is also neglected for ne-values above 1019 m−3.
The typical error of the spectroscopic measurement of the indium population
densities can be estimated to be ±10% but the error arising from the calculation
of fWLABS and Θline also has to be considered. A variation of the gas temperature
between the typical values of 700 and 900 K results in a maximal deviation of the
corresponding correction factors of a few per cent. A pressure variation between 1
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and 6 mbar has almost no influence on the correction factor value over the whole
αik l range due to the hyperfine splitting of indium. Moreover, the values of
fWLABS depend on the FWHM of the apparatus profile of the spectrometer. As
this FWHM can be measured very accurately via OES the corresponding error is
negligible. The error arising from the correction factors is estimated to be ±15%,
i. e. even very high correction factors can be trusted.
Remarks
It should be noted that an extended corona model is a very elementary approach
to describe the population and depopulation of the excited indium states. The
reabsorption of radiation which actually is important cannot be considered as
this would require the knowledge of the Aik-values for all optically allowed tran-
sitions from the 6 2S1/2 and 7 2S1/2 states to lower states which are not available
in the literature completely. Furthermore, other possibly relevant processes such
as radiative decay into the relevant states from higher states or quenching pro-
cesses cannot be taken into account due to the lack of available cross section data.
The calculation of the correction factors of reabsorption and saturation effects for
the spectroscopic measurements is also based on simplifying assumptions regar-
ding the line profile. Moreover, a Maxwellian EEDF has to be assumed for the
calculation of the rate coefficients.
Despite the above listed assumptions and limitations of the extended corona
model its utilization provides an access to the very important plasma parame-
ters ne and Te. Without a knowledge of these parameters an investigation of
the physical processes that determine the discharge characteristics of indium ha-
lide/rare gas discharges can only be carried out to a very limited extent. Even
if the obtained absolute ne and Te-values might only have a limited significance,
their relative trends already provide a very valuable information.
4.4 The Collisional-Radiative Model Yacora
Argon
An validation of the ne and Te values obtained from the extended corona model
can be carried out by the utilization of the approved collisional-radiative model
Yacora argon. If argon is used as background gas in the discharge, the determina-
tion of the electron temperature and density can be carried out from spectroscopic
measurements of both argon and indium which allows for a benchmark of the ne
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and Te-values obtained from the extended corona model of indium.
The collisional-radiative model Yacora argon calculates the steady-state po-
pulation densities of the first 14 excited 1s and 2p states of the argon atom
(given in Paschen notation) dependent on the ground state density, the electron
temperature and density, the gas temperature and the pressure. A part of the
energy level diagram of argon is shown in figure 4.6. The collisional-radiative
model which is based on the numerical solver Yacora [WDF09] has been set up
by [Die10] and includes the following processes: electron impact excitation and
deexcitation (3.1), (3.2) & (3.3), spontaneous emission and reabsorption of ra-
diation (3.6), electron impact ionization (3.7) and Penning ionization (3.9). The
radiative decay of higher excited states is considered by using apparent electron
impact excitation cross sections which include these processes implicitly. Fur-
thermore the diffusion of metastable states to the wall is considered. However,
reabsorption effects are only included in the form of population escape factors
calculated assuming a pure Doppler and therefore Gaussian line profile as this
model was originally set up for plasmas having pressures of a few Pa. If the model
is applied to plasmas in the mbar range, it is necessary to consider the Lorentzian
parts of the line profile which arise from natural and collisional line broadening
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Figure 4.6: Part of the energy level diagram of argon based on the data from
[Nat11]. The levels are given in Paschen notation. The 1s3 and the 1s5 states are
metastable whereas radiative transitions between the 1s2 and the 1s4 states and the
ground state can occur (these transitions and their central emission wavelength
are plotted exemplarily).
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for the transitions between the 1s2 and 1s4 state to the ground state which re-
sult in the lines at 104.8 and 106.7 nm [Nat11]. Therefore the population escape
factors of these two lines have been calculated after equation (3.53) with a line
profile that considers natural line broadening, pressure broadening and Doppler
broadening (Stark broadening has been neglected). For all other lines which arise
from transitions between the 1s and 2p states, it is sufficient to consider only
Doppler broadening in the Θpop-calculation as the lower state is several orders of
magnitude lower than the ground state. In the following, the input parameters
for the profile-calculation of the 104.8 and 106.7 nm lines are summarized.
According to section 3.3.1, the FWHM of natural line broadening is determined
by the radiance lifetimes of the participating states which is 2.15 and 8.6 ns for
the 1s2 and the 1s4 state respectively [Law68]. The lifetime of the ground state
is infinite and does therefore not contribute to natural broadening. The gas tem-
perature which determines the FWHM of Doppler broadening besides the argon
mass of 39.9 amu is given by the heating temperature of the discharge vessel (see
section 5). As these lines are in the VUV spectral range, a direct measurement of
the broadening coefficient γ/N has not been performed to the authors knowledge.
But the FWHM of pressure broadening of a resonant transition can be calculated
from the oscillator strength fik and the wavenumber νik [cm−1] of the transition
[Fol46, CC74]:
ωpressure =
1.45 e2 fikn
8mec2νik
, (4.27)
where e denotes the elementary charge [C], me the electron mass [kg] and n the
argon density which can be calculated from the filling pressure and the heating
temperature of the vessel after the ideal gas law (see section 5). The units of
the constant values of the above equation are traditionally chosen in a way that
ωpressure is given in [cm−1]. The oscillator strength of the transition between the
1s2 (1s4) and the ground state is 0.21 (0.051) [Val77]. This results in a broadening
coefficients γ/N of 11.46×10−20 cm−1 cm3 for the 104.8 nm line and 2.83×10−20
cm−1 cm3 for the 106.7 nm line.
Determination of the Electron Temperature and Density
Via OES and white light absorption measurements of the lines shown in table 4.4
the population densities of the 1s and 2p states in the plasma can be obtained. On
the other hand, theses densities can also be calculated by the collisional-radiative
model Yacora Argon with the following input parameters: ne, Te, Tgas and the
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pressure. The gas temperature and the pressure are determined by the heating
temperature of the vessel and the filling pressure (see section 5) after the ideal gas
law. Therefore matching the absolute values of the calculated population densities
to the measured ones yields the electron temperature and density. However, in
doing so the measured densities have to be corrected due to saturation and opacity
effects according to sections 4.2.2 and 4.1.2.
Input Data for Opacity and Apparent Optical Depth Correction
To consider reabsorption and saturation effects after equations (4.12) and (4.24)
for the 1s ↔ 2p transitions, the line profile of each transition has to be calcula-
ted. In contrast to indium no hyperfine splitting has to be considered in argon
as the nuclear spin is zero. For the calculation of the line escape factors and the
correction factors fWLABS the Lorentzian contributions to the line profile which
arise from natural and collisional line broadening have to be considered for all
measured transitions. The radiance lifetimes of the 1s and 2p states which deter-
mine the FWHM of natural broadening according to equation (3.44) are listed in
table 4.4. The metastable 1s5 state has a very large radiance lifetime [KS93] and
does therefore not contribute. The lifetime of the metastable 1s3 state is not avai-
lable in the literature but can be assumed to be also very large. The FWHM of
Doppler broadening is given by Tgas which equals the heating temperature of the
discharge vessel (see section 5) and the atomic mass of argon which is 39.9 amu.
As mentioned in section 3.3 the FWHM of pressure broadening has to be deri-
ved for each transition individually. Table 4.5 shows the broadening coefficients
of the relevant argon lines which have been measured at different gas tempe-
ratures (those of [Val77] at 3900 K, those of [THU82] at 300 K). The (Tgas)0.3
dependence of the broadening coefficients according to the Lindholm-Foley theory
[Fol46, THU82] has been considered. The argon density which is needed for the
determination of ωpressure is derived from the filling pressure and the heating tem-
perature of the discharge vessel (see section 5) after the ideal gas law. Again,
Stark broadening has been neglected in the calculation of the line profiles.
The error of the corrected population densities of argon can be estimated in a
similar way to the error of the indium densities (see section 4.3). As no hyperfine
splitting occurs with argon, the impact of a pressure variation on the correction
factor values is remarkable in general but not in the relevant αik l range (below
unity). Therefore the correction factor errors can be estimated to be ±15%.
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Table 4.4: Radiance lifetimes of the relevant argon states and the wavelengths
of the lines [Nat11] which are used to measure the population density of the listed
states via OES or white light absorption spectroscopy (ABS).
State Lifetime τi [ns] Reference Wavelength [nm] Method
1s2 2.15 [Law68] 840.8 ABS
1s3 ? − 794.8 ABS
1s4 8.6 [Law68] 810.4 ABS
1s5 38× 109 [KS93] 811.5 ABS
2p1 21.7 [WBD+89] 750.4 OES
2p2 28.3 [WBD+89] 826.5 OES
2p3 29.0 [WBD+89] 840.8 OES
2p4 29.3 [WBD+89] 794.8 OES
2p5 24.4 [WBD+89] 751.5 OES
2p6 29.4 [WBD+89] 763.5 OES
2p7 30.2 [WBD+89] 810.4 OES
2p8 30.6 [WBD+89] 842.5 OES
2p9 30.7 [WBD+89] 811.5 OES
2p10 40.5 [WBD+89] 912.3 OES
Table 4.5: Pressure broadening coefficients of the relevant argon lines.
Wavelength Broadening coefficient Reference
[nm] [10−20 cm−1 cm3]
750.4 11.90 [Val77]
751.5 4.10 [Val77]
763.5 3.40 [Val77]
794.8 2.80 [Val77]
810.4 2.80 [THU82]
811.5 1.42 [THU82]
826.5 9.90 [Val77]
840.8 11.30 [THU82]
842.5 3.30 [Val77]
912.3 2.20 [Val77]
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4.5 Simulation of the Indium Halide A − X and
B − X Emission Spectra2
To investigate the vibrational and rotational population of the A and B state of
the indium halides the relative intensity of the molecular emission arising from
the A − X and B − X transition is calculated. By matching the simulated spectra
to the measured ones by adjusting the input parameters for the simulation, the
relative rotational and vibrational population is obtained. However, this is only
possible with high accuracy if the spectral resolution of the experimental setup is
sufficiently high [BF11]. If the relative vibrational population is known, effective
transition probabilities can be derived according to section 4.1.1. This allows for
the determination of absolute molecular population densities: the density of the A
or B state via OES or the density of the ground state using white light absorption
spectroscopy. Furthermore, as the A − X and the B − X transitions are simulated
separately also the fraction of the emission which arises either from the A − X or
the B − X transition can be calculated. This is important, as the emission spectra
of the two transitions overlap strongly making an assignment of the emission
bands to the particular transitions difficult. But this assignment is needed for the
evaluation of spectroscopic measurements. The simulation program was initially
set up for InBr [Bri08]. In this work, the simulation is improved to consider more
population processes and the simulation is extended to InCl.
At very high InBr densities reabsorption effects occur [Bri08] but these effects
cannot be considered in the simulation as data on the broadening of InBr emission
lines are not available in the literature. If the shape of the InBr band is heavily
distorted by opacity effects, a fit of the simulation to the measured intensity can
no longer be performed.
4.5.1 Computing Method
The simulation of the relative molecular emission is based on the calculation of
the relative rovibronic population densities of the X, A and B states of the indium
halide molecule. In contrast to a population model, the relevant population and
depopulation processes are only described by the simulation in a qualitative way.
As the energy difference between the individual states is very low, it is necessary to
take states with high vibrational and rotational quantum numbers into account.
2The explanations and remarks of this section especially on the calculation of Franck-Condon
factors and transition probabilities of InBr have also been published [BF11].
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For InBr, first investigations showed [Bri08] that for a good match of simulated
and measured spectra the calculation must include the energetically lowest 25
vibrational states in the X, A and B state each having 300 rotational states.
Significant deviations have been observed by reducing the maximum considered
vibrational quantum number below v = 20.
Wavelength of the Single Emission Lines
The energy E of the rovibrational states of the X, A and B state is calculated
according to the equations of section 3.2 using the molecular constants taken
from [MYSR04]. The wavelength λ of a transition from a state described by the
vibrational and rotational quantum numbers v′ and J ′ in the upper electronic
state i (A or B state) to a state v′′ and J ′′ in the ground state X is derived from
the energy difference of both states ∆E:
λ =
hc
∆E
=
hc
Ei, v′, J ′ − EX, v′′, J ′′ . (4.28)
Relative Population Density of the Upper State
As described in section 3.2, several processes can contribute to the population
of excited electronic states. In the simulation it is assumed that the vibrational
states of the A and B state are populated by electron impact excitation out of
the ground state:
nv
′′
X
e−impact exc.−−−−−−−−→ nv′i . (4.29)
The energy difference between the vibrational states in the ground state is only
about 0.03 eV (≈ 300 K ≪ Tgas). Therefore both inelastic collisions between the
indium halide molecule and heavy particles (background gas, indium, bromine
and chlorine respectively) or between indium halide and electrons can populate
the vibrational states. In the simulation, both processes are considered assuming
a Boltzmann distribution with the vibrational temperatures T gasvib and T
e−
vib . These
processes have different excitation rates depending on the cross section of the
collision and the density of the collision partners resulting in a differing contribu-
tion to the vibrational population. However, cross sections for inelastic collisions
between indium halides and heavy particles or electrons are not available in the li-
terature. Despite the lack of data, the different excitation rates of these processes
can be considered by weighting the population calculated with T e
−
vib relatively to
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the population calculated with T gasvib :
nv
′′
X, rel(T
gas
vib , T
e−
vib , ξ) = n˜
v′′
X (T
gas
vib ) + ξ n¯
v′′
X (T
e−
vib ), (4.30)
where ξ denotes the weighting factor. The resulting relative vibrational popu-
lation in the ground state nv
′′
X, rel(T
gas
vib , T
e−
vib , ξ) is normalized in a way that the
population of the whole ground state is unity:
∑
v′′
nv
′′
X, rel(T
gas
vib , T
e−
vib , ξ) = 1. (4.31)
For the excited A and B state, the relative vibrational population nv
′
i, rel is derived
from the population of the ground state applying the Franck-Condon principle
[FH98] as described in section 3.2.3:
nv
′
i, rel ∝ qv
′ v′′
iX n
v′′
X, rel(T
gas
vib , T
e−
vib , ξ), (4.32)
where qv
′ v′′
iX is the Franck-Condon factor for the transition X, v
′′ → i, v′. Again
the vibrational population is normalized to unity:
∑
v′
nv
′
i, rel = 1. (4.33)
The relative rotational population nJ
′
i, v′, rel of a state with quantum number v
′
is directly calculated in the excited electronic state i. This can be done as the
rotational population is redistributed in the excited state via collisions with the
background gas on a much shorter time scale than the radiative decay [Mul10].
Again a Boltzmann distribution of the rotational population is assumed which is
described by the rotational temperature Trot. The rotational population is also
normalized to unity: ∑
J ′
nJ
′
i, v′, rel = 1. (4.34)
The relative population of the single state with quantum number v′ and J ′ in the
A or B state, nv
′, J ′
i, rel , is then given by
nv
′, J ′
i, rel = n
v′
i n
J ′
i, v′, rel(Trot). (4.35)
If the time scale for heavy particle collisions is short enough to allow for a rota-
tional redistribution, also a redistribution of the vibrational population has to be
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considered. However, laser induced fluorescence measurements proved [Mul10],
that vibrational redistribution in the excited states via heavy particle collisions
does not occur.
Relative Intensity of the Single Emission Lines
The relative intensity Irel of a molecular emission line arising from a rovibronic
transition (i, v′, J ′ → X, v′′, J ′′) is given by
Irel ∝
nv
′, J ′
i, rel
(2J ′ + 1)
νiX A
v′ v′′
iX SP,Q,R(J
′), (4.36)
where νiX [s−1] denotes the frequency of the emitted photon calculated according
to equation (4.28), Av
′v′′
ik the vibrationally resolved transition probability and
SP,Q,R(J ′) the Hönl-London factor for the P,Q or R branch [Her50]. As described
in section 3.2.4, the Hönl-London factors depend on the Hund’s coupling cases
of the electronic states which are involved in the transition. As InBr and InCl
are very heavy molecules Hund’s case (c) is valid for both the A − X and the
B − X transition [MYSR04]. Furthermore, both transitions are singlet − triplet
transitions which means spin-orbit interactions may lead to perturbations in the
intensity distribution of rotational lines [Kov69]. The formulae for the Hönl-
London factors for the A − X and B − X transition can be found in [Kov69].
For their calculation constants describe the magnitude of perturbation due to the
spin-orbit interaction are required. In the cases of InBr and InCl, these constants
are not available in the literature. In general, Hund’s case (c) is very similar to
case (a) since the resultant angular momentum from the coupling of the single
electronic and rotational angular momenta of the electronic state is the same in
both cases [Her50]. Therefore the Hönl-London factors of Hund’s case (a) which
can be found in [Her50] and which do not require any special constants are used in
the simulation as an approximation. Thus, spin-orbit interactions are neglected.
Resulting Band Spectrum
For each rovibronic transition line (i, v′, J ′ → X, v′′, J ′′) a Gaussian line profile
is calculated with the peak of the profile at the wavelength of the transition. The
area of the Gaussian profile is equal to the relative intensity of the line emission.
The FWHM of the Gaussian line profile is an input parameter of the simulation.
Because mass of InBr and InCl is large, the FWHM of the Doppler profile is
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much smaller than the apparatus profile of the optical system. Hence the FWHM
used for the simulation is given by the apparatus profile which is determined by
the experimental setup. The FWHM of the apparatus profile in the wavelength
range of the indium halide emission bands is measured via OES utilizing the
nearby indium lines. To obtain a spectrum, the intensities of all computed lines
are added up. The relative intensities of the two electronic transitions can be
adjusted separately to consider the possibility of a different electronic population
of the A and the B state.
According to section 2.4, the InBr molecule basically has two relevant isotopic
species, 115In79Br with a natural abundance of 48.52% and 115In81Br with 47.19%.
Therefore, the emission is simulated for both species separately and then added,
taking into account the natural abundances to obtain the final spectrum. The
isotopes 113In79Br (2.17%) and 113In81Br (2.12%) are neglected.
For InCl also only two isotopes, 115In35Cl and 115In37Cl (natural abundance
72.51% and 23.20%), are considered in the simulation. The isotopes 113In35Cl
and 113In37Cl (3.25% and 1.04%) are neglected due to their low abundance.
4.5.2 FCF and Av
′
v
′′
ik
for InBr
The simulation requires vibrationally resolved Franck-Condon factors (FCF ) and
transition probabilities Av
′v′′
ik as input parameters. FCF of the InBr molecule can
be found in the literature only for vibrational quantum numbers up to v = 13
[SRRR88] and radiative lifetimes can be found only for selected vibrational levels
of the A or B state [KH07]. Therefore FCF and Av
′v′′
ik were calculated using
the program TraDiMo [FW06]. This program derives the eigenvalues and vi-
brational wave functions via numerically solving the Schrödinger equation. The
calculations are based on the Born-Oppenheimer potential curves, the electronic
dipole transition moments and the reduced mass of the molecule as input parame-
ters. The overlap integral of two vibrational wave functions in different electronic
states yields the FCF according to section 3.2.3. The Av
′v′′
ik are calculated from
the overlap of the vibrational wave functions with the electronic dipole transition
moments. A more detailed description of TraDiMo can be found in [FW06].
There are three sets of potential curves for the X, A and B state of InBr available
in the literature: RKR potential curves [SRRR88], Hulburt-Hirschfelder potential
curves [MYRS03] and potential curves from quantum mechanical calculations
[BPCD09]. The data for RKR potential curves are only given for vibrational
quantum numbers up to v = 12. As already mentioned, for a good match of
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the simulated spectrum and the measurement vibrational states up to v = 24
have to be taken into account. Hence, Morse potential curves were calculated
using the molecular constants of InBr [MYSR04] which reproduced the RKR
potential curves quite well. But Morse potential curves are only a very good
approximation close to the minimum of the potential curve and therefore for low
vibrational energies. However, the energy of the state with vibrational quantum
number v = 24 of InBr is still rather low because of the large mass of the molecule.
This can be seen in figure 4.7 where the Morse potential curves of the X, A and
B state of InBr are shown together with the energy levels of some exemplary
vibrational and rotational states. TraDiMo calculations were carried out with all
three self-consistent sets of potential curves: with the Morse potential curves as
extended fit to the RKR curves, with the Hulburt-Hirschfelder curves and with
those from the quantum mechanical calculations. The electronic dipole transition
moments DAX(r) and DBX(r) for the A − X and B − X transition are taken
from [KH07]. They are empirically determined and given as:
DAX(r) = DAX(reX)
[
1 + 4 ·
(
r
reX
− 1
)]
and (4.37)
DBX(r) = DBX(reX), (4.38)
where reX is the equilibrium nuclear distance of the ground state and DAX(reX)
= 0.0705 atomic units and DBX(reX) = 0.053 atomic units [KH07]. Simulations
were carried out with all sets of data and compared to measured emission spectra.
The best match of the relative intensity of simulated and measured spectra by
far were achieved with the data derived from the Morse potential curves.
In general, the potential curves are not dependent on the mass of the iso-
tope. However, in the case of Morse potential curves, slightly different curves
are obtained for the isotopic species as Morse potential curves are calculated
with molecular constants as input parameters. Calculations of the FCF and
Av
′v′′
ik have been carried out on the one hand with the appropriate mass of the
corresponding isotope (115In79Br or 115In81Br) and on the other hand with the
abundance-averaged mass. The simulation of the band spectrum using either the
data gained considering the isotopic species or the averaged mass only differ in
the range of a few percent. Nevertheless, the FCF and Av
′v′′
ik obtained with the
appropriate isotope mass are used in the simulations3.
3They can be found online at http://www.physik.uni-augsburg.de/epp/FCF_and_Aik.pdf.
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Figure 4.7: Part (a): Morse Potential curves of the X, A and B state of InBr
calculated with the averaged isotopic mass. The energy of the state with vibratio-
nal quantum number v = 24 (and rotational quantum number J = 0) is plotted
exemplarily for all electronic states. Part (b): Energy of rovibrational states in
the electronic ground state of InBr with v = 0, 1, 2 plotted over J .
4.5.3 Fitting Procedure for InBr
The adjustment of the simulation to the measurement is basically done with the B
− X transition of InBr as the details of the emission spectrum are slightly better
reproduced than at the A− X transition. First of all, both the measured spectrum
and the simulated one are normalized to the maximum intensity of the ∆v = +2
sequence of the B − X transition. This sequence has a low intensity compared to
the other sequences making distortions of the shape due to reabsorption unlikely
as those effects occur first at the most intense transitions. After this step the
∆v = +1 sequence of the B − X transition is used to adjust the rotational
temperature of the B state TBrot. This sequence is ideal for this purpose as the
different transitions B, v′ → X, v′′ with ∆v = +1 all have a very similar
wavelength. Therefore, this sequence has only a slight vibrational structure and
the shape of this sequence is almost independent on the vibrational population.
As InBr has a low vapour pressure at ambient temperature (see section 2.4),
the intrinsically heating of the discharge vessel by the plasma is not high enough
to evaporate a considerable amount of InBr which means the discharge vessel has
to be heated up actively (see section 5). This results in TH ≈ Tgas as also the
heavy particles of the plasma are heated up. Hence, in the next step of fitting the
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simulation to the measurement, T gasvib is set equal to the heating temperature of the
discharge vessel, as it is assumed that the colder part of the vibrational population
is excited due to heavy particle collisions. By varying T e
−
vib and the weighting factor
ξ the relative intensity and the vibrational structure of the particular sequences
of the B − X transition are adjusted to the measurement. Afterwards the relative
intensity of the A − X transition with respect to the B − X transition and the
rotational temperature of the A state, TArot, is adjusted. It turned out that T
A
rot
always has to be 100 K higher than TBrot to achieve a good match. However, the
energy difference of the rotational states in the A and B state is approximately
the same. Therefore also the processes determining the rotational population in
the excited electronic state should be the same. One reason for the deviation of
TArot and T
B
rot could be a slight inaccuracy of the molecular constants of the A
state. These constants determine the energy of the particular rotational levels
Fv(J) in the simulation after equation (3.18). If Fv(J) of the A state is slightly
overrated in the simulation due to the inaccurate molecular constants, a higher
rotational temperature is required to obtain the relative rotational population
needed for a good match of simulation and measurement.
An exemplary fit of a measured spectrum together with the fitting parameters
is shown in figure 4.8. The simulation reproduces the measured spectrum very
well which implies that the assumptions made for the simulation, e. g. the use of
the Hönl-London factors of Hund’s case (a) or using electron impact excitation
out of the ground state as only population process, are reasonable. The errors of
the obtained values are evaluated by varying the parameters until the simulation
shows a remarkable deviation from the measured spectrum.
4.5.4 FCF , Av
′
v
′′
ik
and Fitting Procedure for InCl
For InCl, neither vibrationally resolved Franck-Condon factors (FCF ) nor tran-
sition probabilities Av
′v′′
ik can be found in the literature. Therefore they are cal-
culated from potential curves and electronic dipole transition moments using the
program TraDiMo [FW06]. Four different sets of potential curves for the relevant
states of InCl are available: RKR potential curves [MYSR04], potential curves
from quantum mechanical calculations [BD08, ZLYZ03] and those obtained by a
pseudopotential approximation [SFD+95]. As the data for RKR potential curves
are only available up to a vibrational quantum number of 16 they are fitted
using Morse potential curves calculated from the molecular constants of InCl
[MYSR04]. The electronic dipole transition moments are given by [BD08] and
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Figure 4.8: Measurement (axial LOS) and simulation of an exemplary InBr
emission spectrum. The parameters of the simulation are: TBrot = 900±50 K,
TArot = 1000±50 K, T gasvib = TH =830 K, T e−vib =2200±200 K, ξ =0.35±0.1. The
relative intensity of the A − X transition is weighted with a factor of 1.01±0.05.
by [KH07]. Similar to InBr, simulations were carried out with all sets of obtai-
ned FCF and Av
′v′′
ik (calculated with the appropriate mass of the isotopes) and
compared to measured emission spectra.
For the A − X transition a good match of the measured and simulated spectra
can be achieved with the data derived using the Morse potential curves and the
electronic dipole transition moments of [KH07]. They are given after equations
(4.37) & (4.38) with DAX(reX) = 0.067 atomic units and DBX(reX) = 0.071 ato-
mic units. The corresponding calculated FCF and Av
′v′′
ik values can be found
online4. However, a satisfying match of the B − X transition could not be achie-
ved at all. This can be seen in figure 4.9 where an exemplary measured spectrum
and the fitted simulation is shown. The A − X transition reproduces the mea-
sured spectrum only if both T gasvib and T
A
rot are set differently from the heating
temperature of the discharge vessel TH . Furthermore, the values of T
gas
vib and T
A
rot
also have to be set differently. However, as the populations described by T gasvib
and TArot are assumed to be caused by inelastic heavy particle collisions, these
temperatures should coincide with TH . A reason for the deviation of these tem-
4at http://www.physik.uni-augsburg.de/epp/FCF_and_Aik.pdf
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Figure 4.9: Measurement (axial LOS) and simulation of an exemplary InCl
emission spectrum. The parameters of the simulation are: TArot = 1450±50 K,
T gasvib =1900±200 K, T e−vib =2500±300 K, ξ =0.25±0.05. TBrot and the weighting
factor of the relative intensities of the A − X and B − X transitions cannot be
determined due to the mismatch of the simulation and the measurement. The
heating temperature of the discharge is TH = 800 K.
peratures from TH could be inaccurate values of the electronic dipole transition
moments which greatly influence the transition probability values and therefore
the relative intensity of the emission. For the B − X transition neither the wave-
length of the emission nor the relative intensity could be matched with any input
parameters. As the wavelength of the emission only depends on the molecular
constants, the mismatch of the position of the sequences is caused by inaccuracies
of these values. The mismatch of the relative intensities can be assigned to both
inaccurate electronic dipole transition moments and molecular constants.
To summarize, the A − X transition can be simulated whereas the measured
relative intensity from the B − X transition cannot be reproduced. However, for a
good match of the A − X spectrum, rotational and vibrational temperatures have
to be used that do not reflect the population processes assumed in the simulation.
This limits the significance of the obtained relative rovibronic populations and in
turn limits the population densities determined spectroscopically with the A −
X transition for InCl. Despite these limitations, the simulation can still be used
to obtain relative trends which allow for a qualitative investigation of the InCl
population processes and densities.
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5 Experimental Setup
5.1 Plasma Generation
Discharge Vessels and Fillings
Due to the high deliquescence of indium halides the discharges have been genera-
ted in sealed quartz vessels with a defined filling of indium halide and background
gas. The cylindrical geometry of the vessel with an outer diameter of 25 mm is
commensurate with conventional T8 fluorescent lamps. The cylinder is closed
with quartz windows of optical quality at each end to allow for spectroscopic in-
vestigations in the visible and ultraviolet spectral range at an axial line of sight.
The windows have a wall thickness of 2 mm whereas the wall thickness of the
tube is 1.5 mm. The volume of the vessels is 6.1×10−5 m3. A sketch with the
dimensions of the vessels can be seen in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Sketch of the discharge vessels.
Previous investigations performed with a background gas pressure of 1, 2 and
2.5 mbar argon showed that lower pressures result in a more intense radiation
from the indium halide and from indium [Bri08]. A further reduction of the
pressure may again increase the radiation but this may also reduce the stability
of the discharge which is a critical aspect especially if neon is used. To allow
for systematic investigations of the background gases argon, neon and krypton a
filling pressure of 1 ± 0.02 mbar has been used for all vessels. The filled amount of
indium halide is an uncritical point as the evaporated amount in plasma operation
is adjusted via the cold spot temperature. However, the amount should explicitly
exceed the evaporated amount at the highest cold spot temperature of interest.
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Otherwise a defined cold spot would not longer be assured. Therefore all vessels
contain 1.5 ± 0.1 mg of indium halide which fulfils this demand [Bri08]. Table
5.1 gives an overview of the fillings of the different vessels. The purity of the
filling of each vessel was checked by means of emission spectroscopy. This was
done after one hour of plasma operation to evaporate possible impurities. No
impurities were traceable in any vessel.
Table 5.1: Fillings of the vessels.
Amount of indium halide Background gas
1.5 mg InBr 1 mbar argon
1.5 mg InBr 1 mbar neon
1.5 mg InBr 1 mbar krypton
1.5 mg InCl 1 mbar argon
1.5 mg InCl 1 mbar neon
1.5 mg InCl 1 mbar krypton
RF-Setup
To identify the most advantageous RF-coupling method for lighting applications
both the inductively (ICP) and the capacitively (CCP) coupled plasma generation
have been investigated (for details on the coupling see section 3.1). An RF-
generator at a frequency of 13.56 MHz is used which has a tunable RF-power
between zero and 300 W (Cesar 133 by Dressler). For the ICP setup which
is shown in figure 5.2(a), a commercially available matching network is used
(Variomatch 1500 W-ICP by Dressler). The plasma solenoid has 8 windings and
is made out of a copper tube with an outer diameter of 6 mm and a wall thickness
of 1 mm.
(a) ICP configuration. (b) CCP configuration.
Figure 5.2: Sketches of the RF-setup in ICP and CCP configuration.
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The CCP setup (shown in figure 5.2(b)) requires a different kind of matching
network. Therefore a coil has been added to the ICP matching network which al-
lows its utilization as CCP matching network. The capacitor electrodes are made
of copper strand with a width of 15 mm and a thickness of 2 mm. The supply
lines are made of copper tubes (outer diameter 6 mm, wall thickness 1 mm).
As a considerable amount of generator power may be dissipated in the matching
network, a powermeter (V/I probe 350 by MKS instruments) is introduced in the
RF-circuit to measure the power that is delivered to the plasma (measurement
error ±5% [MKS97]). In the following the power is always defined as the delivered
power measured by the powermeter and not the adjusted generator power.
5.2 Spectroscopic Setup
A sketch of the spectroscopic setup can be seen in figure 5.3 exemplary for ICP
configuration. The discharge vessel has to be heated due to the low vapour
pressure of the indium halides which makes a thermal insulation necessary (see
section 5.3). To allow for spectroscopic measurements quartz windows in optical
quality have been used with a wall thickness of 2 mm. The OES and white light
absorption measurements have been carried out at an axial line of sight (LOS)
which results in a detected discharge length of 176 mm. As light source for
absorption spectroscopy a stabilized high pressure xenon discharge lamp (XBO
450 W/1 by OSRAM) has been used. For lighting applications the radial emission
of the discharge is important. It is measured using a radial line of sight which
results in a plasma length of 23 mm. The radial LOS is rotated slightly from the
perpendicular direction to avoid blocking of the radiation by the windings of the
plasma solenoid in ICP configuration.
The spectroscopic measurements of both lines of sight are performed using lens
tubes to collimate the radiation into an optical fibre leading to the spectrometer.
The lens tubes consist of a 2 mm aperture to limit the diameter of the LOS
and a quartz lens with a focal length of 75 mm. The entrance aperture of the
UV-enhanced optical fibre (diameter 400 µm) is placed in the focal point of the
lens so that only light which enters the lens tube parallel to the optical axis is
collimated into the fibre. This results in a limitation of the solid angle from which
emission is detected which is important for calibration purposes.
A spectrometer in Czerny-Turner setup (Acton Spectra Pro by Princeton Ins-
truments) with a focal length of 750 mm and a grating with 1800 grooves per
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Figure 5.3: Sketch of the spectroscopic setup. The axial line of sight is used for
the optical emission and absorption measurements whereas the radial LOS is only
used to determine the radial radiation which is important for lighting applications.
mm is used for the spectroscopic measurements. The width of the entrance slit
of the spectrometer influences the spectral resolution (smaller width is better)
but also determines the transmitted intensity (larger width is better). A width of
30 µm proved to assure a high resolution at a sufficient intensity. As detector an
UV-enhanced CCD camera (NTE/CCD 2500 × 600 by Princeton Instruments) is
used with a chip size of 2500 × 600 pixels each having a size of 12 µm × 26 µm.
To minimize thermal noise the chip is cooled thermoelectrically to −35 ◦C.
Due to the use of quartz lenses and a UV-enhanced optical fibre a wavelength
range from 230 to 1000 nm can be investigated with this spectroscopic setup.
To prevent the detection of higher diffraction orders of lower wavelength an edge
filter is used for measurements above 520 nm. The filter can be placed in the lens
tubes and only transmits light above 500 nm. The Gaussian apparatus profile of
the setup is 26 pm at 300 nm decreasing to 16 pm at 850 nm.
Wavelength and Intensity Calibration
OES measurements require a wavelength and an intensity calibration of the spec-
troscopic setup whereas white light absorption spectroscopy only needs the wa-
velength calibration. The latter is carried out using a low pressure mercury
discharge lamp. With the precise knowledge of the wavelength of several mer-
cury lines [NIST] the calibration is performed using an internal routine of the
spectrometer software.
The intensity calibration is performed using an integrating sphere, also known
as Ulbricht sphere, and a deuterium arc lamp. An Ulbricht sphere is a diffuse
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radiator which fulfils Lambert’s cosine law and acts as a secondary measure-
ment standard. The spheres can be purchased with a specified absolute emission.
Hence, by measuring the radiation of an Ulbricht sphere with the utilized spec-
troscopic setup (the transmission of the quartz windows has to be considered) a
calibration factor fcal can be derived. As the emission from the Ulbricht sphere
only ranges from around 390 nm to the infrared another measurement standard
has to cover the UV spectral range. A deuterium discharge lamp is applied for
this purpose which emits from the far UV into the visible range. As it is very
elaborate to adjust the collimating optics correctly to the very small arc of the
discharge lamp the deuterium lamp is only used to determine a relative calibra-
tion factor from 230 to 400 nm. The overlap between 390 and 400 nm of the
two calibration factors is used to shift the relative UV calibration factor to the
absolute value of the factor obtained from the Ulbricht sphere.
The calibration factor fcal(λ) [1/(m2 s nm {counts/s})] of the applied spectro-
scopic system which is normalized to one second integrating time can be seen in
figure 5.4. It is used to calculate the number of photons radiated from the plasma
ǫphotons(λ) [1/(m3 s nm)] into the whole solid angle from the measured intensity
Imeas(λ) [counts/s] and the plasma length lplasma [m]:
ǫphotons(λ) =
Imeas(λ) fcal(λ)
lplasma
. (5.1)
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Figure 5.4: Calibration factor for the applied spectroscopic setup.
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5.3 Cold Spot Setup
The evaporated amount of indium halide is determined by the coldest spot of the
discharge vessel wall. To allow for an adjustment of the cold spot temperature
the vessel is heated actively. However, by simply heating up the whole vessel the
position of the cold spot is not well-defined. Increasing the heating temperature
may then lead to a change of the cold spot location but not necessarily to a
change in the cold spot temperature. To allow for systematic investigations of
the dependence of the plasma parameters and the radiation on the evaporated
indium halide amount an adjustable and well-defined cold spot is indispensable.
A sketch of this setup is shown in figure 5.5. The whole vessel is actively
heated up via a hot air blower (LE Mini Sensor 800 by Leister/Klappenbach),
keeping one spot of the vessel wall considerably cooler. The discharge vessel is
placed inside a heat container which is made out of autoclaved aerated concrete to
reach high heating temperatures. Using this material has proved to assure a good
heat insulation. In addition the space for the discharge vessel and the diagnostic
ports can easily be carved out. To define the cold spot a copper plunger is
connected via thermal conductance paste to the vessel. The temperature of this
spot is measured by a thermocouple that is placed in a small groove between the
plunger and the vessel. A heat pipe is used to assure the thermal connection
between the copper plunger and an aluminium cube that is placed outside the
thermal insulation. Cooling the aluminium cube by an thermoelectric cooler or
heating it by a heating wire allows for a adjustment of the cold spot temperature
TCS [◦C].
It is important that the temperature that is adjusted with the cold spot setup
really represents the coldest temperature of the vessel wall. Therefore the hot
air heating temperature TH [◦C] has to be considerably above the adjusted cold
Figure 5.5: Sketch of the cold spot setup. The cold spot temperature TCS can be
adjusted by heating or cooling the aluminium cube.
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spot temperature. TH is determined by the averaged measured temperatures of
three thermocouples inside the heat container. As the particular temperatures
usually differ by ±20 K, the error of TH is estimated by this value. Figure 5.6
shows a sketch of the experimental setup where the position of the cold spot
setup and the position of the thermocouples for the measurement of the heating
temperature are shown. Experiments revealed that TH must exceed the adjusted
cold spot temperature at least by 150 ◦C to assure a proper operation of the
cold spot setup. Furthermore, the plasma must fill out the whole volume of the
discharge vessel, as the plasma heats the wall intrinsically. As TCS is typically
varied between 140 and 240 ◦C the heating temperature is kept above 500 ◦C in
all measurements.
Figure 5.6: Sketch of the experimental setup with the positions of the thermo-
couples and the cold spot setup exemplary for ICP configuration.
Verification of the Performance of the Cold Spot Setup
To check the performance of the cold spot setup absorption measurements of the
InBr band in gas phase were carried out. The vessel containing InBr and krypton
was heated up to 500 ◦C and the cold spot temperature was varied between 250
and 305 ◦C as the absorption signal of the InBr band is below the detection limit
for TCS < 240 ◦C . Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between the ground state
density derived from absorption measurements and the InBr density calculated
with TCS, the ideal gas law assuming Tgas = TH and the different vapour pressure
curves ([SL60, KH07, TRBO89], see section 2.4). The effective transition proba-
bilities which are needed for the evaluation of the absorption measurements are
calculated after equation (4.8) assuming a Boltzmann distribution of the vibratio-
nal states according to the heating temperature. As expected from a well-defined
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Figure 5.7: InBr density measured with absorption spectroscopy without plasma
operation (vessel with 1 mbar Kr) compared to density calculated after the vapour
pressure curves of different references. The heating temperature was 500 K.
cold spot setup, increasing TCS results in an increase of the measured density.
The experimental error of the density from absorption measurements is estima-
ted to be ±20%. It can be seen that the InBr densities obtained after the vapour
pressure curve from [SL60] are within the errors of the measured densities whe-
reas the other two vapour pressure curves are at least a factor of three too small.
If one of these two curves was correct this would imply a very large error of the
cold spot temperature measurement of at least 30 ◦C which is not reasonable.
Therefore the evaporated InBr density is calculated after the vapour pressure
curve of [SL60] in the following.
Further measurements showed that during several days of plasma operation
the thermal conductance paste degrades which results in an underestimation of
TCS (more InBr is evaporated than expected). Hence it is necessary to connect
the copper plunger to the vessel with thermal conductance paste each time prior
to measurements. This assures a proper operation of the cold spot setup.
It can be summarized that the main goal of the cold spot setup is achieved:
allowing for a controlled adjustment of the evaporated InBr density. According
to the absorption measurements the error of TCS in gas phase measurements is
estimated to be +5 ◦C as drawn in figure 5.7. As the plasma also heats the vessel
and hence influences TCS the error in plasma operation is estimated to be +10 ◦C.
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6 Investigation of the
RF-Coupling Method
As described in section 3.1 the capacitive RF-coupling method permits a design
of the lamp and its fitting that is very similar to conventional fluorescent lamps
which reduces the necessary effort required for replacing those lamps. Induc-
tively coupled discharges however usually generate a more intense light output
than CCPs due to the higher coupling efficiency. On the other hand, high effi-
ciencies are reported for capacitively coupled indium halide/rare gas discharges
[HHK+10]. In order to investigate the potentials of both RF-coupling methods
for rare gas plasmas with indium halide additives a systematic spectroscopic in-
vestigation of the light output obtained from CCP and ICP coupling at the same
experimental parameters has been performed.
6.1 Using Sealed Discharge Vessels
Earlier investigations showed that inductively coupled InBr/rare gas plasmas (ex-
perimental setup of figure 5.2 (a)) provide a high axial uniformity and a high light
output [Bri08]. A picture of the ICP discharge is shown in figure 6.1 exempla-
rily at low cold spot temperature TCS. To compare the uniformity and the light
output of the ICP to those of a CCP for the same experimental parameters, the
CCP setup shown in figure 5.2 (b) was used. If TCS is low, i. e. very little InBr
is evaporated, the uniformity of the CCP-discharge is distorted: A strong alter-
nation of the intensity occurs as shown in figure 6.2. This phenomenon is called
“striations” and is caused by ionization and diffusion instabilities in the discharge
Figure 6.1: Picture of the uniform emission from an ICP InBr/argon discharge.
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Figure 6.2: Picture of the striations appearing in a CCP InBr/argon discharge
at low TCS.
[Kol06]. The formation of striations strongly depends on pressure, coupling me-
thod and the plasma parameters [LMP80, Kol06]. If the InBr density is increased
by increasing the cold spot temperature (which results in changing plasma pa-
rameters, see section 7.1), the striations disappear completely and the discharge
turns uniform similar to figure 6.1. Therefore measurements in CCP-mode are
restricted to high cold spot temperatures above 150 ◦C).
However, systematic investigations of InBr/rare gas CCP discharges could not
be performed due to their lack of temporal stability. In figure 6.3 the temporal
evolution of the InBr emission integrated from 350 to 400 nm measured along the
axial LOS (see figure 5.3) is plotted. The filling of the discharge vessel was 1 mbar
argon and 1.5 mg InBr, the RF-power was 58 W and the cold spot temperature
was set to 200 ◦C to avoid striations. Quickly after adjusting TCS to the desired
value at t = 0 InBr evaporates which results in an increase of the InBr emission
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Figure 6.3: Time dependent InBr band emission in CCP-operation (vessel filled
with 1 mbar argon and 1.5 mg InBr, RF-power 58 W, TCS = 200 ◦C).
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Figure 6.4: Picture of the blackening of the inner wall of the discharge vessel in
the region of the CCP-electrode.
for a few minutes. This increase is followed by a steady decrease of the emission
which lasts for more than two hours. Disassembling the setup revealed a strong
blackening of the inner side of the discharge vessel especially in the region of the
CCP-electrodes (see figure 6.4).
A chemical analysis [Wei08] proved that the metallic film that is deposited at
the inner wall of the discharge vessel consists of atomic indium. The result was
confirmed by EDX-measurements [Kör09] which revealed that indium is rather
implanted into the quartz glass of the wall than only deposited onto the sur-
face during CCP-operation. This can be explained as follows: In the discharge
indium ions (besides other ions) are generated due to dissociation and ioniza-
tion processes. If the ions reach the RF-sheaths at the CCP-electrodes they are
strongly accelerated as explained in section 3.1. During this process the ions can
reach kinetic energies which allow for an implantation into the quartz substrate.
The implanted indium amount can be considered lost as a recombination with
atomic bromine to InBr is strongly reduced. This leads to a constant reduction
of the InBr and indium density in the discharge which had been observed in the
measurement.
Reducing the RF-power can result in a reduction of the sheath voltage [LL94]
which in turn reduces the kinetic energy of the indium ions. At low RF-powers,
the kinetic energy which is needed to implant the indium ions into the quartz
glass might not be reached. Investigations at 48 W and 19 W RF-power have
been performed which both showed a complete loss of InBr after several hours of
operation and strong blackening of the discharge vessel. A further reduction of
the RF-power is not possible with the experimental setup used in this work. But
it should be noted that in [HHK+10] CCP indium halide/rare gas discharges had
been investigated at very low RF-powers of 1.5 to 4 W. However, no information
about the long-term stability of the indium halide density is available.
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6.2 Using a Variable Vacuum Setup
Since the capacitive coupling does not allow for systematic investigations of di-
scharges containing indium halides, a comparison of CCP and ICP discharges
with respect to the generated light output has been performed using rare gas
plasmas. For this purpose a vacuum setup has been assembled where the gas
is supplied using a mass flow controller, as a variation of pressure and gas type
would require a large amount of sealed discharge vessels. A sketch of the setup
is shown in figure 6.5. The pressure is adjusted by reducing the pumping rate of
the pumping station which consists of a turbomolecular pump and a membrane
pump. The background pressure is measured using a cold cathode pressure gauge
and the operating pressure is determined by a capacitive pressure gauge which
measures independently of the gas type. The discharge vessel which is connected
to the vacuum setup by a connection flange has the same dimensions as the sealed
vessels which allows for the use of the same RF-setup. To reduce the background
pressure and therefore the impurities, the vacuum setup is baked out at 80 ◦C
for several days. After the bake-out procedure the achieved background pressure
is in the range of 10−7 mbar. The investigations are carried out in steady-state
operation, which means both the gas supply and the pumps are separated by
closed valves from the discharge vessel and the pressure gauges.
The spectroscopic investigation concerning the light output at CCP and ICP
operation has been carried out at the axial line of sight (see figure 6.5). As the
occurrence of striations can influence the measured radiation output strongly, care
Figure 6.5: Sketch of the vacuum setup used for the systematic investigations
of CCP and ICP rare gas discharges. The setup is shown exemplarily in ICP
configuration.
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should be taken to avoid this effect. In CCP-mode striations appeared with all
background gases except for argon; therefore the systematic comparison between
CCP and ICP is solely carried out using argon discharges. In the following, the
emissivity Iik of the argon line at 750.4 nm is used as representative benchmark
of the generated light output.
The variation of the RF-power and the pressure could only be performed within
certain thresholds which depend on the rare gas type: At high power (for argon
above 80 W) and at low pressure (below 1 mbar), the plasma volume expanded
through the connection flange from the discharge vessel into the vacuum setup. If
this happens, the RF-power is coupled into a much larger plasma volume which
results in changing plasma parameters according to section 3.2.7. At low po-
wer (threshold value dependent on coupling method and pressure) and at high
pressure (above 10 mbar), the plasma constricts which also changes the plasma
volume. To allow for a comparison of the radiation output, care has been taken
for both CCP and ICP operation that the plasma volume fills out the whole
discharge vessel and does not expand through the connection flange.
The dependence of the emission on the pressure between 1 and 10 mbar at a
constant RF-power of 80 W is shown in figure 6.6(a). The plotted errors arise from
the error of the spectroscopic measurement of ±10% (see section 5.2). In CCP-
mode, an increase of the pressure from 1 mbar to 3 mbar results in an increase of
Iik of almost one order of magnitude. Further increasing the pressure leads to a
stagnancy of the emissivity. Using inductive coupling results in a high emissivity
at low pressure and a decrease with increasing pressure. The maximum absolute
value achieved in ICP-mode (at 1 mbar) is almost one order of magnitude higher
than the maximum value of the emissivity in CCP-mode (between 3− 10 mbar).
The emissivity of the argon line at 750.4 nm at varying RF-power is shown in
figure 6.6(b). The pressure has been chosen according to the maximum emission
at 80 W RF-power: 1 mbar for ICP and 3 mbar for CCP coupling. The low-power
operation threshold is located at 15 W for CCP and at 50 W for ICP operation.
It can be seen that the absolute emissivity is much higher with inductive coupling
and that a decrease of the RF-power results in a decrease of the emissivity for
both coupling methods. However, the decrease in CCP-mode is much stronger
than in ICP operation. As described in section 3.2.7, a decrease of the input
power results in a decrease of the product Vplasmane. As care has been taken that
Vplasma is constant, the decrease of the emissivity can be assigned to be caused by
a smaller excitation rate of argon atoms due to a decrease of the electron density.
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Figure 6.6: Emissivity of the argon line at 750.4 nm (axial line of sight) de-
pendent (a) on the pressure and (b) on the power for CCP and ICP operation.
To summarize, the inductive coupling method for the generation of indium
halide discharges for lighting applications has two beneficial characteristics com-
pared to capacitive coupling: First, the implantation of indium ions into the
quartz glass wall of the discharge vessel does not occur. Second, the generated
light output at same input power is much higher. On the other hand, a CCP
allows for a larger RF-power operating range at low powers. However, as the
low-power threshold depends on the pressure and rare gas type, the threshold
can also be expanded to about 15 W for ICP operation if krypton or xenon is
used at 1 mbar instead of argon. Therefore, inductive coupling is used for the
following fundamental investigations of indium halide discharges.
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7 Investigation of InBr as
Radiating Species
7.1 Variation of the Cold Spot Temperature
Preliminary investigations proved that the amount of evaporated InBr which is
determined by the cold spot temperature TCS has a strong influence on the di-
scharge characteristics [Bri08]. Most evident is the change of the plasma emission:
at low InBr density, the radiation is dominated by a variety of argon lines (pri-
marily above 700 nm) which results in a pink colour of the discharge emission.
Increasing TCS causes a vanishing of the argon emission and a strong increase of
the emission arising from InBr (between 350 and 400 nm) and indium (especially
the lines at 410.2 and 451.1 nm) which is generated by dissociation processes in
the plasma. The emission of bromine is generally very weak and can be neglec-
ted. As the emission of InBr is in the near UV spectral range and is therefore
not visible, the plasma emission has a bright blue colour arising from the in-
dium emission. In an InBr/In dominated discharge, the amount of light output
is distributed between the InBr band, the indium line at 410.2 nm and the one at
451.1 nm each having a share just under one third. The share of the other indium
emission lines which are primarily located between 270 and 330 nm is roughly
10%. Therefore the efficiency considerations of the generated radiation are focu-
sed on the InBr band and the two indium emission lines at 410.2 and 451.1 nm.
Nevertheless, for lighting applications the whole emission can be utilized.
However, the results on the discharge characteristics with varying TCS descri-
bed in [Bri08] were obtained without a defined cold spot setup, which means TCS
could not be adjusted in a controlled way. Furthermore the determination of the
electron temperature was based on an estimated and fixed value of the electron
density and reabsorption or saturation effects were not considered in the spec-
troscopic determination of the population densities. Therefore, an InBr/argon
discharge (vessel with 1 mbar pressure and 1.5 mg InBr, TH = 550 ◦C) at 100 W
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RF-power was again investigated within the scope of this work with the defined
cold spot setup described in section 5.3. The possibility of deriving Te and ne from
spectroscopic measurements and the further development of the relative-intensity
simulation of the InBr emission allows for a more detailed understanding of the
physical processes determining the light output and the efficiency of the discharge.
Densities of InBr and Indium
The evaporated amount of InBr is determined by the cold spot temperature.
Since the value of TCS is known, the InBr density in gas phase can be calculated
with the vapour pressure curve from [SL60] and the heating temperature TH
of the discharge vessel after the ideal gas law. If the cold spot temperature is
increased, more InBr evaporates which is shown in figure 7.1. It should be noted,
that the calculated volume-averaged InBr density can only be used as estimate
for the ground state density as excitation, dissociation and ionization processes
occur in the plasma. A direct measurement of the ground state density via white
light absorption spectroscopy is not possible, as the evaporated amount is below
the detection threshold.
Also the indium ground state density which is measured via white light ab-
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Figure 7.1: Volume-averaged density of InBr (calculated after the vapour pres-
sure curve and the ideal gas law) and ground state density of indium measured
via white light absorption spectroscopy (open symbols without and filled symbols
with considering saturation effects) at varying TCS.
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sorption spectroscopy at the axial line of sight increases with increasing TCS (see
figure 7.1). This can be explained by the increasing dissociation rate of InBr
which in turn results from the increasing InBr ground state density. The in-
fluence of saturation effects on the determined indium ground state density is
also demonstrated in figure 7.1: The open symbols show the density without
considering saturation, whereas the filled symbols show the values obtained with
considering saturation effects. It can be seen that neglecting these effects at low
cold spot temperature does not affect the obtained density as the optical depth is
low and fWLABS is almost unity. However, at high TCS a negligence of saturation
leads to an underestimation of the ground state density of In by about two orders
of magnitude which proves the necessity of considering saturation effects.
Electron Temperature
The electron temperature of the discharge is determined with the extended co-
rona model of indium (see section 4.3). To validate these results the collisional-
radiative model Yacora argon (see section 4.4) has been utilized at low TCS where
the discharge emits radiation both from indium and argon.
Figure 7.2 shows the obtained electron temperature values. Saturation and
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Figure 7.2: Electron temperatures obtained from the extended corona model of in-
dium (filled symbols) and from the collisional-radiative model Yacora argon (open
symbols) at varying cold spot temperature.
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reabsorption effects have been considered for all spectroscopic measurements.
The plotted errors arise from the evaluation of the population models. Increasing
TCS results in a decrease of the electron temperature both for the values obtained
from the extended corona model of indium and from Yacora argon (the deviation
of the absolute values is discussed below). This trend can be explained with the
ionization balance according to section 3.2.6.
At low cold spot temperatures, the contributions of In, Br and InBr to the
ionization balance can be neglected, as their density is too low compared to
argon. Hence, the ionization balance is dominated by argon. If the cold spot
temperature increases, more InBr is evaporated as shown in figure 7.1. This also
results in an increase of the indium and bromine density in the plasma due to
dissociation processes. Therefore, the contribution of indium, bromine and InBr
to the ionization balance becomes more important, i. e. the occurrence of the
corresponding ions must be considered. In general, the formation of bromine ions
can be neglected as the ionization rate of bromine is much smaller than the one of
indium due to the higher ionization energy of bromine. As ne =
∑
j n
j
ion has to be
fulfilled, the occurrence of other ions leads to a decreasing amount of argon ions.
Hence, an increase of TCS causes a partial substitution of light-weight argon ions
which have a large ionization energy by heavy-weight In and InBr ions which have
a smaller ionization energy (the corresponding masses and ionization energies are
given in table 7.1). According to section 3.2.6 this results in a decrease of Te.
Table 7.1: Ionization energies and masses of indium, InBr and argon.
Species Mass [amu] Eion [eV] Reference
Indium 114.82 5.79 [San05]
Bromine 79.90 11.81 [San05]
InBr 194.72 9.41 [Lid05, BD72]
Argon 39.95 15.76 [San05]
The absolute values of Te obtained with the collisional-radiative model of argon
are higher than the ones obtained with the extended corona model of indium as
shown in figure 7.2. As described in section 4.4 the collisional-radiative model
Yacora argon considers all relevant population and depopulation processes for
the 1s and 2p states. This is not necessarily the case for the extended corona
model for indium as explained in section 3.2.5. Disregarding relevant population
(depopulation) process for the indium states can result in a overestimation (un-
derestimation) of Te. If it is assumed that no additional processes have to be
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included in the extended corona model to describe the steady-state population
densities correctly, a non-Maxwellian EEDF of the discharge could still lead to
the observed divergence of the absolute Te-values.
The impact of a non-Maxwellian EEDF on the Te determination is demonstra-
ted exemplarily with a so-called Bi-Maxwellian EEDF [GMS95]. Such an EEDF
is described by two temperatures, Te,1 characterizing the EEDF in the low-energy
range and a higher temperature Te,2 characterizing it in the high-energy range.
The excitation energy of the electronic states determines which temperature cha-
racterizes the population process via electron impact excitation. The indium
states which have rather low excitation energies (3.0 ≤ EInexc ≤ 4.5 eV [GGV90])
could be populated according to Te,1 whereas the argon states (11.5 ≤ EArexc ≤
13.5 eV [San05]) could be populated according to Te,2. Therefore, a determination
of Te according to the measured population densities of excited indium states re-
sults in a lower value than the one obtained according to the measured densities
of the argon states. Other EEDFs which follow more complex distributions like
the Druyvestein distribution [DP40] can also lead to the described deviation of
the obtained electron temperatures.
Despite the deviation of the absolute values of Te obtained from the extended
corona model of indium and from the collisional-radiative model Yacora Argon,
the electron temperature can still be used for statements on the Te dependency of
the discharge characteristics. This can be done as the relative Te trends obtained
from the extended corona model could be validated.
Electron Density
The electron density of the discharge is also determined spectroscopically using
the extended corona model of indium (see section 4.3) and the collisional-radiative
model Yacora argon (see section 4.4). The values of ne at varying cold spot
temperature obtained with the two methods are shown in figure 7.3. In contrast
to the electron temperature where the values obtained with the two methods
differ from each other, the electron density agrees well within the errors which
arise from the evaluation of the population models.
To explain the increase of ne with increasing cold spot temperature, the power
balance has to be considered according to section 3.2.7. The quantitative depen-
dencies of Vplasmane in the InBr/argon discharge can be discussed after equation
(3.37) which indicates that the value of Vplasmane is proportional to the product of
the input power and the ion-confinement time. As the plasma fills out the whole
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Figure 7.3: Electron densities obtained from the extended corona model of in-
dium (filled symbols) and from the collisional-radiative model Yacora argon (open
symbols) at varying TCS. The larger error at TCS = 208 ◦C corresponds to ne
obtained from Yacora argon.
discharge vessel at the performed investigations, Vplasma stays constant. Further-
more, the RF-power is kept constant at 100 W. Together with the definition of
the confinement time τ lamion (see equation 3.11) this yields:
ne ∝ τ lamion ∝
√
mion
Te
. (7.1)
As described in the previous section, an increase of TCS results in a partly substi-
tution of light-weight argon ions by heavy-weight indium and InBr ions. Moreo-
ver, the electron temperature decreases with increasing cold spot temperature.
According to equation (7.1), both trends lead to an increase of ne.
Population Densities of Excited States
Figure 7.4 shows the population densities of the exemplary indium 6 2S1/2 and
argon 1s2 states and the population densities of the InBr A and B state determi-
ned via OES or white light absorption spectroscopy respectively. Saturation and
reabsorption effects are considered for the indium and argon densities. The effec-
tive transition probabilities required for the determination of the InBr states have
been calculated after section 4.1.1 while the relative vibrational population and
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Figure 7.4: Population densities of the indium 6 2S1/2, the argon 1s2 and the
A and B states of InBr measured at the axial LOS with varying TCS. For the
population density of indium the filled (open) symbols show the obtained values
with (without) considering reabsorption effects.
the share of the emission between 350 and 400 nm arising from the A − X or from
the B − X transition have been obtained from fitting the simulated InBr emis-
sion to the measured spectrum according to section 4.5.3. Above TCS ≈ 210 ◦C
a determination of the population densities of the 1s and 2p states of argon was
no longer possible as the emission and absorption signals were too low. It should
be noted, that reabsorption effects are not considered for the population density
of the InBr states because the required data on the FWHM of the particular
broadening mechanisms (see section 4.1.2) is not available in the literature.
It can be seen that the population densities of the excited indium and InBr
states increase with increasing cold spot temperature whereas those of the exci-
ted argon states decrease. The rate of electron impact excitation processes in a
discharge is determined by the ground state density of the species, the electron
density and the rate coefficient according to equation (3.20). Therefore, the in-
creasing InBr and In ground state density and the increasing electron density with
increasing TCS (see figure 7.1 and 7.3 respectively) result in an increasing excita-
tion rate of electronic indium and InBr states. However, the population density
of the argon 1s2 state decreases despite the increasing value of ne (the ground
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state density of argon is constant). This converse behaviour can be explained by
the steep dependence of the excitation rate on the electron temperature.
In figure 7.5 the rate coefficients for electron impact excitation out of the ground
state into the 6 2S1/2 state of indium and into the 1s2 state of argon are shown.
They have been calculated with the cross sections from [SN74] and [YCA05] after
equation (3.22) assuming a Maxwellian EEDF. The obtained rate coefficient for
excitation of the argon 1s2 state is much lower than the one for the indium 6 2S1/2
state. Furthermore, it decreases much more rapidly for decreasing Te-values which
means the excitation rate decreases much stronger. The rate coefficients for
electron impact excitation of the other excited argon 1s and 2p states are also
much lower than those for indium or InBr. This can be explained by the higher
excitation energy of the argon 1s and 2p states (11.5 ≤ EArexc ≤ 13.5 eV [San05])
compared to the one of the first excited indium and InBr states (3.0 ≤ EIn, InBrexc ≤
4.0 eV [GGV90, MYSR04]). Therefore, the decreasing electron temperature at
increasing TCS has a much larger impact on the excitation rate of argon states
than on the one of indium or InBr states which results in a decrease of the
population densities of all 1s and 2p states of argon.
To demonstrate the impact of Θline on the determined population densities of
indium, the uncorrected densities are also shown in figure 7.4 (open symbols). It
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Figure 7.5: Rate coefficients for electron impact excitation out of the ground
state into the 6 2S1/2 state of indium and into the 1s2 state of argon. They are
obtained according to equation (3.22) assuming a Maxwellian EEDF.
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can be seen, that the obtained correction is low at low cold spot temperatures
where Θline is almost unity due to the low optical depth. However, at high TCS the
density of both components of the indium ground state and therefore the optical
depth of the 410.2 and 451.1 nm lines which originate from the 6 2S1/2 state is
very high. This leads to low values of the line escape factor at TCS = 231 ◦C:
Θline(410.2 nm) = 0.007 and Θline(451.1 nm) = 0.0107.
To summarize, the decreasing electron temperature leads to a decrease of the
population density of excited argon states with increasing TCS due to their high
excitation energy. For indium and InBr, the decreasing excitation rate caused by
the decreasing electron temperature is overcompensated by the increasing ground
state and electron density. Therefore the population densities of excited electronic
indium and InBr states increase with increasing cold spot temperature.
Molecular Temperatures
Fitting the simulated relative intensity of the InBr A,B → X emission to the
measured one as described in section 4.5.3 yields the relative vibrational and
rotational molecular population. The temperatures describing this population if
a Boltzmann distribution is assumed (see sections 3.2.3 & 3.2.4) are shown in
figure 7.6 dependent on the cold spot temperature.
The rotational temperature of the B state TBrot coincides with the heating tem-
perature of the discharge vessel TH at low values of TCS. As the active heating
of the vessel also heats the heavy particles in the plasma, TH can be assigned
with the gas temperature. The rotational temperature might be equivalent to
the gas temperature of the discharge if the energy difference of the single rotatio-
nal states is much lower than kBTgas (see section 3.2.4). For TH = Tgas = 550 ◦C
this relation holds for InBr:
∆Erot(InBr) ≈ 3× 10−5 eV ≪ kBTgas ≈ 7× 10−2 eV. (7.2)
The rotational temperature of the A state, TArot, exceeds T
B
rot slightly by 100 K
independent of the cold spot temperature. The reason for this behaviour has
been described in section 4.5.3.
Increasing the cold spot temperature causes a slight increase of both TArot and
TBrot despite the constant heating or gas temperature respectively. This trend can
be explained by reabsorption effects of the InBr radiation. According to section
4.5.3, TBrot is adjusted at the intense ∆v = +1 -sequence of the B − X transition.
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states of InBr according to section 4.5 at varying cold spot temperature. They are
obtained by fitting the relative intensity of the simulated to the measured spectra.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of the weighting factor ξ of the fraction of the vibrational
population characterized by T e
−
vib and the relative trend of the electron density
obtained from the extended corona model of indium at varying TCS (see figure
7.3). The values of ne are normalized to ξ(TCS = 218 ◦C)= 0.8.
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The occurrence of reabsorption effects results in a lowering of the emitted intensity
especially at very intense transitions, as their optical depth is larger. Therefore
the intensity reduction is more pronounced in the peak of the sequence which
causes an apparently broadening of the whole sequence in the measured emission
spectrum. This in turn requires a higher value of TBrot in the simulation for a good
match. The same argumentation is valid for the particular sequences of the A
− X transition where TArot is adjusted. Hence, the higher value of the rotational
temperature at high TCS is caused by the increasing optical depth of the InBr
emission due to the high ground state density.
Two population processes are included in the simulation for the vibrational
molecular population (see section 4.5.3): inelastic heavy particle collisions cha-
racterized by T gasvib and electron impact excitation characterized by T
e−
vib (see sec-
tion 4.5). In the simulation T gasvib is set equal to the heating temperature whereas
T e
−
vib and the weighting factor ξ are varied to match the measured spectrum. For
increasing cold spot temperature the value of T e
−
vib decreases slightly as shown in
figure 7.6 whereas ξ shows a strong increase (see figure 7.7). The trend of the
weighting factor can be explained by the increase of the electron density with
increasing TCS (as shown in figure 7.3) making electron impact excitation of the
particular vibrational states more important.
According to equation 3.20 the excitation rate is directly proportional to the
electron density i. e. the relative increase of ξ should be the same than the one
of ne. In figure 7.7 also the relative trend of the electron density (normalized
to the value of ξ at TCS = 218 ◦C) with increasing TCS is plotted. The relative
trends of ne and ξ agree very well (except for the value at TCS = 157 ◦C) which
reinforces the assignment of the vibrational population characterized by T e
−
vib to
electron impact excitation processes. For TCS = 157 ◦C, the weighting factor has
to be very small (ξ = 0.2) to achieve a good match of simulation and measu-
rement i. e. the vibrational population is dominantly caused by inelastic heavy
particle collisions. However, due to the low value of ξ the influence of T e
−
vib on the
population is very low which results in a very large error of T e
−
vib . It is also possible
to achieve a good match at TCS = 157 ◦C by arbitrarily reducing the value of ξ
and increasing the value of T e
−
vib correspondingly which makes the determination
of error bars difficult. Hence, the value of ξ at TCS = 157 ◦C is chosen to be as
high as possible resulting in the lowest possible value of T e
−
vib as only this results
in non-arbitrary values. This approach can explain the deviation of ξ and the
normalized value of ne at TCS = 157 ◦C.
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Radial Discharge Emission and Efficiency
Figure 7.8(a) shows the power Φik emitted by the InBr band and the indium lines
at 410.2 and 451.1 nm with varying cold spot temperature TCS. As the radial
emission is relevant for lighting purposes, the measurements are carried out at
the radial LOS (see section 5.2). As described above, increasing TCS results in
an increasing population density of excited InBr and indium states which in turn
causes the increase of Φik both for the InBr band and the indium emission. For
indium (InBr), the radiated power peaks at 208 ◦C (218 ◦C) and decreases as TCS
is increased further. This can be explained by the high optical depth of indium
and InBr radiation at high cold spot temperature due to the high ground state
density (see figure 7.1 and 7.4). A high optical depth leads to strong reabsorption
effects and therefore to radiation trapping.
Figure 7.8(b) shows the corresponding efficiency of the indium and InBr ra-
diation which is defined after equation (4.4). The relative trend of the efficiency
follows the dependence of Φik on the cold spot temperature as the RF-power is
kept constant. If the emission from the indium lines and the InBr band is added
up, an efficiency of ηAr,100WInBr,In = 10.0± 2.0% can be reached.
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Figure 7.8: Part (a): power radiated by InBr (350 − 400 nm) and by indium
(at 410.2 and 451.1 nm) with varying TCS. Part (b): efficiency of the InBr band
radiation and of both the InBr and the indium emission with varying TCS.
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Summary
The most evident impact of an increasing cold spot temperature and therefore
the InBr density on the InBr/argon discharge is the change of the plasma emis-
sion colour from argon dominated pink to indium dominated blue (the near UV
emission of InBr is not visible). The increasing InBr density leads to a gra-
dually substitution of the light-weight argon ions which have a high ionization
energy by heavy-weight InBr/indium ions which have a comparatively low ioni-
zation energy. This causes a decrease of the electron temperature from 0.8 eV at
TCS = 160 ◦C to 0.4 eV at TCS = 230 ◦C and an increase of the electron density
from 2.0 × 1018 m−3 to 1.1 × 1020 m−3. The population densities of the excited
InBr and indium states which determine the amount of radiation emitted by the
discharge increase strongly with increasing cold spot temperature despite the de-
creasing electron temperature due to the increasing corresponding ground state
density and the increasing electron density. In converse, the population density
of excited argon states decreases which can be explained by the much stronger
dependence of the excitation rate of argon on the decreasing electron temperature
due to the higher excitation energy compared to indium and InBr.
The relevant population processes of InBr have been identified by fitting the
simulated relative emission to the measured spectra. It turned out that the vibra-
tional levels of the ground state are populated both via inelastic heavy particle
and electron collisions in the discharge. The share of the population by electrons
changes according to the change of the electron density. The population of vi-
brational states in the electronic A or B state is determined by electron impact
excitation out of the electronic ground state whereas the rotational population
is determined by inelastic heavy particle collisions. As the measured spectrum
is reproduced well by the simulation, the contribution of additional population
processes to the rovibrational states of the A and B state can be regarded negli-
gible in the investigated discharge. At high cold spot temperatures, the relative
intensity of the InBr emission is distorted slightly due to reabsorption effects.
The opacity of the InBr radiation could be reduced if the emission would be dis-
tributed in a broader wavelength range. However, the observed variation of the
molecular temperatures does not lead to a considerable broader distribution due
to the small molecular constants of InBr.
If the discharge emission is dominated by InBr and indium, the radiated power
is distributed almost equally between the InBr band, the indium line at 410.2 nm
and the one at 451.1 nm each having a share just under one third. Indium
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emission lines located between 270 and 330 nm also contribute to the emission
by a share of roughly 10%. For lighting applications the complete discharge
emission can be utilized but the efficiency considerations focus on the InBr band
and the two intense indium lines. An increase of the cold spot temperature
results in a increasing emission due to the increasing population density of the
excited InBr and indium states. At high TCS-values the intensity of the emission
decreases again as the indium lines and the InBr band become optically thick.
The maximum efficiency of ηAr,100WInBr,In = 10.0 ± 2.0% is achieved within a rather
broad cold spot temperature range between 210 and 220 ◦C.
7.2 Variation of the RF-Power
In order to investigate the influence of the RF-power on the discharge characte-
ristics at varying cold spot temperature, measurements have been carried out at
P = 40 W using the same discharge vessel as for the studies of the previous sec-
tion. A systematic investigation at a lower power was not possible, as the plasma
constricted below 40 W and did not fill out the whole vessel volume anymore
which is a prerequisite for a proper function of the cold spot setup.
The investigations at 40 W proved that the relative trends at varying TCS
for the population densities of the ground and excited states, Te, ne and of the
molecular temperatures are the same as those for the measurements at 100 W
presented in the previous section. Therefore the general discharge characteristics
with varying cold spot temperature which is basically caused by the transition
from an argon plasma to an InBr/In dominated discharge as described in section
7.1 is independent of the RF-power. This is shown exemplarily for the radially
radiated power of the InBr and In emission in figure 7.9(a): The relative trend
of the radiated power is the same for 100 W (filled symbols) and for 40 W RF-
power (open symbols) and the maximum emission is located at the same cold
spot temperature (TCS ≈ 210 ◦C for indium and TCS ≈ 220 ◦C for InBr). For
40 W RF-power the discharge stability at high cold spot temperature is worse
than at 100 W. Therefore a measurement above TCS ≈ 225 ◦C is not possible.
However, the absolute values of the discharge parameters obtained at 40 W
and at 100 W RF-power differ. As shown in figure 7.9(a) again exemplarily, the
absolute values of the radiated power of InBr and indium at 40 W RF-power
are lower than the ones obtained at 100 W. For example, the radiated power by
the two indium lines at a cold spot temperature of 218 ◦C is ΦAr,100WIn ≈ 6.4 W
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Figure 7.9: Part (a): power radiated by InBr (350 − 400 nm) and by indium
(at 410.2 & 451.1 nm) with varying TCS. Part (b): efficiency of the InBr band
radiation and of both the InBr and the indium emission with varying TCS. In
both parts, the filled symbols represent the values obtained at 100 W RF-power
whereas the open symbols represent the values at 40 W.
whereas ΦAr,40WIn ≈ 4.6 W, i. e. roughly 72% of the emission at 100 W are achieved
at 40 W but only 40% of the RF-power is used. As the situation is similar for
the InBr emission the maximum efficiency of the discharge at 40 W RF-power
ηAr,40WInBr,In(TCS ≈ 218 ◦C) = 17.8± 3.6% is about a factor of 2 higher than the one
achieved at 100 W (see figure 7.9(b)).
To explain the better efficiency at lower RF-power, the population densities
of the excited states have to be considered as they determine the emitted ra-
diation and therefore the efficiency. The following considerations are carried out
exemplarily for TCS ≈ 218 ◦C where the maximum efficiency is achieved. In a
qualitative way, the explanations are also valid for other cold spot temperatures.
The population densities of the A and B state of InBr and of the 6 2S1/2 state of
indium (from which the desired emission originates) obtained from OES measu-
rements at the axial line of sight at 40 and 100 W are shown in table 7.2. For
the indium population densities, reabsorption effects have been considered. The
measured population densities of both the excited InBr and indium states are
higher at 40 RF-power whereas the emission is lower compared 100 W as shown
in figure 7.9(a). It should be noted that the densities are measured at the axial
line of sight whereas the emission shown in figure 7.9(a) is measured at the radial
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LOS. As the spectroscopic measurement only provides a line-of-sight averaged
value (see section 4.1), a consideration of the radial population density profiles
may explain the lower emission at 40 W despite the higher population density.
Table 7.2: Population densities of the A and B state of InBr and of the 6 2S1/2
state of indium measured via OES at the axial LOS at TCS ≈ 218 ◦C.
State
Population density [m−3]
at 40 W at 100 W
InBr, A 9.7× 1016 6.1× 1016
InBr, B 1.9× 1017 1.2× 1017
Indium, 6 2S1/2 5.9× 1015 3.1× 1015
Radial Profiles of the Population Densities of Excited States
The radial profiles of the population densities of the A state of InBr (the B state
has the same profile) and of the 6 2S1/2 state of indium which are shown in fi-
gure 7.10 have been obtained by OES measurements at a stepwise radially shifted
axial line of sight. Again, reabsorption effects are only considered for the indium
population densities. It can be seen that for both excited states, the radial profile
is lowest at the central axis of the cylinder and the population density increases
towards the discharge vessel wall. A measurement of the densities closer to the
wall was not possible due to a partly blocking of the line of sight by the thermal
insulation of the experimental setup (see section 5). At 100 W RF-power a correc-
tion of reabsorption effects in the determination of the indium population density
was not possible, as the white light absorption measurements of the ground state
could not be evaluated due to distortions in the signal. Therefore, no value of
the population density of the 6 2S1/2 state is shown.
For higher RF-power, the population density at the central axis is lower but
increases more rapidly to the wall. To explain the relative trends and the dif-
ferences at low and high RF-power, the relevant population processes and their
dependencies on the plasma parameters have to be considered. As described in
section 3.2.1, the main excitation process is electron impact excitation out of the
ground state (or a lower metastable state). According to equation (3.20) the ex-
citation rate is determined by the density of the ground (or metastable) state of
the species, the electron temperature and the electron density which means their
radial profiles have to be considered.
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Figure 7.10: Radial profiles of the population densities of (a) the A state of InBr
and (b) the 6 2S1/2 state of indium obtained via OES. The filled symbols represent
the values obtained at 100 W RF-power whereas the open symbols represent the
values at 40 W in both parts of the figure.
Radial Profiles of the Electron Temperature and Density
The radial profiles of Te and ne are obtained from spectroscopic measurements
of the indium population densities and the extended corona model of indium
according to section 4.3. As shown in figure 7.11(a), the electron temperature
shows a slight decrease from the central axis towards the discharge vessel wall. As
described in section 3.2.6 the value of the electron temperature is determined by
the ionization balance. A qualitative explanation of the radial Te-trend is difficult
as this would require a spatial evaluation of the ionization balance which is not
possible. However, close to the wall the influence of the sheath formed due to
ambipolar diffusion can have a considerable influence on Te [SCC00], which could
explain the decrease of the electron temperature towards the wall qualitatively.
The absolute values of Te for 40 and 100 W coincide within the error bars as the
ionization balance is independent of the RF-power.
In converse to the Te-profile, the radial profiles of the electron density obtained
at high and low power have a different shape as shown in figure 7.11(b). The
values of ne at 100 W RF-power increase towards the vessel wall which indicates
a hollow profile. Such a profile is typical for cylindrical discharges at high pressure
(p ≥ 20 mbar) [RTMS96], but atypical for low pressure where the ne profile is
usually more bell-shaped (maximum in the centre, minimum at the wall). This
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Figure 7.11: Radial profile of (a) the electron temperature and (b) the electron
density obtained from the extended corona model of indium. The filled symbols
represent the values obtained at 100 W RF-power whereas the open symbols re-
present the values at 40 W in both parts of the figure.
bell-shaped profile is obtained at 40 W RF-power where the electron density is
highest at the central axis and shows a slight decrease towards the vessel wall.
Such a profile is developed as electrons are primarily created in the discharge
volume due to ionization processes and lost at the wall due to ambipolar diffusion
[LL94, NGB00]. The reason for the differing radial electron density distribution at
40 and 100 W RF-power cannot be figured out as this would require a quantitative
spatial evaluation of the power balance which is not possible.
Radial Profiles of the 5 2P1/2 & 5 2P3/2 States of Indium
The radial profile of the population density of the indium ground (5 2P1/2) and
metastable (5 2P3/2) state obtained at 40 and 100 W RF-power measured via
white light absorption spectroscopy is shown in figure 7.12. Saturation effects are
considered according to section 4.3.
The profiles of the ground state density show a minimum at the central axis and
an increase towards the wall which is more pronounced at high RF-power. This
is a typical distribution for a species with low ionization energy in a low pressure
rare gas discharge [NGB00, GGK+03, DRS05]. In general, the low density at
the centre is caused by the large ionization rate due to the typically higher value
of ne at the central axis compared to the electron density close to the wall.
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Furthermore, the recombination of ions at the wall and the diffusion of the former
ions back into the discharge lead to an increase of the ground state density close
to the wall.
For 40 W RF-power, a slight bell-shaped electron density profile is obtained
as shown in figure 7.11. Also the electron temperature profile shows a slight
decrease toward the vessel wall. Both profiles lead to a smaller ionization rate
towards the wall which explains the measured radial profile of the indium ground
state density.
For 100 W RF-power, only the radial Te profile shows a decrease towards the
vessel wall whereas the ne density is minimal at the central axis and increases
towards the wall. These effects have an opposite influence on the ionization rate.
The consideration of their absolute impact on the ionization rate shows that both
effects nearly cancel each other. Hence, the radial distribution of the ground state
cannot be explained by a different ionization rate of the indium atom at 100 W.
However, as atomic indium is generated by electron impact dissociation of InBr,
the radial profile of the InBr ground state density also determines the distribution
of the indium ground state density. Therefore, the different radial profiles of the
indium ground state density obtained at 40 and at 100 W could be caused by a
different radial distribution of the InBr ground state density.
Considering the metastable 5 2P3/2 state, its population is determined by elec-
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Figure 7.12: Radial profile of (a) the ground state (5 2P1/2) density and (b) the
population density of the metastable 5 2P3/2 state of indium at 40 and 100 W
RF-power. The filled symbols represent the values obtained at 100 W RF-power
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tron impact excitation out of the ground state and by radiative decay from excited
states. Therefore, the radial profile of the metastable state density is determined
by the profiles of the indium ground state, of Te and ne (due to the electron
impact excitation process) and of the profile of the excited indium states (due to
the radiative decay).
The electron temperature and density profiles at 40 W show only a slight
decrease towards the wall whereas the profiles of the ground and excited states
show a strong increase towards the wall. Therefore, the radial profile of the
population density of the metastable 5 2P3/2 state reflects the profile of the indium
ground state and of the excited indium states.
The profile of the metastable 5 2P3/2 state obtained at 100 W coincides with
the profile obtained at 40 W within the error bars despite the different ground
state and ne & Te profiles. This can be explained by a large influence of radiative
decay from excited indium states on the population of the 5 2P3/2 state as the
radial distribution of excited states is very similar for 40 and 100 W (see figure
7.10).
Influence of the Power-dependent Radial Profiles on the Efficiency
For high and low RF-power, the relative radial distribution of the population
density of both the excited InBr and indium states are maximal close to the di-
scharge vessel wall and minimal at the central axis of the cylindrical vessel. If
the RF-power is decreased, the population density of the excited states decreases
at the wall whereas the one at the central axis increases. This trend can be
explained by the power-dependent radial profiles of those parameters that deter-
mine the population of these states by electron impact excitation: the ground (or
metastable) state density, the electron temperature and the electron density.
The Te-profile is independent of the RF-power whereas the radial profile of ne
shows a decrease of the values close to the wall but a constant ne at the central
axis at decreasing power. The profile of the indium ground (or metastable) state
shows a decreasing density close to the wall and an increasing density at the centre
at decreasing power. Therefore, the changing profile of the population density of
the excited indium states is caused by the changing profile of the indium ground
(or metastable) state density and the increase of ne close to the wall.
In summary, a higher RF-power leads to an increase of the density of excited
indium and InBr states close to the discharge vessel wall, i. e. the majority of
radiation is generated there. But also the ground (and metastable) state density
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of indium increases close to the wall which results in a higher optical depth at high
RF-power. The correction factors Θline obtained for the different radial positions
of the axial line of sight are shown exemplarily for the indium emission line at
410.2 nm in table 7.3 for low and high RF-power. At r = 7 mm the optical depth
is roughly a factor of 2 higher at 100 W RF-power than at 40 W which results in
a Θline that is a factor of 3 lower, i. e. reabsorption effects in the indium line are
stronger at 100 W by a factor of 3 compared to 40 W. Hence, the higher optical
depth near the discharge vessel wall (where the majority of excited atoms and
molecules are located) limits the increase of the radiation output with increasing
power as the influence of reabsorption processes increase. This results in a smaller
efficiency of the discharge at higher RF-power which makes an operation at low
RF-power advantageous for lighting applications.
Table 7.3: Θline of the indium 410.2 nm line at TCS ≈ 218 ◦C for different radial
positions.
Radial position [mm] 0 2 4 7 9
Θline
at 40 W 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02
at 100 W 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.01 −
Summary
A reduction of the RF-power from 100 to 40 W results in an increase of the
maximum efficiency by almost a factor of 2 from ηAr,100WInBr,In = 10.0 ± 2.0% to
ηAr,40WInBr,In = 17.8± 3.6%. This behaviour is caused by the power-dependent radial
profiles of the population densities of the ground and the excited states of InBr
and indium. At high power, the impact of reabsorption effects is larger especially
close to the discharge vessel wall where the majority of InBr and indium radiation
is generated. Therefore, a higher RF-power increases the radiated power only
slightly which results in a better efficiency at lower RF-power.
7.3 Variation of the Background Gas
As described in section 2.2, the choice of the background gas type and its pressure
influences the values of plasma parameters like the electron temperature or the gas
temperature. In general, all rare gases could be used as background gas for a low
pressure discharge. However, the application of helium in a plasma for lighting
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purposes is not reasonable as helium permeates through glass and metal with a
high rate. This leads to a constant decrease of the helium amount in the lamp
vessel which would strongly limit the lamp lifetime [Mos09]. Furthermore, the
large-scale use of xenon in lamps for general lighting is not reasonable due to the
very high price of xenon [Mos09]. Therefore, only the rare gases neon, argon and
krypton have been investigated as background gases. To allow for a determination
of the sole influence of the rare gas type on the discharge parameters and efficiency,
the filling pressure of the discharge vessels had been kept constant at 1 mbar.
As shown in the previous section for argon as background gas, an operation at
low RF-power increases the efficiency of the InBr and indium light output. To
investigate the power dependence of the discharge efficiency for the background
gases neon and krypton, measurements at 100 W and at the lowest possible power
were carried out. As already mentioned, the threshold value for argon - which is
defined by the demand that the plasma has to fill out the whole vessel volume - is
located at 40 W. The same value is valid for krypton, but for neon the threshold
is located at 70 W. This high value is caused by instabilities of the discharge
which lead to oscillations of the plasma volume and a flickering of the emission
especially at low cold spot temperature.
The measurements with varying cold spot temperature carried out at high and
low RF-power always showed the same relative trends for the population densities
of the ground and excited states, Te, ne and of the molecular temperatures as for
argon independently of the background gas type. As described in section 7.1,
these trends can be explained by the transition of the discharge from a rare
gas dominated plasma to an InBr/In dominated discharge. Furthermore, the
better efficiency at low RF-power (see section 7.2) also occurred with neon and
krypton. As a good efficiency is desirable for lighting applications, the following
comparisons of the results obtained using different background gases is restricted
to low-power operation.
Electron Temperature and Density
The transition from the rare gas dominated discharge to an InBr/indium domina-
ted plasma is shown exemplarily in figure 7.13 for the electron temperature and
density obtained from the extended corona model of indium (see section 4.3).
For krypton, an evaluation of the extended corona model was not possible below
TCS ≈ 170 ◦C as the absorption signals of the ground and metastable indium
states are below the detection threshold.
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Figure 7.13: Part (a) electron temperature and part (b) electron density obtained
from the extended corona model of indium at varying cold spot temperature for
different background gases.
The absolute values of Te obtained for argon and krypton at low cold spot
temperature differ from each other. According to the section 3.2.6 the electron
temperature of an argon discharge should be higher than the one of a krypton
plasma (the ionization energy of krypton is smaller and the ion mass larger)
but the measured Te-values show the contrary behaviour. However, also indium
and InBr have an impact on the ionization balance despite the low cold spot
temperature. Their influence can be described qualitatively by considering the
corresponding ground state density in the discharge. The indium ground state
density determined by white light absorption spectroscopy is shown in figure 7.14
(saturation effects have been considered). It can be seen that the values obtained
at low cold spot temperature for the InBr/krypton discharge are much lower
than those of the InBr/argon plasma. Therefore also the impact of indium on
the ionization balance is reduced with krypton as background gas. According to
section 7.1 a smaller influence of indium results in a higher electron temperature.
As the indium densities are measured at the axial line of sight, the different ground
state densities could be caused by different radial density profiles for argon and
krypton.
Increasing the cold spot temperature results both for argon and krypton in an
increased influence of indium and InBr on the ionization balance and a reduction
of the influence of the rare gas. As the indium ground state density at high cold
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Figure 7.14: Ground state density of indium at varying cold spot temperature
for different background gases obtained from white light absorption spectroscopy.
spot temperature is independent on the background gas type, a similar influence
of indium on the ionization balance for all background gases can be assumed.
Therefore, at high TCS the values of the electron temperature coincide for the
background gases neon, argon and krypton.
Also the electron density shows differing values for the InBr/argon and the
InBr/krypton discharges at low cold spot temperature as shown in figure 7.13(b).
According to section 3.2.7, the value of ne is determined by the power balance.
As described in section 7.1, for InBr/rare gas discharges the power balance of
an atomic discharge has to be considered due to the low excitation energies of
the rovibrational states. As described in section 7.1 only the quantitative depen-
dencies of the power balance can be considered: a larger ion mass and a smaller
electron temperature lead to a larger value of ne (see section 3.2.7). As the elec-
tron density of the InBr/argon discharge (smaller ion mass and smaller electron
temperature) exceeds the value of ne of the InBr/krypton plasma (larger ion mass
and larger Te-value), it must be assumed that the influence of the larger electron
temperature exceeds the influence of the ion mass on the power balance.
At high cold spot temperature, where the discharge parameters are primarily
determined by indium and InBr, the obtained electron density values are inde-
pendent on the rare gas type like the values of the electron temperature.
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Radial Discharge Emission and Efficiency
Figure 7.15(a) shows the efficiency of the radial InBr emission (between 350 and
400 nm) and figure 7.15(b) shows the one of the added InBr and indium emission
(350 to 400 plus 410.2 & 451.1 nm) at varying cold spot temperature using the
different background gases. As described previously, the relative trends of the
efficiencies are independent on the background gas type. The maximal efficiency
is reached at a cold spot temperature of TCS ≈ 220 ◦C for each background gas.
Also the obtained absolute values coincide within the error bars for all background
gases: ηNe,70WInBr,In = 15.6± 3.1%, ηAr,40WInBr,In = 17.8± 3.6% and ηKr,40WInBr,In = 13.5± 2.7%.
A gas type dependence of the efficiency is not obtained for the InBr/argon and
InBr/neon discharges. The slightly lower efficiency of the InBr/krypton plasma is
primarily caused by the lower efficiency of the InBr radiation as shown in figure
7.15(a) (the efficiency of the indium radiation is comparable at high cold spot
temperatures to the one with the background gases argon or neon). A reason for
the lower InBr radiation could be a gas-type dependent radial profile of the InBr
ground state density. If the density close to the vessel wall is larger with krypton,
the InBr emission is lowered due to radiation trapping (see section 7.2).
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Figure 7.15: Efficiency (a) of the InBr radiation between 350 and 400 nm and
(b) of the added InBr and indium emission at varying cold spot temperature for
different background gases.
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Summary
The higher efficiency of the InBr and indium radiation at lower RF-power occurs
for all investigated background gases. Therefore, the impact of the background
gas type on the discharge characteristics has been investigated using the particular
lowest possible RF-power: 40 W for argon and krypton and 70 W for neon. If
the cold spot temperature is low the discharge is dominantly influenced by the
rare gas and the electron temperature and density values depend on the utilized
background gas type. At high TCS-values, the discharge is completely dominated
by InBr and indium, i. e. also the plasma parameters are independent on the
rare gas type. The maximum efficiency of the InBr and indium radiation is
achieved in the InBr/indium dominated regime and the values obtained for the
different background gases coincide within the error bars. The highest efficiency
of ηAr,40WInBr,In = 17.8 ± 3.6% is reached using argon as background gas at 40 W
RF-power between a cold spot temperature of 210 to 220 ◦C.
The utilization of neon as light-weight background gas, which might be favoured
for the lamp application to reach the optimum cold spot temperature without
external heating, allows for a similar efficiency as argon. However, the instability
issues of InBr/neon discharges at low cold spot temperatures have to be solved
(e. g. by applying mixtures of argon and neon) as low TCS-values occur in the
initial starting phase of a lamp.
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8 Investigation of InCl as
Radiating Species
8.1 Variation of the Cold Spot Temperature
The discharge characteristics and the efficiency of the generation of molecular near
UV and indium radiation of InCl/rare gas plasmas at varying cold spot tempe-
rature have been investigated using a discharge vessel which contained 1.5 mg
InCl and 1 mbar argon. A RF-power of 100 W had been used to allow for a
comparison between the properties of the InCl discharges and those of the InBr
discharges described in section 7.1.
The fundamental transition of the plasma from low cold spot temperatures
where argon dominates the discharge to high values of TCS where the indium
halide molecule and atomic indium dominate the plasma is also evident for InCl.
The plasma emission changes accordingly from argon dominated to indium ha-
lide/indium dominated at increasing cold spot temperature. As the basic physical
reasons for this transition are the same as described in section 7.1 for InBr, the fo-
cus of this section is put on the explanation of the differences between InCl/argon
and InBr/argon discharges with varying TCS.
Densities of InCl and Indium
The evaporated InCl amount can be calculated according to the vapour pressure
curve but three curves differing about a factor 1.5 to 3 are available in the lite-
rature for InCl (see section 2.4). In order to identify the vapour pressure curve
with the best agreement to the measured evaporated density white light absorp-
tion measurements in gas phase can be carried out (see section 5.3 for InBr).
However, for InCl this approach is not possible as the absorption measurements
require effective transition probabilities. They are obtained from the simulation
of the relative molecular intensity (see section 4.5), but the simulation yields
doubtful molecular temperatures for InCl as described in section 4.5.4.
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Figure 8.1(a) shows the evaporated density of InCl which is calculated using
the different vapour pressure curves. The calculated evaporated amount of InBr
in the InBr/argon discharge described in section 7.1 is also plotted. Increasing the
cold spot temperature results in an increase of the InCl density, but a comparison
of the absolute values to those of InBr cannot be carried out.
The ground state density of indium in the InCl/argon discharge which is obtai-
ned from white light absorption measurements at the axial line of sight is shown
in figure 8.1(b) together with the one measured in the InBr/argon discharge (see
section 7.1). Saturation effects have been considered in the evaluation. In the
InCl/argon discharge, a measurement below TCS ≈ 200 ◦C could not be perfor-
med as the absorption signal is below the detection threshold. For all cold spot
temperatures, the values of the indium ground state density are roughly one order
of magnitude smaller in the InCl/argon discharge. As indium is primarily gene-
rated due to electron impact dissociation processes in the plasma, this behaviour
can be explained by a smaller dissociation rate of InCl compared to InBr.
A comparison between the InBr and the InCl ground state density which in-
fluences the dissociation rate cannot be carried out as described above. The cross
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Figure 8.1: Part (a): volume-averaged InCl density calculated from the different
vapour pressure curves (see section 2.4) at varying TCS. For comparison the eva-
porated InBr amount of the investigations of section 7.1, the detection threshold
for absorption measurements of InCl and the filled InCl and argon density are
shown. Part (b): ground state density of indium measured in the InCl/argon
(labelled InCl) and in the InBr/argon discharge (see section 7.1, labelled InBr).
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sections for electron impact dissociation of InCl and InBr are both not available
in the literature but for a quantitative statement the dissociation energies of
the electronic ground state can be considered. The dissociation energy of InCl
(4.44 eV, see section 2.4) is larger than the one of InBr (3.99 eV) which results in
general in a smaller dissociation rate and therefore a smaller indium density in
the InCl/argon discharge.
Electron Temperature and Density
The values of Te and ne obtained from the extended corona model of indium for
the InCl/argon and the InBr/argon discharge are shown in figure 8.2. In the
InCl/argon discharge, the electron temperature is higher than in the InBr/argon
plasma except for TCS ≈ 230 ◦C where the values coincide. The smaller ground
state density of indium and potentially of InCl in the InCl/argon discharge results
in a larger influence of argon on the ionization balance. Furthermore, the InCl
ion has a smaller mass than the InBr ion, i. e. the ion confinement time is smaller
for the InCl ion. As described in section 3.2.6 both effects cause a higher electron
temperature. The cross sections for electron impact ionization of InBr and InCl
are almost identical as shown in figure 3.1 therefore the influence of InBr and
InCl on the ionization balance is the same in this point.
For TCS ≈ 230 ◦C, the above considerations are also valid but the values of
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Te are the same for the InCl/argon and the InBr/argon discharge. Therefore the
ionization balance is completely dominated by atomic indium at high cold spot
temperatures in both discharges whereas the influence of the rare gas and even
of the indium halide molecule on the ionization balance is negligible.
In contrast to the higher Te-values in the InCl/argon discharges, the electron
density is lower than in the InBr/argon plasma again except for the value at
TCS ≈ 230 ◦C. The smaller electron density of the InCl/argon discharge can be
explained qualitatively by the impact of the smaller confinement time of the InCl
ion (due to the smaller mass) on the power balance and by the higher electron
temperature compared to the InBr/argon plasma. As indium dominates the
discharge completely at high cold spot temperatures, the ne-values are the same
for the InCl/argon and InBr/argon discharge at TCS ≈ 230 ◦C.
Molecular Temperatures
An evaluation of the molecular temperatures has been carried out to compare
the relative trends to those of InBr despite the insignificant absolute values (see
section 4.5.4). Figure 8.3(a) shows the molecular temperatures obtained from
fitting the simulated relative A − X emission spectrum to the measured one.
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Figure 8.3: Part (a): temperatures describing the relative population of the rovi-
brational states of the InCl A state according to section 4.5 at varying TCS. Part
(b): comparison of the weighting factor ξ and the relative trend of the electron
density obtained from the extended corona model of indium. The values of ne are
normalized to ξ(TCS = 221 ◦C)= 0.6.
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Similar to the rotational temperatures of InBr, the value of TArot increases with
increasing cold spot temperature. The obtained values of T e
−
vib are independent
on the cold spot temperature for InCl but the values decrease slightly for InBr
in the InBr/argon discharges. However, the slight decrease of T e
−
vib for InCl could
be concealed by the large errors.
Figure 8.3(b) shows the weighting factor ξ of the fraction of the vibrational
population characterized by T e
−
vib and the normalized values of the electron density.
As for InBr in the InBr/argon discharge the relative trend of both quantities is
similar. The deviation for InCl between ξ and the normalized electron density
at high cold spot temperature can be explained by the limited significance of the
parameters obtained from the simulation.
Population Densities of Excited States
The relative trends of the population density of the InCl A state has been eva-
luated according to section 4.1.1 to allow for a comparison to InBr. Figure 8.4(a)
shows the density of the InCl A state together with the population density of the
InBr A state measured in the InBr/argon discharge described in section 7.1. It
can be seen that the relative trend of both population densities shows a similar
increase with increasing cold spot temperature.
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Figure 8.4: Population density (a) of the InCl A state together with the InBr
A state measured in the InBr/argon discharge described in section 7.1 and (b) of
the indium 6 2S1/2 state measured in both the InCl/argon (labelled InCl) and the
InBr/argon discharge (labelled InBr) at varying TCS.
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Figure 8.4(b) shows the population density of the excited 6 2S1/2 indium state
obtained from OES measurements at the InCl/argon and at the InBr/argon
plasma. It can be seen that the values measured at the InBr/argon discharge
are larger than the ones obtained in the InCl/argon plasma. This can be explai-
ned by the smaller excitation rate of indium atoms in the InCl/argon discharge
which is caused by the smaller indium ground state density and the smaller elec-
tron density despite the higher electron temperature.
Radial Discharge Emission and Efficiency
The power which is radiated by the indium halide molecule in the InCl/argon and
InBr/argon discharges at varying cold spot temperature is shown in figure 8.5(a).
The corresponding power radiated by the indium lines at 410.2 and 451.1 nm is
shown in figure 8.5(b). For both discharges the increase of Φik with increasing
cold spot temperature can be explained by the increasing population density of
excited indium and indium halide states whereas the decrease at high TCS-values
is caused by the increasing opacity of the indium and indium halide emission.
Considering the indium halide emission, the absolute values of Φik are compa-
rable for InCl and InBr. The lower emission at low cold spot temperature for InCl
arises from the lower population density of the excited states as shown exempla-
rily for the A state in figure 8.4. However, the decrease of the emission of the
indium lines at high values of TCS is stronger for the InBr/argon discharge. This
can be explained by the higher impact of radiation trapping due to the higher
ground state density of indium (see figure 8.1(b)). Therefore at high cold spot
temperature, the power radiated by the indium lines is lower in the InBr/argon
plasma than in the InCl/argon discharge.
As the power radiated by the indium halide is similar in the InCl/argon and the
InBr/argon discharge, also the efficiency of the InCl and InBr emission, which is
shown in figure 8.6(a), is comparable. The higher power radiated by the indium
lines in the InCl/argon discharge at high cold spot temperatures results in a larger
efficiency considering the added indium halide and indium emission as shown in
figure 8.6(b). The highest achieved efficiency for the InCl/argon discharge is
ηAr,100WInCl,In = 12.8 ± 2.6% whereas with the InBr/argon plasma only ηAr,100WInBr,In =
10.0 ± 2.0% can be reached. It should be noted that for both discharges the
maximum efficiency is obtained at TCS ≈ 220 ◦C.
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Figure 8.5: Part (a): power radiated by InCl (330 − 380 nm, InCl/argon di-
scharge) and InBr (350 − 400 nm, InBr/argon discharge) at varying cold spot
temperature. Part (b): power radiated by indium (at 410.2 and 451.1 nm) with
varying TCS for both discharges.
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Figure 8.6: Part (a): efficiency of the indium halide emission of the InCl/argon
and InBr/argon discharge with varying TCS. Part (b): efficiency of the added
indium halide and indium emission for both discharges with varying TCS.
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Summary
In general, the relative trends of the plasma parameters at increasing TCS are the
same for both InBr and InCl whereas the absolute values differ. For example the
indium ground state density is lower in the InCl/argon discharge by roughly one
order of magnitude due to the higher dissociation energy of InCl. As this results
in a higher influence of the background gas on the discharge, the electron tem-
perature is higher but the electron density is smaller in the InCl/argon discharge
than in the InBr/argon plasma. At high cold spot temperatures, the discharge is
solely dominated by atomic indium which causes similar plasma parameters for
the InCl and the InBr discharge.
The relative trends of the molecular temperatures for InCl and InBr at va-
rying cold spot temperature are similar despite the poor reproduction of the InCl
spectrum by the simulation. Therefore, the relevant population processes of the
rovibronic indium halide states can be assumed to be the same in the InCl/argon
and in the InBr/argon discharge.
The smaller indium ground state density in the InCl/argon discharge results
in a smaller impact of reabsorption effects on the indium emission. As the emis-
sion of the indium lines at 410.2 and 451.1 nm contribute roughly two thirds
to the radiated power, the maximum efficiency of the added indium halide and
indium emission of ηAr,100WInCl,In = 12.8 ± 2.6% is higher than the one achieved in
the InBr/argon discharge despite a similar indium halide radiation. For both in-
dium halides, the maximum efficiency is also obtained at cold spot temperatures
between 210 and 220 ◦C.
8.2 Variation of the RF-Power
As the measurements with InBr at 100 and 40 W RF-power proved a better
efficiency of the InBr and indium emission at lower power (see section 7.2), also
the InCl/argon discharge has been investigated at 40 W and a varying cold spot
temperature. The same discharge vessel filled with 1 mbar argon and 1.5 mg
InCl had been used as for the investigations of the previous section. As for InBr,
systematic measurements below 40 W were not possible as the plasma constricted.
Similar to the InBr/argon discharge, the relative trends of the plasma parame-
ters in InCl/argon discharges at varying cold spot temperature are independent
of the RF-power but the absolute values are different. As with InBr (see section
7.2), reabsorption effects of the indium halide band and the indium lines limit
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the amount of radiation that escapes from the InCl/argon discharge which in
turn limits the efficiency of the discharge at high RF-power. In figure 8.7(a) the
efficiency of the generation of InCl radiation and in figure 8.7(b) the one of the
added InCl and indium radiation is shown at varying cold spot temperature for
40 and 100 W. For a RF-power of 40 W no InCl-emission is detectable below a
cold spot temperature of 170 ◦C. The decrease of the power results in a higher
efficiency of the added InCl and indium emission from ηAr,100WInCl,In = 12.8 ± 2.6%
to ηAr,40WInCl,In = 24.1 ± 4.8% which is an increase of about a factor of 2. The same
efficiency increase is achieved by reducing the RF-power from 100 to 40 W in the
InBr/argon discharge.
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Figure 8.7: Efficiency of (a) the InCl emission (330 − 380 nm) and (b) of the
added InCl and indium emission (at 410.2 and 451.1 nm) with varying cold spot
temperature for 40 and 100 W RF-power.
8.3 Variation of the Background Gas
Like the background gas variation in the InBr/rare gas discharge, also for InCl
the rare gases neon, argon and krypton have been investigated. As a lower RF-
power results in a higher efficiency (see sections 7.2 & 8.2), the discharges have
been operated at the lowest possible power which is defined by the requirement
that the plasma has to fill out the whole discharge vessel volume. The same
threshold-powers as in the InBr/rare gas plasmas (see section 7.3) have been
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obtained for InCl: 40 W for argon and krypton as background gas and 70 W for
neon. However, if krypton is used as background gas for InCl, the stability at
high cold spot temperatures is worse than with InBr. Therefore no measurement
above TCS = 215 ◦C could be carried out in the InCl/krypton discharge.
Independently of the rare gas type the same relative trend of the discharge
characteristics at varying cold spot temperature is obtained for the InCl/rare gas
discharges which is caused by the transition from a rare gas dominated plasma
to an indium halide/indium dominated discharge. Figure 8.8 shows the achieved
efficiencies of the generation of the InCl emission and of the added InCl and
indium emission. Similar to the InBr/rare gas discharges, the best efficiencies
are obtained with neon or argon as background gas at a cold spot temperature
between 220 and 230 ◦C: ηNe,70WInCl,In = 22.7 ± 4.5% and ηAr,40WInCl,In = 24.1 ± 4.8%. It
should be noted that only the utilization of argon provides a stable discharge over
the whole cold spot temperature range which favours its utilization in the lamp
application.
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Figure 8.8: Efficiency (a) of the InCl radiation between 330 and 380 nm and
(b) of the added InCl and indium emission at varying cold spot temperature for
different background gases.
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9 Outlook on a Low Pressure
Indium Halide Lamp
Lamp Design
An indium halide/rare gas low pressure discharge lamp requires inductive RF-
coupling and a high cold spot temperature around 220 ◦C (see sections 6 & 7.1).
These requirements have to be considered in the lamp design which makes a direct
“drop-in” substitution of mercury in conventional fluorescent lamps difficult.
The space required for the RF-generator is not an issue as conventional fluo-
rescent lamps with an electronic ballast are also equipped with a RF-generator
(operating at several 10 kHz) which is placed in the lamp mount or, in the case
of compact fluorescent lamps, in the lamp socket. As already mentioned in sec-
tion 2.3, several inductively coupled low pressure discharge lamps have already
been designed for mercury/rare gas discharges [Lap10, LLLG04, Wha93]. Two
examples of such lamps are shown in figure 9.1. The lamp shown in part (a) is de-
signed in a way suitable for an installation in a conventional bulb socket (labelled
1). The RF-solenoid (2) is located on the inner side of the bulb (3) which results
(a) After [BGAS98]. (b) After [LLLG04].
Figure 9.1: Sketches of inductively coupled low pressure discharge lamp designs.
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in a toroidal plasma shape (4). The cold spot is located on the inner stem (5)
and reaches the optimum temperature intrinsically. In the lamp design shown in
part (b) the RF-solenoid is wound around the bulb and a Faraday cage is applied
to prevent electromagnetic interference issues. To avoid a partly blocking of the
emitted radiation by the outer RF-solenoid, the turns could be manufactured out
of transparent conducting oxides.
Low pressure sodium lamps operate at a slightly higher cold spot temperature
(260 ◦C, see section 2.2) than required for indium halide/rare gas discharge lamps
(220 to 230 ◦C). Care has been taken in the design of low pressure sodium lamps
to reach the optimum TCS-value intrinsically in lamp operation. The infrared
reflective additional jacket which is placed around the actual discharge vessel can
be seen in figure 9.2 where an exemplary sketch of the setup of a low pressure so-
dium lamp is shown. A lamp setup suitable for indium halide/rare gas discharges
can be designed as a mixture of the setups of figure 9.1 where the RF and bulb
design could be adopted and of figure 9.2 where the additional jacket with the
infrared reflective coating could be adopted. Furthermore, in low pressure sodium
lamps neon is used as background gas which enhances the wall temperature as
described in section 2.2. However, if neon is utilized in the inductively coupled
discharges investigated in this work, instabilities occurred especially at low cold
spot temperatures. Such low values of TCS are obtained during the starting phase
of a lamp which makes an operation of an indium halide/neon discharge lamp
problematic without additional heating. Nevertheless, the instabilities could pos-
sibly be avoided by varying the neon pressure or by applying mixtures of argon
and neon as background gas.
Figure 9.2: Sketch of the design of a low pressure sodium lamp [Hoo11].
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Phosphors and Lamp Emission
As the radiation of indium halide/rare gas discharges is primarily located in the
near UV spectral range, phosphors have to be utilized which convert the UV ra-
diation into visible light. They could be applied to the inner wall of the additional
outer jacket together with the infrared reflective coating to avoid interactions bet-
ween the phosphor and the plasma. The choice of phosphors depends on their
absorption spectrum which has to match the discharge’s UV emission, and their
emission spectrum which determines the properties of the emitted “white” light
described by the colour rendering index (CRI) and the colour temperature. For
a discussion of the basic concepts of phosphors, the underlying physics and ap-
plication methods the reader is referred to [YSY06a, YSY06b]. Conventional
fluorescent lamps achieve a CRI between 50 and 100 (which is the CRI of an
incandescent lamp by definition). As a good CRI is in trade-off with the over-all
efficiency, in general lighting lamps with a CRI of at least 80 are usually applied
(the colour temperature is typically between 3000 and 4000 K). The application
of phosphors to the indium halide/rare gas emission can be simulated in the
following way:
If the emission spectrum ǫ(λ) [W/(m3 nm)] of the indium halide/rare gas di-
scharge is multiplied with the absorption curve κ(λ) of the phosphor and integra-
ted over the whole wavelength range, the amount of power Pabs [W/m3] which is
absorbed by the phosphor is obtained:
Pabs =
∫
ǫ(λ)κ(λ) dλ. (9.1)
The quantum efficiency QE of a phosphor describes its efficiency of converting
the absorbed UV photons into visible ones. Therefore, the amount of power which
is reemitted by the phosphor in the visible spectral range Pems is given by the
product of the quantum efficiency and Pabs.
If the integral of the known relative phosphor emission spectrum is set equal
to Pems the spectral emission coefficient of the visible light is obtained. For
the utilization of a blend of several phosphors, Pems of each phosphor has to be
weighted according to the blend composition. Folding the calculated emission in
the visible spectral range with the eye sensitivity curve yields the lamp efficiency
[lm/W] of generating visible light.
This approach is demonstrated for the InCl/argon discharge with 40 W RF-
power at TCS = 230 ◦C where the highest efficiency of generating indium ha-
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Figure 9.3: Emission spectrum of the InCl/argon discharge operated at 40 W
and a cold spot temperature of TCS = 230 ◦C. Above 500 nm no emission could
be detected. The complete discharge emission is used for the conversion via phos-
phors.
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Figure 9.4: Simulated emission spectrum ǫ(λ) of a phosphor blend chosen in a
way that a CRI of 80 is reached. The dashed line marks the photopic eye response
curve.
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lide/indium radiation is achieved. The corresponding emission spectrum is shown
in figure 9.3 and the resulting emission spectrum of the phosphor is shown in fi-
gure 9.4. The complete discharge emission between 250 and 500 nm has been
considered for the conversion into white light. With the utilized phosphor blend
which has been chosen that a CRI of 80 is reached, an over-all lamp-efficiency of
60 lm per W RF-power and a colour temperature of 3760 K is achieved.
Summary
Concepts of inductive RF-coupling and of an intrinsic cold spot temperature
control are already realized in commercially available lamps. For the lamp design
of a low pressure indium halide discharge lamp these concepts can be adopted
and merged. The near UV discharge emission of indium and of the indium halide
molecule has to be converted into visible “white” light by the application of
phosphors. If the phosphor blend is chosen to reach a colour rendering index
of at least 80 which allows for the general lighting application, an over-all lamp
efficiency of 60 lm/W and a colour temperature of 3760 K can be achieved. This
efficiency is about a factor of two lower than the one of the best linear fluorescent
lamps but similar to compact fluorescent lamps. An important point that still has
to be investigated is the operating lifetime of the lamp. However, as this requires
long-term stability measurements of the light output, these investigations have
not been carried out yet.
In summary, the requirements concerning the efficiency and the colour rende-
ring index for the utilization of a low pressure indium halide discharge lamp for
general lighting are reached. The next steps towards a commercially available
lamp are the manufacturing of a prototype and lifetime investigations.
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10 Summary
As the role of fluorescent lamps for general lighting will have a continuing large
importance in the near future, a substitution of the toxic mercury which is uti-
lized in these light sources for the generation of UV emission is highly desirable.
Therefore, the applicability of the diatomic indium monohalide molecules InBr
and InCl in a RF-coupled low pressure discharge lamp has been investigated fun-
damentally in this work. The aim was to identify and understand the physical
processes which determine the discharge characteristics and the efficiency of the
generated near-UV emission of the indium halide and of indium.
Preliminary investigations which were performed within the scope of a diploma
thesis showed that the evaporated indium halide amount has a great impact on
the discharge characteristics. As this density is determined by the temperature
TCS of the coldest spot of the discharge vessel wall, an experimental setup with
a well-defined cold spot was realized which allows for a controlled adjustment of
the evaporated indium halide density. A comparison of density values obtained
from white light absorption measurements of InBr in gas phase at varying cold
spot temperature with those calculated according to the corresponding value of
TCS after the ideal gas law proved the proper performance of this setup.
In order to identify the RF-coupling type most advantageous for lighting ap-
plications, the inductive and capacitive coupling method have been compared.
In addition, the impact of the cold spot temperature, the RF-power and the
background gas type on the discharge characteristics and the efficiency have been
investigated for InBr and InCl low pressure discharges. The plasmas have been
generated in sealed cylindrical quartz vessel which contained 1.5 mg indium ha-
lide and on of the rare gases neon, argon and krypton at a pressure of 1 mbar.
The whole discharge vessel is heated to allow for an evaporation of a considerable
indium halide amount. As thermal insulation autoclaved aerated concrete is ap-
plied. The spectroscopic measurements are carried out at an axial line of sight
whereas the radially emitted radiation relevant for lighting purposes has been
measured at a radial line of sight.
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The population density of excited atomic and molecular states determines the
discharge radiation. Thus the diagnostic methods white light absorption and op-
tical emission spectroscopy have been applied as these methods directly yield po-
pulation densities. As the effects of absorption-signal saturation and reabsorption
of emitted radiation within the plasma volume could lead to an underestimation
of the determined population densities by orders of magnitude, these effects have
been considered in the data evaluation. For this purpose radiation transport cal-
culations which are based on the line profile of the transitions were carried out
for the particular atomic emission and absorption lines. It has been shown that
besides Doppler broadening, also the rather small contributions of pressure and
natural broadening to the line profile have to be included in these calculations.
For InBr and InCl a consideration of these effects is not possible as the required
line broadening data is not available in the literature. Thus the absolute molecu-
lar population density values obtained from spectroscopic measurements can be
assumed to underestimate the actual densities in the discharge. The measured
relative trends of the molecular population densities are still significant.
In order to determine plasma parameters from spectroscopic measurements ade-
quate population models are required. As the background gas emission vanishes
in an indium halide rare gas discharge with increasing cold spot temperature, an
extended corona model of indium (which is generated by the dissociation pro-
cesses in the discharge) has been set up. The obtained values of the electron
density ne and the electron temperature Te have been benchmarked by an eva-
luation of the established collisional-radiative model Yacora argon. The required
population densities have been measured in an InBr/argon discharge at 100 W
RF-power at low cold spot temperatures, where emission both from argon and
indium is detectable. It turned out that the Te-values obtained with the exten-
ded corona model of indium show the same relative trend as those obtained from
Yacora argon but the absolute values are larger. The ne-values obtained from the
two population models coincide within the error bars. The deviation of Te could
be caused by disregarding relevant population processes in the extended corona
model or by a non-Maxwellian energy distribution function of the electrons in the
discharge. However, a consideration of additional processes or a determination of
the electron energy distribution function is not possible. But the electron tem-
perature and density obtained from the extended corona model of indium can be
used for a qualitative understanding of the fundamental discharge characteristics
dependencies as the relative Te and ne trends can be considered reliable.
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The molecular temperatures which describe the rovibrational population of the
indium halides determine the shape of the molecular emission spectra. These tem-
peratures are obtained via adjusting the simulated emission spectra arising from
the A − X and B − X transitions to the measured ones by varying the input para-
meters of the simulation. The simulation of the InBr spectrum which had initially
been set up during the preliminary diploma thesis has been improved to allow for
a consideration of both electron impact and inelastic heavy particle collisions as
population processes. In the case of InBr, the simulated spectrum reproduces the
measurement very well. The obtained relative vibrational population of the exci-
ted states is used to calculate effective transition probabilities which are required
for the evaluation of spectroscopic measurements. The simulation has also been
extended to the emission spectrum of InCl where the same calculation routine as
in the InBr simulation is used but the molecular properties of InCl are applied. It
turned out that the measured InCl spectrum is not reproduced very well by the
simulation most probably due to inaccuracies of the available molecular constants
and electronic dipole transition moments of InCl. But the simulation of the InCl
emission can still be used for a qualitative evaluation of the population density
of the InCl A.
As the utilization of indium halide molecules in low pressure plasmas requires
energy-coupling with external electrodes, the methods of capacitive and induc-
tive RF-coupling have been investigated with respect to their applicability and to
the intensity of the light output. Using capacitive coupling for the generation of
InBr/rare gas discharges, a strong implantation of indium ions into the discharge
vessel wall occurred. This effect - which can be assigned to the capacitive RF-
sheath formed in front of the electrodes - causes a blackening of the discharge
vessel and a constant and rapid decrease of the indium halide and indium density
in the plasma which makes systematic investigations impossible. Therefore, the
comparison of the light output of the two RF-coupling methods has been carried
out at a vacuum setup using rare gas discharges without indium halide additive.
However, stationary or moving spatial intensity alterations, the so-called stria-
tions, occurred for all background gases except for argon. As this effect influences
the light output, the measurements were solely carried out with argon. The pres-
sure dependence of the emitted intensity which has been investigated at 80 W
RF-power proved that the maximum light output of inductive coupling (achieved
at 1 mbar argon pressure) exceeds the one of capacitive coupling (achieved at
3 mbar) by roughly one order of magnitude. A variation of the RF-power confir-
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med the higher light output of inductive coupling for all applied RF-powers but
it revealed that an operation of the capacitively coupled discharges is possible to
much lower values of RF-power. For inductive coupling, the power reduction is
only possible to a certain threshold value which depends on the pressure as below
this value the plasma volume constricts. This would result in an improper opera-
tion of the well-defined cold spot setup for rare gas discharges with indium halide
additive. Despite the smaller accessible RF-power range the inductive coupling
method is more appropriate for generating indium halide/rare gas discharges for
lighting applications than the capacitive method as the light output is higher and
the implantation of indium ions is avoided. Thus inductive RF-coupling has been
used for the performed investigations.
The impact of a variation of the cold spot temperature and therefore of the
evaporated indium halide amount on the discharge characteristics has been in-
vestigated at an InBr/argon discharge at 100 W RF-power. Most evidently is
the change of the plasma colour from argon dominated pink to indium domina-
ted bright blue with an increasing TCS. The measurements showed that also the
plasma parameters Te and ne are influenced by the cold spot temperature. If the
evaporated InBr amount is increased from 1.9×1019 m−3 to 5.1×1020 m−3 by in-
creasing TCS from 160 ◦C to 230 ◦C, the value of Te decreases strongly from 0.8 eV
to 0.4 eV. On the contrary, the electron density increases from 2.0× 1018 m−3 to
1.1 × 1020 m−3. Via the ionization and power balance these trends can be assi-
gned to the gradually substitution of light-weight argon ions which have a high
ionization energy by heavy-weight InBr/indium ions which have a comparatively
low ionization energy with increasing cold spot temperature. The population
densities of the excited InBr and indium states increase strongly with increasing
TCS despite the decreasing Te-values. E. g. the population density of the InBr A
(indium 6 2S1/2) state increases from about 8.8 × 1015 m−3 (7.8 × 1013 m−3) at
TCS = 160 ◦C to 1.3× 1017 m−3 (3.6× 1016 m−3) at TCS = 230 ◦C. This trend is
caused by the increasing electron density and the increasing ground state density
of the corresponding species (the ground state density of indium increases from
4.5× 1016 m−3 to 7.1× 1019 m−3). In converse, the population density of excited
argon states decreases with increasing TCS despite the increasing electron density.
This can be explained by the much stronger dependence of the excitation rate of
argon on the decreasing electron temperature due to the high excitation energy.
The investigation of the molecular temperatures via the simulation of the re-
lative molecular emission showed that the vibrational levels of the InBr ground
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state are populated both via inelastic collisions with heavy particles and electrons
in the discharge. If the cold spot temperature is increased which results in an
increasing electron density, also the importance of inelastic electron collisions in-
creases accordingly. This vibrational population is transferred to the vibrational
states of the excited A and B states via electron impact excitation in the plasma.
The rotational population of the particular vibronic InBr states is determined by
inelastic heavy particle collisions. At high cold spot temperatures the shape of
the molecular emission is slightly distorted by reabsorption effects. Within the
investigated cold spot temperature range, the obtained variation of the molecular
temperatures does not lead to a broader distribution of the A − X and B − X
emission spectra which would lower the impact of reabsorption effects.
The power radiated by the InBr/argon discharge is distributed almost equally
between the indium emission line at 410.2 nm, the one at 451.1 nm and the
indium halide emission each having a share of just under one third. Thus, the
contribution of indium to the discharge emission is very important. Increasing
the cold spot temperature results in an increase of both the InBr and indium
emission due to the increasing population density of the corresponding excited
states. However, above TCS ≈ 210− 220 ◦C the intensity of the InBr and indium
emission decreases again despite the increasing population density as radiation
trapping occurs. The efficiency of generating InBr and indium emission is defined
as the measured radiation output divided by the RF-power which is coupled into
the plasma (measured by a powermeter). The InBr/argon discharge at 100 W
RF-power exhibits an efficiency maximum of ηAr,100WInBr,In = 10.0± 2.0% in a rather
broad cold spot temperature range between 210 and 220 ◦C.
The above described transition of the discharge from rare gas dominated at
low cold spot temperatures to indium halide and indium dominated at high TCS-
values is evident for all performed investigations independently on the background
gas type, the applied RF-power and for both InBr and InCl. The relative trends
of the plasma parameters are always similar but their absolute values depend on
the particular discharge.
If the applied RF-power is decreased from 100 W to 40 W at an InBr/argon
discharge, the maximum efficiency increases from ηAr,100WInBr,In = 10.0 ± 2.0% to
ηAr,40WInBr,In = 17.8±3.6%. It has been demonstrated that this trend can be explained
by the power-dependent radial population density profiles of InBr and indium.
At high power, a higher ground state density close to the discharge vessel wall
- where the majority of InBr and indium radiation is generated - increases the
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impact of reabsorption effects which lowers the radiation output. Hence, a higher
applied RF-power increases the radiated power only slightly which results in a
better efficiency of generating InBr and indium emission at lower RF-power.
For the background gases neon and krypton, the better efficiency at lower
RF-power has also been verified. Hence, the influence of the background gas
type on the discharge characteristics has been investigated using the particular
lowest possible RF-power where the discharge volume is not yet constricted. This
threshold-power is located at 40 W for argon and krypton and at 70 W for
neon. At low cold spot temperatures, where the discharge is still dominantly
influenced by the rare gas, the absolute values of the obtained plasma parameters
are dependent on the background gas type. For neon, an operation at low TCS-
values is not possible due to instability problems. At high cold spot temperatures,
the discharge is completely dominated by InBr and indium, i. e. also the plasma
parameters are independent on the utilized rare gas type. As the maximum
efficiency is located in the InBr and indium dominated regime, the values obtained
for the different background gases coincide within the error bars: ηNe,70WInBr,In =
15.6± 3.1%, ηAr,40WInBr,In = 17.8± 3.6% and ηKr,40WInBr,In = 13.5± 2.7%.
The differences in the discharge characteristics at varying cold spot temperature
between the utilization of InBr and InCl have been investigated at an InCl/argon
discharge at 100 W RF-power. In general, the relative trends of the plasma
parameters at increasing TCS are the same for both indium halides. But the
absolute value of the indium ground state density is lower in the InCl/argon
discharge by roughly one order of magnitude compared to the InBr/argon plasma
as the dissociation energy of InCl is larger. This results in a higher influence of
the background gas on the ionization and power balance at low and mid-range
cold spot temperatures, i. e. the electron temperature is about a factor of 1.3
higher and the electron density about a factor of 3 smaller in the InCl/argon
discharge than in the InBr/argon plasma. At high cold spot temperatures, the
obtained Te and ne-values are independent on the indium halide molecule type
and the background gas which indicates that the ionization and power balance
are both dominated by indium despite the different indium densities. The smaller
indium ground state density in the InCl/argon discharge also results in a smaller
population density of excited indium states and hence, in general a lower indium
emission. But the smaller ground state density also strongly lowers the impact of
reabsorption effects on the indium emission which results in a larger amount of
indium radiation escaping from the discharge. Therefore, the maximum efficiency
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of ηAr,100WInCl,In = 12.8 ± 2.6% (obtained at TCS ≈ 220 ◦C) is higher than the one
achieved in the InBr/argon discharge despite a similar indium halide radiation.
The better efficiencies of InCl/rare gas discharges are also evident at varying
RF-power and at different background gas types. In general, the same depen-
dencies are exhibited in the InCl/rare gas plasma as in the InBr/rare gas di-
scharges but if krypton is used as background gas for InCl, plasma instabilities
make measurements above TCS = 215 ◦C (where the maximum efficiency is not
yet reached) impossible. The maximum efficiencies for the InCl/rare gas di-
scharges using argon and neon as background gas are ηAr,40WInCl,In = 24.1± 4.8% and
ηNe,70WInCl,In = 22.7 ± 4.5% respectively. They are achieved at a cold spot tempera-
ture between 220 and 230 ◦C which is almost the same range as for InBr/rare gas
discharges.
In order to discuss the applicability of low pressure indium halide discharges as
light sources, an outlook on the design requirements of such a lamp has been given.
The RF-coupling of commercially available inductively coupled mercury/rare gas
discharge lamps could be applied but if the optimum cold spot temperature of
210 − 230 ◦C should be reached without external heating, an additional outer
jacket with an infrared reflective coating and/or neon as background gas must be
utilized. The instability problems arising with neon at low TCS values which occur
during the starting phase of a lamp could possibly be avoided by varying the neon
pressure or using a mixture of neon and argon. The phosphor-generated “white”
lamp emission has been simulated. If the phosphor blend is chosen to reach a
colour rendering index of 80 - which allows for the general lighting application -
an over-all efficiency of 60 lm/W can be achieved.
In summary, the application of InBr and InCl in low pressure discharges for ligh-
ting purposes has been investigated fundamentally. The physical processes which
determine the discharge characteristics and the efficiency of the generated indium
halide and indium near-UV emission have been identified. It has been demons-
trated, that the plasma generation via inductive RF-coupling is more appropriate
for the lamp application than capacitive coupling. The intensity of the discharge
emission is strongly dependent on the evaporated indium halide amount and on
the applied RF-power whereas the background gas type plays only a minor role.
This favours the utilization of argon as no instability problems arise with this
background gas. The main process which limits the achievable maximum effi-
ciency of the generated indium halide and indium emission is the reabsorption of
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emitted photons within the plasma volume. The impact of this effect decreases
with decreasing RF-power and in addition, the opacity of the intense indium lines
is smaller in the InCl/rare gas discharge, i. e. more indium radiation is emitted
than from the InBr/rare gas plasma. Therefore, the utilization of InCl and the
operation at the lowest possible RF-power yields the highest efficiencies. The
maximum efficiency achieved in this work is ηAr,40WInCl,In = 24.1± 4.8% which is rea-
ched in a rather broad cold spot temperature range between 220 − 230 ◦C. The
requirements of a low pressure indium halide discharge lamp prototype suitable
for general lighting have been discussed. The corresponding over-all light source
efficiency of 60 lm/W is a factor of two lower than the one of the best linear
fluorescent lamps but similar to compact fluorescent lamps. The pressure of the
background gas which had been kept constant at 1 mbar in the performed inves-
tigations might still allow for an improvement of the efficiency. Also a variation
of the diameter of the discharge vessel might have an influence on the radial den-
sity distributions and therefore on the efficiency-limiting reabsorption effects. In
general, the obtained results and efficiencies encourage further research as the
application of low pressure rare gas discharges with indium halide additives for
lighting shows great promise.
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A Molecular Constants and Ionization Cross
Sections
Table A.1: Molecular constants of the relevant isotopes of InBr and InCl
[MYSR04].
Isotope
Electronic Tel ωe ωexe ωeye re
state [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] [Å]
115In79Br
X1Σ+(0+) 0.0 222.930 0.5198 -0.003 50 2.543 179
A3Π0+(0+) 26 597.850 228.163 1.1950 -0.008 80 2.483 092
B3Π1(1) 27 381.250 224.328 1.2730 -0.016 50 2.486 253
115In81Br
X1Σ+(0+) 0.0 221.370 0.5121 -0.008 80 2.543 180
A3Π0+(0+) 26 597.871 226.500 1.1820 -0.008 20 2.483 049
B3Π1(1) 27 381.257 222.701 1.2600 -0.015 70 2.487 100
115In35Cl
X1Σ+(0+) 0.0 317.389 1.0320 -0.000 51 2.402 024
A3Π0+(0+) 27 778.209 340.040 1.8800 -0.006 58 2.333 273
B3Π1(1) 28 563.630 339.100 2.1930 -0.029 02 2.338 645
115In37Cl
X1Σ+(0+) 0.0 310.718 0.9860 − 2.401 192
A3Π0+(0+) 27 778.209 332.923 1.8020 -0.006 18 −
B3Π1(1) 28 563.630 332.003 2.1020 -0.029 72 −
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Table A.2: Molecular constants of the relevant isotopes of InBr and InCl
[MYSR04] (continued).
Isotope
Electronic Be αe × 104 De × 108 βe × 1010
state [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1]
115In79Br
X1Σ+(0+) 0.055 671 1.907 60 1.364 30 0.060 33
A3Π0+(0+) 0.058 323 2.450 00 1.550 00 −
B3Π1(1) 0.058 255 2.790 00 1.580 00 −
115In81Br
X1Σ+(0+) 0.054 856 1.865 89 1.313 96 0.059 70
A3Π0+(0+) 0.057 587 2.727 00 1.522 00 −
B3Π1(1) 0.057 441 2.909 00 1.541 00 −
115In35Cl
X1Σ+(0+) 0.108 980 5.173 70 5.161 21 0.241 00
A3Π0+(0+) 0.115 220 6.678 00 5.266 00 9.690 00
B3Π1(1) 0.114 970 7.874 00 5.900 00 −
115In37Cl
X1Σ+(0+) 0.104 469 4.855 76 6.621 25 0.250 00
A3Π0+(0+) 0.110 445 6.267 43 4.838 80 8.717 60
B3Π1(1) 0.110 208 7.391 16 5.421 38 −
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Figure A.1: Cross sections for electron impact ionization out of the ground state
of InBr and InCl calculated after the Gryzinski-method as described in [BD65].
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B Integration over Solid Angle in an Infinite
Cylinder
For the calculation of the population escape factor an integration of a function
f(x) over the solid angle Ω has to be carried out. The variable l(Ω) denotes the
length of the line of sight (which is along the x-axis) through the center of an
infinite cylinder as shown in figure B.1 where the geometry of the setup is shown.
To take advantage of the cylindrical symmetry the integration is performed using
spherical coordinates:
dΩ = sinϑ′ dϑ′ dφ, (10.1)
where ϑ′ and φ denote the angles according to figure B.1. However, it is easier
to use the angle to the cross sectional area ϑ for the calculation as depicted in
figure B.1. Then equation (10.1) turns into
dΩ = cosϑ dϑ dφ. (10.2)
The integral over the solid angle of a function f(l(Ω)) is given by
∫
f(l(Ω)) dΩ =
2π∫
0
+π/2∫
−π/2
f(l(Ω)) cos [ϑ(l(Ω))] dϑ(l(Ω)) dφ. (10.3)
If the length l(Ω) is defined according to figure B.1 the angle ϑ is correlated with
l(Ω). As the physical quantities are cylindrically symmetrical the integration over
φ simply yields 2π. Furthermore the symmetry with respect to the cross sectional
Figure B.1: Sketch of an infinite cylinder.
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area results in:
+π/2∫
−π/2
f(l(Ω)) cos [ϑ(l(Ω))] dϑ(l(Ω)) = 2
+π/2∫
0
f(l(Ω)) cos [ϑ(l(Ω))] dϑ(l(Ω)x).
(10.4)
Therefore the integral over the solid angle of an infinite cylinder can be written
as ∫
f(l(Ω)) dΩ = 4π
+π/2∫
0
f(l(Ω)) cos [ϑ(l(Ω))] dϑ(l(Ω)). (10.5)
For the integration it is advantageous to transfer the dependence of the function
on f(l(Ω)) to a dependence on the length z as depicted in figure B.1 which can
be easily done as l(Ω) =
√
r2 + z2. The substitution of the variable l(Ω) by the
variable z in the integral leads to:
∫
f(l(Ω)) dΩ = 4π
∞∫
0
f(l(Ω)) cos
[
arctan
(
z
r
)]
r
r2 + z2
dz. (10.6)
As the integral is solved numerically, the integration from zero to ∞ cannot be
carried out completely. Therefore the integral is only calculated from zero to a
maximal value zmax and the integral from zmax to ∞ has to be approximated.
This is done by calculating the solid angle of a spherical cap with a fixed radius
l′ as shown in figure B.2. The value of l′ = 1/2 (zmax +
√
r2 + z2max) is calculated
after the intercept theorem and averages the lengths zmax and
√
r2 + z2max. The
integral of the function f(l′) over the solid angle of the spherical cap is given by
∫
f(l′) dΩ =
π/2∫
ϑmin
f(l′) cosϑ dϑ. (10.7)
Figure B.2: Sketch of the spherical cap.
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Substituting the angle ϑ with a length r′ in direction of the radius r of the cylinder
results in: ∫
f(l′) dΩ =
r∫
0
f(l′)
r′
(l′)2
1√
1− r′2
(l′)2
dr′. (10.8)
As the value of zmax is chosen so that r ≪ l′ is valid, the integral reduces to
∫
f(l′) dΩ =
r∫
0
f(l′)
r′
(l′)2
dr′ =
f(l′)
(l′)2
r∫
0
r′ dr′ =
r2 f(l′)
2(l′)2
. (10.9)
Therefore the integral over the solid angle of an infinite cylinder is calculated
numerically by
1
4π
∫
f(l(Ω)) dΩ =
zmax∫
0
f(l(Ω)) cos
[
arctan
(
z
r
)]
r
r2 + z2
dz +
r2 f(l′)
2(l′)2
. (10.10)
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C Data on the Hyperfine Splitting of Indium
The energy difference between the single hyperfine components (traditionally gi-
ven in [MHz]) of the 5 2P1/2, 5 2P3/2, 6 2S1/2 (taken from [DMZ53]) and the 7 2S1/2
state (taken from [GGV90]) are shown in table C.1. The central wavelength of the
lines resulting from the allowed transitions (selection rule ∆F = 0,±1) between
the particular hyperfine split states and their relative intensity (after [DMZ53])
are summarized in table C.2. The wavelength of the lines is calculated by assu-
ming that the central wavelength of the electronic transition coincides with the
line with the lowest wavelength. This can be done as only the relative position
of the particular lines is relevant for the calculation of Θline and fWLABS. The
single hyperfine lines of the transitions between the 6 2S1/2 (7 2S1/2) state and
the 5 2P1/2 or 5 2P3/2 states and the resulting line profile of the electronic tran-
sition are shown in figure C.1 (in figure C.2). The profiles have been calculated
exemplarily for a gas temperature of 800 K and a argon background gas pressure
of 3 mbar.
Table C.1: Energy difference between the particular hyperfine split states of the
electronic 5 2P1/2, 5
2P3/2, 6
2S1/2 and 7
2S1/2 states.
State Energy difference
7 2S1/2, F = 5 } 2 710 MHz7 2S1/2, F = 4
6 2S1/2, F = 5 } 8 436 MHz6 2S1/2, F = 4
5 2P3/2, F = 6 } 1 753 MHz
5 2P3/2, F = 5
} 1 117 MHz
5 2P3/2, F = 4
} 669 MHz5 2P3/2, F = 3
5 2P1/2, F = 5 } 11 413 MHz5 2P1/2, F = 4
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Table C.2: Central wavelength and relative intensity [DMZ53] of the lines that
arise from the transitions between the hyperfine split states of the electronic
5 2P1/2, 5
2P3/2, 6
2S1/2 and 7
2S1/2 states. The relative intensity can only be
compared among one fine structure system.
Wavelength [nm] Upper state Lower state Relative intensity
275.3909 7 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P1/2, F = 5 0.668
275.3880 7 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P1/2, F = 4 1
275.3916 7 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P1/2, F = 5 1
275.3887 7 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P1/2, F = 4 0.364
293.3638 7 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P3/2, F = 6 1
293.3633 7 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P3/2, F = 5 0.509
293.3630 7 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P3/2, F = 4 0.185
293.3641 7 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P3/2, F = 5 0.339
293.3638 7 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P3/2, F = 4 0.509
293.3636 7 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P3/2, F = 3 0.539
410.1824 6 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P1/2, F = 5 0.668
410.1760 6 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P1/2, F = 4 1
410.1871 6 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P1/2, F = 5 1
410.1807 6 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P1/2, F = 4 0.364
451.1329 6 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P3/2, F = 6 1
451.1318 6 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P3/2, F = 5 0.509
451.1310 6 2S1/2, F = 5 5 2P3/2, F = 4 0.185
451.1375 6 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P3/2, F = 5 0.339
451.1367 6 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P3/2, F = 4 0.509
451.1363 6 2S1/2, F = 4 5 2P3/2, F = 3 0.539
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Figure C.1: The single hyperfine lines and the resulting line profile (a) of the
6 2S1/2 ↔ 5 2P1/2 transition and (b) of the 6 2S1/2 ↔ 5 2P3/2 transition. The
profiles are calculated for a gas temperature of 800 K and a argon background gas
pressure of 3 mbar.
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Figure C.2: The single hyperfine lines and the resulting line profile (a) of the
7 2S1/2 ↔ 5 2P1/2 transition and (b) of the 7 2S1/2 ↔ 5 2P3/2 transition. The
profiles are calculated for a gas temperature of 800 K and a argon background gas
pressure of 3 mbar.
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